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Abstract 

Magnetic Induction Tomography (MIT) is a non-invasive technique that utilises the 

passive electrical properties of a material to produce cross-sectional images. In MIT 

system, the signals detected by the sensors must be measured using a phase sensitive 

technique. A sub-millidegree phase stability is typically required for biological tissues, 

where the objects to be imaged have relatively low conductivity (< 2S/m). The phase 

noise and thermal related phase drift in the receiver's signal chain of currently available 

MIT systems are the major limiting factors of MIT performance for practical 

measurements. 

  

This thesis describes the development of a high precision DSP based signal 

measurement platform. It utilises multi-channel high speed digitisers to sample two or 

more signals simultaneously and phase differences between the signals are calculated by 

using FFT based algorithms. The algorithms are optimised for higher speed performance 

using parallel processing on both multi-core PC and graphic card processors. A faster 

approach based on a dedicated DSP processor for each MIT channel is later suggested to 

reduce data transfer speed limitations between the digitiser and the signal processing 

hardware. By formulating a phase noise estimation model to optimise the digitiser's 

setting, it is shown that better phase measurement precision and dynamic range can be 

achieved. To improve the phase drift for practical MIT measurements, a novel 

instrumentation amplifier was designed and it was incorporated into a new 5-channel 

annular array MIT prototype. The prototype was fully developed into a 14-channel 

Cardiff MIT-MKIIa system and both systems demonstrated sub-millidegree phase noise 

performance with a highly stable phase drift characteristic. To further investigate the 

MIT system for practical applications, phantom measurements were carried out to 

investigate the MIT system precision for detecting cerebral stroke and a single channel 

multi-frequency MIT system was built to perform spectroscopy measurements on 

biological samples. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Overview   

The study of passive electrical properties (PEP) of biological tissues has been an area of 

interest for researchers from a wide variety of disciplines for over a century, mainly in 

the area of bio-impedance research (Pethig R 1987, McAdams and Jossinet 1995, C. 

Gabriel et al. 1996, Foster 2000, Miklavcic et al. 2006). It is motivated by the fact that 

PEP can provide valuable medical diagnostic information which reflects the condition of 

biological tissues.  

 

In the last few decades, new systems and techniques that utilised the PEP of biological 

tissues for imaging purposes have emerged (Holder 2005). Magnetic Induction 

Tomography (MIT) is one of the more recent non-contact imaging techniques (Griffiths 

2005). MIT system produces cross-sectional images by measuring the PEP of the human 

body and displays their distribution (e.g. conductivity, permittivity and permeability 

distribution). To produce images, an alternating primary magnetic field is first radiated 

to a conductive sample placed within the MIT system using an array of excitation coils. 

This will generate a secondary magnetic field due to the induced eddy currents within 

the sample. An array of detector coils is then used to detect the resulting perturbation of 
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the primary magnetic fields produced by the eddy currents. The multi-channel 

measurement data can be translated into images through MIT forward model and image 

reconstruction software (Morris 2004, Soleimani and Lionheart 2006). Since the 

difference in the value of passive electrical properties is large between different 

biological tissues (C. Gabriel et al. 1996), cross-sectional images of passive electrical 

properties distribution (e.g. conductivity distribution) should therefore show image 

contrast through image reconstruction software.   

 

As an imaging device, the MIT system is considered to provide advantages with regards 

to the rate of data acquisition, low cost and the lack of risk to a patient since non-

ionizing radiation is employed (Watson et al. 2008). Alternative tomography techniques, 

such X-ray and CT, in comparison, use ionizing radiation. The MIT technique is 

currently being investigated for a number of biomedical applications including the 

monitoring of cerebral oedema and the detection and classification of cerebral stroke 

(Zolgharni and et al. 2009). 

 

An earlier imaging method that utilises the passive electrical properties, the Electrical 

Impedance Tomography (EIT), applies alternating current to an object via electrodes and 

measurements of trans-impedance are collected (Henderson and Webster 1978, Holder 

2005). The measurement of a signal in EIT system however poses a challenging task due 

to the ill defined electrode-skin interface that requires galvanic coupling between device 

and the sample under measurement (McAdams et al. 1996, Wang et al. 2007). A large 

number of sensors are difficult to be employed without increasing the practical 

difficulties of taking measurements. In terms of operating frequency, EIT system 

normally operate up to 1MHz. Above 1 MHz, such system may suffer from spurious 

dispersion in the measurement of impedance spectra, which might due to parasitic 

capacitance effects (Scharfetter et al. 1998).  The resistance barrier of skull also poses a 

limitation for using EIT as a device for brain imaging (Holder 1992). Most 

investigations of EIT applications were focused on lung imaging (Barber and Brown 

1984), respiration monitoring application and breast cancer screening application  

(Hartov et al. 2004). 
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Magnetic Induction Tomography systems were proposed as the new modality with non-

contacting induction coils for the imaging of human head (Korjenevsky and Cherepenin 

1999, Griffiths et al. 1999).  Since the MIT system is non-contact, there is no skin-

electrode impedance and the coupling with the object can therefore be made more stable. 

The positions of the coils are accurately known and rigidly fixed in the MIT system, 

hence, it is possible to acquire large numbers of measurements more quickly since the 

laborious application of electrodes are not required. In comparison to EIT system, MIT 

system may not suffer from the similar practical measurement problem, it is however 

having a disadvantage of lower signal SNR at frequencies below 1MHz due to the 

characteristics of MIT coil sensors. 

 

Other titles of MIT systems for biomedical applications are mutual inductance 

tomography or Electromagnetic tomography (Peyton et al. 1996), and electrical 

conductivity imaging via contact-less method (Gencer and Tek 1999, Karbeyaz and 

Gencer 2003). Magnetic Induction Tomography was later suggested as a more 

appropriate title for a system which involved the induction of eddy currents and the 

sensing of the external magnetic field. The MIT system in principle is similar to 

magnetic induction based measurement methods that have been widely used in non-

destructive and non-invasive testing, ranging from applications in geo-physical 

investigation to industrial applications.  

 

The operating frequencies are normally confined to the β-dispersion region where the 

passive electrical properties change with a greater gradient with frequency for most 

biological tissues, especially the conductivity of blood tissues (Beving et al. 1994). This 

is particularly useful as it gives a better image contrast when tissues are compared at 

different frequencies. Since different tissues also exhibit different conductivity spectra, 

the image can also be produced by comparing them at frequencies where greater contrast 

can be produced. The β-dispersion region falls approximately within the range of 10kHz 

to 10 MHz for most biological tissues (S. Gabriel et al. 1996). Most imaging MIT 

systems operate at the upper limit of the range, i.e. at 10MHz 
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For tissue characterisation purposes, a single channel version of the MIT system with 

multi-frequency capability (Magnetic Induction Spectroscopy) can be used to study the 

spectra of passive electrical properties (PEP) of biological tissues. Similar to MIT, MIS 

provides a non contact method to obtain the spectra information when the alternating 

current interacts with biological tissues in the β-dispersion frequency range (Rabbat 

1990). It attracted interest because of the perceived diagnostic value of information on 

the electrical properties of tissues. The collected impedance spectra information may be 

parameterised using the Cole equation (Cole 1941) or presented in forms such as 'Cole-

Cole’ or ‘Bode’ plots (D.C. Barber 2000).  

 

In the area of instrumentation design, the major challenges in designing MIT systems for 

biomedical applications are due to the characteristics of the measured signal.  Biological 

tissues have very low conductivities (less than 2S/m). Their interactions with the 

primary magnetic field will only produce extremely small perturbations which are 90° 

out of phase from the original primary signals. 

 

The signal size in MIT systems depends on its sensor type. For a non-primary field 

cancellation sensor, the phase sensitive device needs to accommodate the huge signal 

difference between the large primary field and the small perturbed voltage caused by the 

biological tissues. This is not the case in a primary field cancelled sensor where the 

signals of the primary field are reduced. However, the primary field cancelled sensor 

requires more steps to obtain precise calibration procedures.  

 

Another factor that affects the signal size is the location of the sensor. Multiple 

detections coils are typically arranged in an annular array, the detected signal size is 

depending on its distance with respect to the excitation coil location. E.g. the opposite 

channel will have the highest sensitivity on signal perturbation but lowest magnitude in 

primary field signal, the nearest channel to the excitation will have the least sensitivity in 

voltage perturbation but highest primary field signal level. Typically the signal size has a 

ratio of more than 100 between the closest and the furthest channel to the excitation coil 

location.  
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The magnitude of the voltage perturbations also depends on the operating frequency of 

the MIT system; a higher frequency will produce larger eddy currents and thus cause a 

higher signal perturbation. The phase sensitive device needs to have a high dynamic 

range with ultra low noise capability to detect very small perturbed voltage both in the 

magnitude and phase through a wide range of frequencies, in the case of multi-frequency 

MIT system.  

 

In MIT system, the signals detected by the sensors must be measured using a phase 

sensitive measurement technique and a very high phase stability is typically required, 

especially where the objects to be imaged have relatively low conductivity (< 2S/m). 

Phase stability is therefore a major performance limiting factor and an important design 

criteria of MIT signal measurement hardware. The signal measurement hardware must 

be capable of performing multi-channel and multi-frequency measurements, and yet to 

maintain the high precision requirement of having low phase noise. The thermal related 

phase drift is also an important design criteria since it might deteriorate the measurement 

accuracy when a practical MIT measurement is performed. 

 

Most classic MIT systems used a lock-in amplifier or XOR-based phase measurement 

devices to measure the signal perturbation (Watson et al. 2002). Heterodyne down-

conversion was employed to translate the frequency of the detected signals down to a 

range suitable for phase measurement devices (Watson et al. 2001). The problem 

associated with the down-conversion of a signal is the mixer's tendency to exhibit large 

amounts of phase drift. Furthermore, phase measurement techniques that implement the 

down-conversion process only allow one frequency to be measured at a time. Another 

problem is the cost and speed, especially for the lock-in amplifier. This makes down-

conversion technique as multi-frequency, multi-channel signal measurement hardware 

rather costly and slow. 

 

 

Advances in high-speed pipelined Analogue-to-Digital Converter (ADC) technology 

allow signals to be sampled at 100 MS/s with high resolution (up to 16-bits). The 
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elimination of down-conversion hardware potentially simplifies the analogue circuit 

design in the receiver channels of MIT system and makes it less prone to drift. Since 

signals are digitised directly, noise reduction, decimation and digital filtering can be 

carried out in the digital domain. The direct digitisation of signals can therefore, 

potentially reduce drift and increase measurement precision. 

 

A DSP based measurement platform requires signals to be digitally sampled and 

processed. The processing of the data needs large amounts of data to be transferred from 

a high-speed digitiser to a signal processing hardware (e.g. a PC workstation or a 

dedicated DSP processor). High speed data interface and efficient phase measurement 

algorithms are therefore needed to process multi-channel and multiple frequency 

waveforms so that acceptable measurement speed can be maintained for a practical MIT 

measurement without compromising the measurement precision. 

 

Two approaches are identified as potential methods to design the direct digitisation 

hardware with a DSP platform. (i) A direct data acquisition system with digital signal 

processing carried out on PC workstation (ii) or a modular dedicated DSP processor for 

each channel.  

 

For a PC based DSP measurement platform, the latest high speed and high resolution 

multi-channel ADC system (National Instruments PXI-5105) can provide a relatively 

low cost multi-channel, multi-frequency capability for the MIT system. Although the 

PXI system requires data transfer between digitiser and PC by using a dedicated data 

transfer hardware (MXI bus), the MXI express controller is relatively fast (up to 

110MB/s data transfer). It provides up to 6.8 frames/s theoretically for 16 channels 

measurement with a data length of 219 samples each channel. The digital processing 

algorithm for the phase measurement is potentially computationally intensive. Using an 

efficiency parallel processing algorithm on mainstream multi-core processors (CPU) or 

Graphic Processing Units (GPU) provides a very low cost solution to speed up the PC 

based DSP calculations. 
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For a dedicated DSP processor measurement platform, a DSP processor can be used to 

remove the data transfer limitation. Each high-speed ADC is connected directly to a 

dedicated processor through its on-board high-speed data interface. This will provide a 

high-speed measurement solution for the MIT system. It will potentially extend the 

capabilities of the MIT system for online monitoring purposes where higher refresh rate 

is needed.  

 

To maintain the precision of the signal measurement, signal acquisition hardware in MIT 

systems need to have an excellent dynamic range, phase precision and phase stability 

over a period of time. The phase performance specification in MIT systems is generally 

expressed in phase drift, phase noise and voltage noise. It is often the case that the long 

term phase stability is a major factor that limits the performance of the overall system. 

An ultra stable signal source follow by an excellent analogue front end circuit design 

and data-acquisition hardware, are needed to design a phase stable MIT system. MIT 

systems need to be characterised in terms of amplitude and phase precision, phase 

sensitivity for conductivity measurement and phase drift of overall system. 

 

1.2 Statement of aims and objectives 

The aim of this study is to develop a high precision digital signal processing (DSP) 

measurement platform for bio-medical Magnetic Induction Tomography using direct 

signal digitisation methods. The DSP measurement platform development will be 

inclusive of the development of a phase sensitive signal measurement hardware, the 

design of low phase drift signal amplification circuits, the development of digital signal 

processing algorithms and hardware, and also the development of a multi-channel, 

multi-frequency MIT and MIS system prototypes. 

 

The focus is to produce a cost effective measurement module which has the necessary 

phase stability for biomedical applications such as medical imaging and spectroscopy. 

Improving the precision and accuracy of the signal measurement hardware will 

consequently increase the accuracy of MIT image reconstruction and the measurement 
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of spectroscopy data for diagnostic applications. The objectives of this thesis can be 

summarised in the following points: 

 

1. Reviewing the current signal measurement hardware implementations in MIT 

systems. Investigation of a suitable digital signal processing based measurement 

platform, which is capable of matching the required specifications for biomedical 

MIT systems with multi-frequency capability.  

2. Investigation of the factors that affect the phase measurement precision in DSP 

based measurement platforms, and of a suitable optimisation method to obtain 

high precision for MIT system. 

3. Investigation of the thermal related phase drift in the MIT receiver’s signal chain 

and development of possible methods to reduce the phase drift. 

4. Evaluation of the selected DSP measurement platform and investigation of a 

suitable phase measurement algorithms, hardware setting, precision and speed 

optimisation. 

5. Development and performance characterisation of a fully functional MIT and 

MIS system prototypes, both in hardware and software algorithm. Evaluation of 

the systems for practical MIT and MIS measurement in terms of measurement 

precision, accuracy and measurement sensitivity. 

 

1.3 Thesis structure  

The remaining chapters of this thesis are organized as follows:   

In Chapter 2, the related literature review is presented. The chapter is divided into 4 

sections. The first section explains the basic principles related to the MIT signal 

measurement. It is followed by a review of signal measurement hardware in the MIT 

system. A brief summary of biomedical MIT system specifications, from 1999 to 2010, 

is given. In section three, phase sensitive measurement techniques are described. The 

final section reviews the status of the ongoing development of Cardiff MIT systems and 

a brief description of an earlier implementation of a signal channel MIT system 

(otherwise known as Magnetic Induction Spectroscopy) is given. 
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Chapter 3 describes the design of a low cost multi-channel phase sensitive measurement 

hardware based on National Instruments PXI-5105 digitiser modules, and using a PC 

workstation as a DSP platform to perform an FFT based algorithm calculation. An 

empirical phase noise estimation model was developed based on the relationship 

between phase noise and total voltage noise in a digitiser. A simple verification 

measurement was performed. The chapter also describes the characterisation of the PXI 

system. A dynamic extension method and an optimised digitiser configuration for high 

precision phase measurements using the PXI module were suggested. 

 

In chapter 4, investigation of two novel methods are described. A newly developed 5-

channel MIT system prototype were built to investigate the phase drift in a practical 

MIT signal measurement. The chapter describes the MIT practical measurement 

procedures and analyses the main contributions of phase drift in the system. Based on 

the analysis, two methods are suggested to reduce the drift. The first method, active-

passive reference, first published in Watson et al. (S. Watson et al. 2009) is briefly 

discussed. The second method using an active compensation instrumentation amplifier 

design is also presented. The descriptions of the methodology, simulation and 

measurement results compared to conventional differential amplifier designs are 

presented. An updated results of temperature controlled phase drift measurement are 

given. 

 

Chapter 5 explains the development of a new 14-channel Cardiff MIT MKIIa system 

with the incorporation of the PXI based measurement modules. The chapter continues 

with a description of the software development, which comprises of the development of 

instrument control procedures, the multi-channel automation measurement  

procedures, the DSP algorithms development for phase measurement, the signal and 

phase noise optimisation procedures, and the measurement speed optimisation. The 

multi-channel, multi-frequency performance characterisation of the system is described,  

as well as the evaluation of signal size in Cardiff MIT MKIIa system for head imaging 
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using phantom samples. The final section of the chapter demonstrates a new MIS system 

for tissue characterisation based on the same PXI based measurement module. 

 

Chapter 6 describes the overall measurement speed optimisation of the PXI based 

measurement module by using parallel processing algorithms. It utilises the multi-core 

PC processor and the Graphic Processing Unit (GPU) of commercially available 

graphics cards. A preliminary design of new low cost dedicated high-speed module for a 

dedicated DSP platform and its FFT based algorithm are presented. 

 

Chapter 7 concludes the study by summarising the results and achievements for the 

works which were carried out. Suggestions for further developments were also provided. 

1.4 Collaborative authorship 

Several sections of the works which have been carried out in this thesis are shared 

between research collaborators under the EPSRC-funded project for the development of 

low-conductivity MIT system. (Imaging low-conductivity materials in Magnetic Induction 

Tomography, LCOMIT grant references EP/E009832/1). The involved academic 

institutions are: Faculty of Advanced Technology, University of Glamorgan; Institute of 

Life Science Medical School, Swansea University; and the Dept. of Electrical and 

Electronic Engineering, University of Manchester. The collaboration of the author in the 

project was with the colleagues from the University of Glamorgan. 

 

• Active-Passive reference network 

The active-passive network method was suggested by Dr. Stuart Watson (S. Watson 

et al. 2009). The construction work of the 5-channel prototype to test the method was 

shared between the author and Dr. Watson. All measurements were carried out 

jointly. The tasks which can be contributed exclusively to the author to bring the 

passive-active reference idea into practical realisation in measurement and a fully 

working system are: (i) The development of signal measurement hardware and (ii) 
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the design of measurement algorithms to perform simultaneous multi-frequency 

phase measurement.  

 

• Actively compensated instrumentation amplifier 

The novel instrumentation amplifier design was conceptualised by the author of this 

thesis and Dr. Watson. The SPICE simulation, test circuits and the temperature sensitive 

phase drift measurement are jointly developed and carried out by the author and Dr 

Watson as part of the LCOMIT project. The exclusive contributions of the author are: (i) 

On the development of the high gain section of the new instrumentation amplifier 

design, (ii) the preliminary SPICE simulation of the differential amplifier circuits, 

(iii) initial testing of the high-gain section circuit and (iv) temperature sensitive 

measurement setup and the development of procedure for amplifier characterisation.  

 

• Cardiff MIT-MKIIa system 

The development of the Cardiff MIT MKIIa can be separated into three development 

stages. The initial works in the first design stage of the Cardiff MIT MKIIa system 

are credited to Dr. Stuart Watson. This includes the design and construction of 

sensors and circuits (for all excitation and detection channels), the design and 

construction of signal distribution hardware (phase stable cabling and signal 

reference network), and the overall design concept of Cardiff MKIIa MIT system. 

The stage two of MIT MKIIa development is however exclusively contributed by the 

author. The works include the measurement and control software developments for 

all MIT systems. All DSP based phase measurement algorithms and system 

optimisation software in LabView were also designed by the author. The 

performance measurements of the MKIIa system and head phantom measurement 

were carried out jointly by the author and Dr. Stuart Watson. 

 

• Cardiff MIS-MKII system 
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The initial development of system was jointly developed by the author and Dr. Stuart 

Watson. However, the latest published results in this thesis, the further modification 

of the MIS system hardware and software are carried out by Dr. Stuart Watson. 

 

• CUDA GPU FFT Code 

The initial coding of the GPU FFT code in C program for a memory transfer 

between GPU and PC, and a benchmark test for multiple FFT performance on GPU 

were developed by Dr. Maimaitijiang. The complete development of the FFT 

algorithm and the GPU-DLL function to retrieve the phase information were jointly 

developed by the author of this thesis and Dr. Maimaitijiang.  The LabView program 

to interface with the GPU-DLL function is an exclusive design of the author.  
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Chapter 2 Overview of Magnetic 
Induction Tomography system 
developm ent 
 

2.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to first introduce the basic working principle of MIT and 

MIS system. It is then followed by a review of the MIT systems development and 

specification published to date (August 2010). The signal characteristics and techniques 

in MIT measurement hardware will be reviewed next. The final part of the review 

section gives an overview of the development of Cardiff MIT systems and the chapter 

concludes with a summary. 
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2.2 Basic Principle of MIT system 

2.2.1 Signals in MIT system 

The basic form of MIT measurement hardware, shown in Figure 2-1, consists of an 

excitation coil, a receiver coil, signal conditioning, amplification and data-acquisition 

circuits. The signal source has to provide an accurate phase reference to the receiver's 

sensor to ensure an accurate phase sensitive measurement. 

 

  

Figure 2-1 A single channel MIT signal measurement hardware 

 

When considering a sinusoidal signal excitation with angular frequency of ω, the phasor 

form of Maxwell’s differential equations in a magnetic and/or polarisable media can be 

written as: 

 � × � = �� + ����	         Ampere’s law Equation 2-1 
 × 	 = −����                Faraday’s law Equation 2-2 
 ∙� =                             Gauss for electric fields Equation 2-3 
 ∙� = �                            Gauss for magnetic fields Equation 2-4 

Constitutive relations: � = �	, � = ��,			� = �	  
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where, H is the  magnetic field (Am-1), E is the  electric field (Vm-1), ω is the angular 

velocity, σ is the conductivity (Sm-1), ε is the permittivity (Fm-1), µ is the permeability 

(Hm-1), D is the electric displacement (Cm-2), B is the magnetic field displacement 

(Tesla), ρ is the charge density (Cm-3), J is the current density and “	
 ∙ ” and “	
 × ” are 

the divergence and curl operator, respectively. 

 

The operation of the MIT system can be briefly described as follows:   

 

• Magnetic field generated by the excitation coil 

In MIT system, the alternating current is first injected through an excitation coil, 

which produces a time varying primary magnetic field. The primary magnetic field B 

can be described by the Biot-Savart’s equation (only applicable to the case of quasi-

static approximation and a system without electromagnetic shielding). 

 

� =
�����	��� × �����

 Equation 2-5 

 

Consider a current carrying wire in an arbitrary geometry, where I is a current in a 

wire with an arbitrary geometry and the integral is carried out over the closed current 

path. Further, dl is an element length along the current path,  �� is displacement unit 

vector pointing from the element of circuit dl towards the field point to determine B.  

 

• Interaction with sample 

The primary magnetic field �	will produce an electric field 	 when it interacts with 

conductive material, such as biological tissues, and generates eddy currents within it. 

The induced electrical field in the sample is 90o out of phase according to Equation 

2-2. The Equation 2-1 of the Maxwell’s equation can be expressed as,  

 � × � = �+ ���          Equation 2-6 
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And the total current density J in Equation 2-6 is, 

 � = �� + �� = �	 + ��          Equation 2-7 

 

where Jc is the conduction current density induced by the presence of the electric 

field, Js is a source current density that induces the electromagnetic fields, and σ is 

the conductivity of the sample. 

 

In biological tissue, the susceptance is small compared to the conductivity. The eddy 

current is almost in phase with the induced electric field gradient that caused by it 

(Ktistis 2007). The eddy currents in turn generate a secondary magnetic field and 

according to Biot-Savart’s law, they are in phase with each other. The secondary 

field generated is therefore 90o out of phase from the primary field signal. 

 

• Signal measured at the receiver coil 

The measurement of signal perturbation in the MIT system in generally requires two 

step measurements. The magnetic field is detected by a coil in the form of voltage.  

A reference signals is needed for a phase sensitive measurement. The first step is to 

measure the primary field without a measurement sample, followed by a 

measurement with a sample immediately after. The signal perturbation caused by the 

conductive sample can therefore be obtained by subtracting the result of both 

measurements.  

 

The voltage measurement at the receiver coil can be written as in Equation 2-8, by 

considering the case of three inductive circuit elements, source L1, detector L2 and 

sample L3 (Korjenevsky and Cherepenin 1997). 

 

��� = �� ⋅ ��	��	 �� + ��!"+ ����#� ∙ �
 Equation 2-8 

 �
 = Excitation current flow through L1. 
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� = Excitation signal angular velocity. 

R = A resistive element parallel with L3 in sample circuit model. ���= Mutual coupling between source and detector. ��	= Mutual coupling between source and sample. ��	= Mutual coupling between sample and source. 

2.2.2 Simplified analytical model of signal perturb ation 

To further analyse the relationship between the passive electrical properties of sample 

and the signal perturbation when it interacts with a varying magnetic field, a simple 

analytical model was derived for a simple case of geometry by Griffiths et al. and 

Scharfetter et al. (Griffiths et al. 1999, Griffiths et al. 2007, Scharfetter et al. 2003) 

 

By considering a circular disk (Figure 2-2) with homogeneous passive electrical 

properties, of radius R and thickness t, placed in the central and midway between a small 

primary coil and secondary coil, with large separation between coils.  

 

 
Figure 2-2 Magnetic field at a thin disk due to a small excitation coil 

 

For a sinusoidal excitation at angular frequency ω and a much larger skin depth of 

electromagnetic field in the material compared to the thickness of sample, the ∆∆∆∆v 
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induced by secondary field divided by v0 induced in primary field (or know as signal to 

carrier ratio, SCR) is given by:  

 

$! =
∆��� =

%&&� = '���(������ − ��− ��)+  ��� − �� Equation 2-9 

 

where ε0 is the permittivity of free space and µ0 is the permeability of free space. σ, εr 

and  µr   are the electrical conductivity, relative permittivity and relative permeability. 

The equation is a modification of equation given by Scharfetter et al. (Scharfetter et al. 

2003), with �� replaced by ��-1 to ensure that %* *�⁄  is equal to zero when no sample is 

present (Griffiths et al. 2007).  

 

Equation 2-9 shows that the signals in an MIT system will show the following 

characteristics:  

 

(i) The imaginary part of the detected voltage is directly proportional to the 

conductivity, and it has a 90o phase lag to the primary field voltage.  

 

,-./ �∆&&�# ∝ �� 
Equation 2-10 

 ,-./(∆&) ∝ �� Equation 2-11 

 

(ii)  Second, the real part of the detected voltage is proportional to the permittivity and to 

the square of the frequency, and it is in phase to the primary field voltage. 

 

 0.� �∆&&�# ∝ ������ 
Equation 2-12 

  0.�(∆&) ∝ ������ Equation 2-13 
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The conductivity σ is therefore linearly proportional to the imaginary part of the 

perturbed voltage for a specific conductivity volume. Phase measurement is therefore 

needed in MIT systems. Low conductivity materials such as biological tissues, which 

lead to a small perturbation, must be measured to a precision that will allow a significant 

contrast between the tissue’s dielectric properties (e.g. conductivity) of a certain volume 

under investigation.   

 

2.2.3 Measurement of signal’s perturbation 

The signals in MIT system can be represented by using phasor or vector voltage 

representation in Figure 2-3, with the real and imaginary parts defined relative to the 

primary voltage v,  

 

 
Figure 2-3 Phasor diagram of signals in MIT/MIS  (not to scale for biological tissue, ∆v is much 

smaller) 

 

The vector voltage due to the primary magnetic field is denoted by v, and Δv is the 

signal due to the secondary magnetic field when a sample is presence.	The total phasor 

due to the primary and secondary magnetic field, is 1����� 
 &����� = &� + %&    Equation 2-14 

 

or in phasor format,   

 |&�����|∠	3����� = |&�|∠	3� + |%&|∠	3∆�	 Equation 2-15 
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The phasor addition rule applies to the addition of vector voltage &�	and	%& for the 

calculation of total resultant phase, ∠	3�����. It must be converted to rectangular form for 

the phasor addition and again back to polar form to find ∠	3�����. 
 

There are two methods to determine the signal perturbation, measurement of real and 

imaginary part of the total voltage &����� or measurement of phase between the total 

voltage &����� and the excitation voltage &�. The use of a lock-in amplifier or an ADC 

card in the MIT system allows the measurement of both the real part Re(∆∆∆∆v) and the 

imaginary part Im(∆∆∆∆v) of the perturbed voltage	%& to be carried out. 

  %& =  0�%&�+ ,	�-(%&) Equation 2-16 

 

Several MIT systems only have the capability to measure phase only and use a non-

primary field cancellation coil setup. Refer to Equation 2-16, the voltage perturbation is 

generally expressed in a normalize form, �%& &�⁄ �	. This term is called the normalised 

voltage change or signal to carrier ratio (SCR) in some literature (Scharfetter et al. 

2003). The SCR is a function of the location of both the sample and the coil system.  For 

biological tissue, ∆v is typically very small compared to v0. For this reason, the 

simplified phase only measurement can be performed to accurately represent 

measurement the imaginary part of  4&.  

 

The phase measurement is an approximation and it is valid for the case of small 

perturbation in most biological tissue. This approximation simplifies the measurement 

hardware requirements. The Imag(SCR) is approximately equal to perturbation angle 

∆3, which is proportional to the conductivity of measured sample. The perturbation 

angle can be easily determined by measuring the phase difference between the total 

detected voltage 1�����  and the voltage due to the primary signal (&�). 
 

%3 = ���−� 5 �-�∆&��� +  0�∆&�6 Equation 2-17 
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Normalise the phasor diagram with &�, 
 

%3 ≈ ����� � �-�∆&/���
� + 0�∆&/���� ≈ �-�∆&/��� Equation 2-18 

 

By using a small angle approximation, the imaginary part of SCR can therefore be 

expressed as the phase difference (%3) between	&����� and &�, assuming	&� ≫  0(4&) 

or	 0�%& &�⁄ � ≪ 1.  If a simple phase sensitive detector is used to measure the signal 

from the secondary coil, only a simple measurement of the phase θ with reference to the 

source is needed to measure the Imag(SCR). The added benefit of using the phase only 

measurement is that it will be less sensitive to amplitude variations of the primary field, 

which can be caused by transmitter power fluctuations. Many MIT systems only 

measure phase because it is relatively easy to obtain the phase difference between the 

primary signal and secondary signal compare to the vector voltage measurement 

method.  

 

2.2.4 Imaging in MIT system 

One of the main objectives of the MIT system is to produce cross section images (Morris 

2004). The signals in MIT can be fully simulated in software according to the Maxwell 

electromagnetic field theory. A simulation of the MIT system model can be used to 

estimate system specification needed for MIT instrumentation and hardware design. To 

produce images, forward modelling (simulation of MIT signal and produce a sensitivity 

map) (Soleimani and Jersey-Willuhn 2004b, Pham and Peyton 2008, M. Zolgharni et al. 

2009), and inverse model (image reconstruction) are needed (Casanova et al. 2004, 

Morris 2004, Soleimani and Jersey-Willuhn 2004a, Scharfetter et al. 2006, Vauhkonen 

et al. 2008). 

 

The signal levels in MIT systems depend on the arrangement of the coils, the location of 

samples and the operating frequency. It can be modelled by the forward model to 
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produce a sensitivity matrix. The sensitivity of the system depends on the noise 

performance of the MIT sensor and receiver circuit to detect the change of conductivity 

within the MIT measurement boundaries. 

 

In general, the forward model of MIT provides a way to calculate the currents and 

voltages in volume elements (voxels) within a boundary condition. It usually carries out 

the following computational calculations: 

 

• The distribution of current induced in a volume of dielectric due to the magnetic 

field from an excitation coil, ��. 
• The voltage induced,	4&, in a sensing coil due to the current distribution in the 

dielectric.  

• The voltage induced, &�, in the sensing coil directly from the excitation coil.  

• The forward model estimates the sensitivity within the voxels which is termed as 

‘sensitivity matrix’. The sensitivity matrix, S, contains the number coil 

combinations (in the columns of the S matrix) and the predefined number of 

voxels (in rows of the S matrix).  

 

The sensitivity matrix S is defined as: 

 

$ =
���%� 	7�	$ =

���%�  Equation 2-19 

 

where M��  is the matrix of measured ∆3 or ( )vIM ∆ . 
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Figure 2-4 Sensitivity matrix generated by MIT forward model 

 

To produce cross section images in MIT systems, multi-channel transmitter/receiver 

combinations are required. The basic procedures to produce images in the MIT systems 

can be summarised in the following steps: 

 

• Generate sensitivity matrix, S, using a Forward model.  

• Obtain multiple channel phase difference ∆3 or �-(∆&) measurements.  

• Apply regularizations parameter to sensitivity matrix.  

• Reconstruct the image by using an inverse model,	∆� = �/$ where � matrix of 

∆3 or �-(∆&) is calculated by using the forward model. 

 

The measurement sensitivity of the MIT system is defined the as minimum value of the 

conductivity resolution that a system can detect. The sensitivity also depends on the 

distance of the MIT/MIS sensors to the excitation coils. 
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2.2.5 Multi-frequency for tissue characterisation 

Single channel MIT system that operates at multi-frequencies can be termed as Magnetic 

Induction Spectroscopy (MIS) and is a non-contact version of Bio-Impedance 

Spectroscopy (BIS) which can be used for tissue characterization purposes (Scharfetter 

et al. 1999). The MIS hardware can provide contactless spectroscopic conductivity 

measurement for tissue characterisation. 

 

Figure 2-5(a) shows the basic element of a typical biological tissue consists of a matrix 

of cells surrounded by fluid (Rabbat 1990).The cell membrane separates the extra 

cellular fluid from the intercellular fluid within the cell. The most basic electrical model 

of biological tissues, Figure 2-5(b), can be model using four electrical components, Re, 

Ri, Rm and Cm, where Re is the extra cellular fluid resistance, Ri is the intracellular fluid 

resistance, Rm,  is the membrane resistance and Cm is the membrane capacitance  model.  

 

 
Figure 2-5(a) Illustration of a typical biological tissue (b) Simplified four elements electrical model 

of biological tissues 

 

According to Figure 2-6 (a), when a sinusoidal current is passed through a tissue at high 

frequencies, the capacitance of the cellular membranes (Cm) will short-circuit the 

resistance of the membranes (Rm). Currents will pass through the tissue structure 

uniformly. At low frequencies, the cellular membranes have higher impedance and 

therefore the current is forced mostly through the extra cellular fluid resulting in a lower 
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tissue conductance, as shown in Figure 2-6(b). The model is acting like a high pass filter 

in electronic circuit. 

 
Figure 2-6(a) Current flow in biological tissues at high frequency (b) Current flows in biological 

tissue at low frequency (Rabbat 1990) 

 

Other than the simple membrane characteristic that was modelled by four electrical 

components, there are other factors that determine the flow of current in biological 

tissues. The current flows in biological tissues also depend on complex cellular structure 

of tissues and other physical phenomena such as temperature and directional placement 

(anisotropic dependence) of tissues. In practice, these factors lead to a complex variation 

of the tissue impedance with frequency and three distinct dispersions have been 

identified which are labelled as α, β and γ dispersions. Figure 2-7 shows an example of 

the conductivity and relative permittivity of blood over the range of 1kHz to 10GHz. 

The data were extrapolated from measurements taken by Gabriel et al. (S. Gabriel et al. 

1996). 
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Figure 2-7 Conductivity and relative permittivity of blood over 1kHz to 10GHz: extrapolated from 

Gabriel et al. 

 

The plots in Figure 2-7 illustrates the three distinctive dispersive characteristic of blood 

tissue, the α, β and γ dispersion regions (Foster 2000). At low frequencies, below several 

hundred kilohertz, the volume conductivity of the tissue is dominated by the 

conductivity of the extra-cellular medium and the volume fraction of extra-cellular 

space. The alpha dispersion occurs in the low-kilohertz range due to possibly the 

polarisation of large membrane-bound structures in the tissue. The alpha dispersion is 

very apparent in the permittivity but hardly noticeable in the conductivity of the tissue. 

The beta dispersion of tissues occurs near the range of 0.1 to 10MHz. This is due to the 

charging of cell membranes through the intracellular and extra-cellular media. The cell 

membranes have negligible impedance above the beta dispersion, and the current passes 

through both the extra-cellular and intracellular media. At frequencies above 1GHz, the 

tissue exhibits dispersion (the gamma dispersion) due to rotational relaxation of tissue 

water.  
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Figure 2-8 Conductivity and relative permittivity of bone, blood, CSF, brain (grey matter), muscle 

and fat over 10kHz to 10MHz extracted by Gabriel et al. (S. Gabriel et al. 1996). 

 

Figure 2-8 shows dispersion of different tissues with frequency for both conductivity 

and relative permittivity. Although large differences of permittivity can also be observed 

between different tissue types, it is easier to measure the conductivity which affects the 

conduction eddy currents rather than the permittivity which affects the displacement 

eddy current. The signals produced by displacement currents will generally be much 

smaller for frequencies in the beta dispersion region. 

 

Referring back to Figure 2-5, we know that the electrical tissue impedance is complex. 

One of the ways to model the whole behaviour of tissue impedance is to characterise it 

in complex series impedance or as complex admittance. The ‘complex’ here means the 

value is a complex phasor which consists of real and imaginary components. The 

dielectric permittivity and conductivity σ of the biological tissue are, respectively, the 

dipole and current densities induced in response to an applied electric field of unit 

amplitude (Foster 2000). Equation 2-24 and Equation 2-25 show the relationship 
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between the complex impedance, conductivity and permittivity, by considering an ideal 

parallel-plate capacitor, whose plates have surface area A and separation d. 

 

 

where Y is the admittance, G is the conductance, Z is the resistance and X is the 

reactance. 

 

To examine various dispersive behaviour of tissue impedance, Cole and Cole suggested 

that the complex series impedance Z can be represented by a plot of the real component 

versus the imaginary component at different frequencies (Cole 1941). The Cole-Cole 

plot for impedance with a single time constant is given Equation 2-22 and the depressed 

version Equation 2-23. The Equation 2-23 is formulated due to a practical reason where 

the data measured on most tissues fit a semi-circle with a centre that is depressed below 

the real axis. 

 

 

where  �, the resistance at frequency f is equal to zero,  � is the resistance at f is equal 

to infinity, 8 is the time constant or the relaxation time of dielectric polarization. 

 

The conductivity of biological tissues varies from 0.06 S/m for bone to ~2.3S/m for 

cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) over the frequency range of 10kHz to10MHz (S. Gabriel et al. 

1996). It is possible to achieve very significant contrast between different tissue types – 

Figure 2-8 shows the conductivities obtained from bone, blood, CSF, brain (gray 

9 = : + ��! =
�� + �������;� 	 Equation 2-20 

< =  + ��= =
�9 =

��� + �������; Equation 2-21 

< =  � +
 � −  �� + ��> 	 Equation 2-22 

< =  � +
 � −  ��+ ���>���� Equation 2-23 
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matter), muscle and fat over 10kHz to 10MHz. The conductivity is strongly dependant 

on the frequency in this region, with the beta dispersion apparent in both the permittivity 

and conductivity for different tissues; this will allow potentially useful contrast to be 

obtained. 

 

An optimum operating frequency within the beta dispersion region should be chosen to 

maximise the conductivity contrast between various tissues especially for imaging 

purposed. The operating frequency of MIT systems is set within of 500kHz to 10MHz to 

obtain reasonable signal size. In the MIS system, the range can go lower down to 10kHz. 

A higher operating frequency will also give higher signal level and hence enhance the 

measurement sensitivity, as long as the quasi-static approximation remains valid. Most 

previously published MIT systems use 10MHz for optimum performance if in the single 

frequency operation (see section 2.3.2).  

 

2.2.6 Potential bio-medical applications of MIT sys tem  

There are many potential biomedical applications of MIT and MIS system; it also shares 

some similarity with EIT or the BIS system since all of them measure the passive 

electrical properties of tissues. MIT is considered to have a specific advantage in the 

brain oedema and cerebral stroke classification application since the skull in this case is 

very significant physiological barrier which greatly affects electrode based methods 

(Holder 2005, Zolgharni 2010). Some examples are summarised as follow: 

 

• Determining the hydration state of biological tissues, total body water 

measurement and body composition assessment (Goss et al. 2003a, A. Peyton et 

al. 2003, Moissl et al. 2006, Higgins et al. 2007).  

• Tumour detection and monitoring (Zou and Guo 2003, Hartov et al. 2004, Halter 

et al. 2007)  

• Brain oedema and cerebral stroke detection (Merwa et al. 2004, Zolgharni and et 

al. 2009).  
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• Measurement of blood coagulation rates. (Sin and Anderson 1998),(Spence 

2002),  

• Monitoring of cardiac and lung function (Hartov et al. 2004) 

• Determination of Excess liver stores in Liver (Bauman and Hoffman 1967) 

 

2.3 Overview of bio-medical MIT system development 

2.3.1 Earliest magnetic induction methods  

One of the earliest literatures that described the use of a magnetic induction method to 

monitor the change of tissue impedance was recorded by Vas (Vas 1967). The 

measurement hardware operated at 10MHz. It used a coil forming part of the tuned 

circuit of an oscillator to detect the heart motion inductively, the change of impedance as 

the heart beat caused a frequency shift in the oscillator. The output signal from the 

oscillator was mixed with a synchronous reference signal with a constant frequency. The 

change of frequency caused by the conductivity’s change was detected in voltage by 

using a frequency to voltage converter. 

 

Later in 1968, a contactless measurement of conductivity was performed using inductive 

measurement method (Tarjan and McFee 1968). Instead of measuring frequency change, 

phase was measured using an oscilloscope. Contactless conductivity measurement of the 

static Head, dynamic torso and volume changes was attempted. It suggested a magnetic 

induction method to measure the electrical properties of biological tissue for biomedical 

application. Figure 2-9 shows the system developed by Tarjan and Mc fee. 
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Figure 2-9 One of the earliest contactless conductivity measurement hardware that implemented 

phase synchronous method (Tarjan and McFee 1968) 

 

Netz et al. developed a contact-less impedance measurement system later using a higher 

precision lock in amplifier to detect the phase change. The system’s block diagram is 

shown in Figure 2-10 (Netz et al. 1993). A pair of secondary coils was configured to 

form a differential transformer (gradiometer). Netz et al. carried out measurements on 

phantoms to investigate its feasibility for brain oedema monitoring.  

 
Figure 2-10 Contactless conductivity measurement hardware with Lock in amplifier (Netz et al. 

1993) 

 

One of earlier attempts to produce a cross sectional image of human body using 

conductivity information inductively is known as ‘mutual inductance imaging’ (Al-
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Zeibak and Saunders 1993). The system only has a pair of transceiver coils set up. It 

uses a small drive coil and a distant pickup coil to scan saline phantoms and only 

amplitude measurement was being recorded.  The system behaves like the electrical 

capacitance tomography without the acquisition of phase sensitive information with a 

proper shielding of the coil. Nevertheless, the experimental works of AL-Zeibak and 

Sauders are significant because of its first attempt to produce images using the passive 

electrical properties of human body. 

 

Another non-contact method termed as an Electromagnetic Tomography (EMT) system 

proposed by Yu et al. employed direct digitisation method with two 12-bit DAC which 

provide two of 500kHz sine wave excitation signals for its excitation coil (Yu et al. 

1993). Its receiver consisted of 21 channels which was multiplexed a 12-bit ADC. 

Similar to al-Zeibak’s system, the system only measured the magnitude but it was built 

for industrial application. Although Netz and Yu’s system used similar inductive 

technique but only amplitude was measured. The passive electrical properties of a 

material were not properly represented. Without the phase sensitive information, the 

signal caused by either permittivity or conductivity of a material cannot be properly 

differentiated. 

 

2.3.2 Multi-channel magnetic induction tomography s ystem 

Korzhenevsky et al in 1997 introduced the term ‘Magnetic Induction Tomography’ for 

the first time and provided the quasi-static approximation analysis on the physical 

aspects of magnetic induction method for low conductivity materials (Korjenevsky and 

Cherepenin 1997). The author also suggested that the optimal operating frequency for 

MIT systems should be around 10MHz to 20MHz. The paper stated that the amplitude 

of the detected signal is mainly depending on the permittivity and it is relatively 

independent of the conductivity. The conductivity is directly proportional to the phase 

change of detected signal. Phase sensitive detection must be performed to measure the 

signal. Those suggestions by Korzhenevsky et al. influenced the development of MIT 

systems after 1997.  
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Magnetic induction tomography can be categorised within the same group as the 

electrical impedance tomography(Griffiths et al. 1999, Griffiths 2005). Both EIT and 

MIT measure impedance and conductance which are related to the permeability of a 

material. The advantage of the MIT system is non-contact. Alternating current is 

injected into a conductive sample using a coil. In an MIT system, the interaction 

between the samples and the primary magnetic field creates an eddy current, this in turn 

generate a secondary magnetic field with a certain phase shift. Phase sensitive 

information must be acquired since the imaginary part of the resultant voltage 

perturbation is proportional to the conductivity. 

 

The ‘Moscow MIT group’ subsequently published a conductivity distribution image of 

the human thorax using simulated results of a 16-channel MIT system (Korjenevsky and 

Cherepenin 1999). An experimental realisation of 16 multi-channel MIT system 

operating at 20MHz was introduced by the group in 2000 (Korjenevsky et al. 2000). 

Measurements with saline filled phantoms having various spatial distributions of 

conductivity were carried out and images were reconstructed. The 16 channel receiver 

coils were fixed in an annular fixture and measured a set of perturbed voltages from 

different angles using phase sensitive detectors. It consists of 16 multiplex excitation 

channels (Tx) and 16 multiplex receivers channels (Rx), only gives 240 independent 

measurements because one of the receiver will act as a reference channel when it is at 

the position near to the excitation coil. The ‘annular array MIT’ since then became a 

standard for most MIT system. The zero crossing detection phase measurement method 

was introduced. It consists of 2 heterodyne receivers that down-converted the main and 

reference signals to 20kHz. Both main and reference signals are converted to square 

pulses and the phase difference are computed using a microcontroller. It was the first 

proper experiment MIT system and the specification was given to be 0.29o phase noise. 

Phase shift of 17o was obtained when measurement samples with 0.5 to 7Sm-1 was 

measured, equivalent to a maximum SNR of 35dB.  

 

The Cardiff MIT group (recently known as South Wales MIT group) developed a single-

channel magnetic induction system operating at 10MHz using an MRI phase detector 
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(Griffiths et al. 1999) It consists of an excitation and a sensing coil, with primary field 

cancellation using an additional back-off coil. Scans were obtained for saline solutions 

with conductivities ranging from 0.001 to 6Sm-1. The perturbation in the sense magnetic 

field was found to be proportional to saline conductivity, consistent with theoretical 

prediction formulated by Korzhenevsky et al. Later in 2001, the Cardiff MIT group 

published the forward model for MIT system and  the MIT image reconstruction 

methods (Morris et al. 2001). A 16 channel Tx and 15 channel Rx multi-channel MIT 

prototype was built by Watson et al. in 2002 (Watson et al. 2002). The prototype used a 

lock-in amplifier to measure voltage perturbations. Signals were down-converted from 

10MHz to 10kHz to match the operating frequency range of the lock-in amplifier. They 

were then multiplexed to the lock-in amplifier. The time taken per measurement was 

limited by the integration time of the lock-in amplifier of 0.56s but the phase noise is 

about 30 millidegree, 10 times improvement compared to the Korzhenevsky’s system. 

 

Subsequently, an industrial tomography group in Lancaster University, published the 

development of an MIT system termed as ‘Electromagnetic system’ for measuring low 

conductivity material (Peyton et al. 2002) and human body composition (Goss et al. 

2003a). The group used an FPGA based data acquisition system operating up to 8MHz 

with on board ADC. The ADC was multiplexed to the measurement to be carried out for 

sensor at different location.  

 

The first generation multi-channel MIT systems described only operate at one single 

frequency (Griffiths et al. 1999, Korjenevsky et al. 2000, Peyton et al. 1996). They are 

the very first MIT systems which were constructed to bring the MIT system to a closer 

experimental realisation.  

 

2.3.3 Multi-frequency magnetic induction tomography  system 

The implementation of multi-frequency signal excitation in MIT system began with the 

development of a single channel multi-frequency MIT system. It is later known as 

Magnetic induction Spectroscopy (MIS). The MIS system was used to measure the 
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conductivity spectrum of  biological tissue by the ‘Graz Austria group’ (Scharfetter et al. 

1999, Scharfetter et al. 2003). Magnetic Induction Spectroscopy and multi-frequency 

MIT are slightly different in their mode of operation. The MIS system is normally 

referred to a single channel MIT which operates at multi-frequency excitation. It usually 

measures the absolute conductivity spectra within the beta dispersion frequency range of 

biological tissues. The multi-frequency MIT system however utilises two or more 

frequencies to produce image contrast of biological sample through a frequency 

difference image reconstruction method. 

 

The intended applications of the MIS system are closely related to the bio-impedance 

spectroscopy and multi-frequency EIT system (Griffiths and Jossinet 1994). The early 

MIS papers were published by the Graz Austria group (Scharfetter et al. 1999, 

Scharfetter et al. 2001, Scharfetter et al. 2003, Casanas et al. 2004). These papers 

described some important development of MIS sensors, the MIS hardware and its 

potential applications.  

 

To use multi-frequency in the MIT system, the Graz group later suggested a frequency 

differential reconstruction method for (Brunner et al. 2006) and also developed a 14-

channel multi-frequency MIT system (Rosell-Ferrer et al. 2006). The system employed 

two 4-channel simultaneous signal measurement module (National instrument, PXI-

6115, 12-bit ADC). A total of 8-channel measurement channel was formed and it was 

attached 14 Rx channels by multiplexing the 8-channel modules. One of the 8-channel 

was attached to a phase reference signal.  

 

The 14 channel Graz system operates between 50kHz to 1MHz. The excitation field is 

produced by a single coil and 14 planar gradiometers are used for signal detection. 

Signals are sampled at 5MS/s at 200mVpp ADC voltage range. The vector voltages are 

measured by using a digital synchronous demodulation method (Refers to section 2.4.4.4 

on digital PSD algorithm). One of the significant changes of the system compared to the 

previous MIT system is the signals are simultaneously digitised up to 4 channels and 

signal are digitised directly without down-conversion. The performance of the system 
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however was limited by the drift of the receiver amplifier. Other problems encountered 

with the design are mechanical rotation are needed to rotate it to 16 positions so that a 

set of 224 Tx-Rx measurements can be obtained and it does not have an electromagnetic 

shielding.   

 

Later, the same group developed a new parallel 16 Tx and 16 Rx MIT system with 

simultaneous spectroscopic imaging capability (Scharfetter et al. 2007). The signal 

measurement hardware was also upgraded. Two 60MS/s high-speed digitizers were 

employed (National Instruments, PXI-5105). The PXI system was configured to operate 

at the sampling rate of 10 MS/s per channel. Multi-frequency signal excitations were 

attempted and the receiver channels were measured simultaneously. The excitation 

channels were frequency encoded by different frequency pairs. Each respective 

frequency pair will generate two frequencies such that the contrast between two tissues 

is significantly different and therefore allows for frequency differential imaging. Each 

receiver must also measured voltage of all frequency components using FFT algorithm.  

 

The 16 channel Graz system operated between 50kHz to 1.5MHz. Signals are sampled at 

10MS/s at1Vpp ADC voltage range. The system however exhibit very high voltage 

noise for receiver channels near to the excitation coil, possibly due the TX-RX-

combinations with high mutual coupling, mechanical vibrations and thermal effects. The 

frame rate was limited by the computation power of the PC to compute FFT calculation. 

 

The PXI-5105 high-speed digitisers were also employed in a new Cardiff MKIIa system 

as the main signal measurement hardware (H. C. Wee et al. 2009). Optimisation 

methods related to direct digitisation method to increase phase precision, speed and 

phase drift was investigated by the author of this thesis. Related investigation, 

development and performance MIT signal’s measurement hardware based on the PXI 

system are described in details in Chapter 3. 
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2.3.4 More recent development of MIT system 

In 2007, the Philips MIT Research group built a 10MHz 16 channels MIT system 

(Hamsch et al. 2007) using down-conversion techniques similar to the classic annular 

array MIT architecture.  The system however used a direct digital synthesiser (DDS) as 

signal source and a new simultaneous 12 channel MOTU HD 24-bit 196kHz ADC to 

digitise the down-converted signal. The group also developed a planar array MIT system 

for respiratory monitoring purpose called ‘Multimus’ (Steffen and Leonhardt 2007, 

Steffen and Leonhardt 2008). The group also developed a helmet shape MIT system 

optimised for the head imaging. 

 

The Fourth Military Medical University China MIT group (Ruigang et al. 2008, Ye et al. 

2009) developed a 1-10MHz 15 channel down-conversion MIT system using a fully 

synchronous system 12bit 5MS/s Receiver & phase are calculation using digital PSD 

method. The Tianjin’s MIT group also built an 8 channel 50kHz miniature MIT system 

with an onboard ADC & DAC implemented inside a Xilinx FPGA (Spartan III). A 

snapshot of real time image at 200frame/s was recorded with the measurement of high 

conductivity material only. The Portugal MIT group also adopted the same measurement 

hardware (PXI-5105) from national instrument as the main data acquisition hardware in 

their system (Bras and et al. 2010) , similar to the hardware used in Graz MIT MKII and 

Cardiff MIT MKIIa  system.  

 

The Cardiff MIT group build several biomedical MIT systems since 2006-2010. The 

MKIIa and MKIIb are targeted on biomedical application. The Cardiff MIT MKIIa 

design is based on annular array MIT system architecture (h.c.  Wee et al. 2009). The 

MKIIb is based on half sphere helmet enclosure (Zolgharni 2010). The author of this 

thesis was involved in the development novel front end electronics for the MIT sensor, 

the construction of MKIIa system, development of the front end electronic, data 

acquisition system, multichannel control automation software and the development of 

signal processing algorithm. The Cardiff MKIIa system is currently one of the most 
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phase stable biomedical MIT systems with very low phase noise and phase drift in 

comparison to most MIT systems developed to date (August 2010).  

 

2.3.5 Sensor and chassis development 

The other area of investigation related to the signal measurement hardware development 

is to increase the signal at the excitation coil. The signal magnitude can be increased by 

using a higher gain amplifier but the fact is most measurement hardware only have a 

limited dynamic range and the higher gain amplifier is more likely to suffer from phase 

drift. Some developments of the MIT system therefore concentrate on the cancellation of 

the primary field signal since it is considerably more difficult to perform accurate 

measurement with its presence. This is because the primary field stretches the dynamic 

range of the receiver and hence demands a higher precision and resolution specification 

in phase measurement devices. The primary field cancellation can be achieved by using 

gradiometer sensor and various coil arrangement scheme. The sensor system with 

primary field cancellation capability can be summarized as the following:  

 

• Simple excitation and receiver coil with back-off coil. 

• Planar array discrete inductors - Array of inductors on a printed circuit board  

• Axial gradiometer - with excitation coil sandwich in the differential coil (Riedel 

et al. 2004) 

• Planar gradiometer (PGRAD) - differential coil printed on circuit board 

(Scharfetter et al. 2004) 

• Zero flow coil (ZFC) - receiver coils with its axis perpendicular to primary 

coil(Scharfetter et al. 2005) 

• Zero flow gradiometer (ZFPGRAD) - Planar gradiometer its axis perpendicular 

to primary coil (Scharfetter et al. 2005) 

 

Other area to improve the overall MIT system performance is the screening of sensor 

and MIT casing design. The perturbed signals measured in MIT system only have a 

small magnitude. The purpose of screening is to reduce interference outside the image 
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space and also reduce the capacitive coupling between coil arrays. MIT system 

screening literature was published by Peyton et al. (A.J. Peyton et al. 2003, Goss et al. 

2003b) 

 

2.3.6 Summary of biomedical MIT system prototype  

A summary of Magnetic Induction Tomography systems developed between the year 

1999 to 2010 are given in the tables of Appendix A. A quick observation from the tables 

show that the specifications of the overall MIT are hardly standardised. One of the main 

reasons is that MIT systems vary in their signal measurement hardware, size, sensors 

type, and sensor arrangement. The signal measurement hardware must be optimised for 

each particular systems.  

 

Many quoted MIT system specifications are not very well defined in terms of its method 

of characterisation. This makes MIT systems very difficult to compare. Some of the new 

MIT system developments are still in the development stage and therefore do not 

provide any kind noise performance measurement. 

 

In terms of signal measurement hardware development, many recent MIT systems are 

adopting direct digitisation by using the high-speed, high resolution ADC hardware.  

The potential improvement of digitising the signal at high-speed and with high 

resolution is to increase the phase precision, reduce phase drift and improve the dynamic 

range. However, some of the published MIT system are still lacking of the needed 

specification for practical measurement. The reasons might be due to the lack of 

optimisation in using direct digitisation hardware to measure phase, using non-optimised 

signal setting and measurement algorithm, drifting amplification circuit or slow 

measurement speed. However, signal measurement that uses high-speed digitiser with 

high performance workstations, FPGA and DSP hardware will allow the MIT system to 

accomplish what seemed previously to be technically challenging. The work carried out 

in this thesis will investigate the methods to improve the overall system performance 

using direct digitisation. 
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For the other aspects of the MIT development, such as the overall MIT’s system 

components, architecture and hardware integration, were covered by Watson (Watson 

2009). The optimised forward model development and image reconstruction with high 

performance computing platform were discussed by Maimaitijiang (Yasheng 2008). The 

biomedical aspects of using MIT system as a head imaging device were reviewed and 

investigated by Zolgharni (Zolgharni 2010). Those three theses were produced recently 

as a result of the collaborative work within the South-Wales MIT research group to 

investigate MIT systems for low conductivity. The group is part of a wider research 

collaboration network under the EPSRC funded project for the biomedical MIT system 

development.  

 

2.4 Overview of signal measurement hardware 

2.4.1 Signal source characteristic 

The signal measurement in MIT systems requires phase sensitive measurement to be 

performed. For periodic signals, the phase at a given time can be viewed as the fractional 

portion of the period that has been completed. This is commonly expressed in degrees or 

radians, with full cycle completion corresponding to 360° or 2π radians. It is important 

to note that if phase is defined as the portion of a cycle that is completed, the phase 

depends on where the beginning of the cycle is to be taken (O'Shea 1999).  

 

The input signal of the MIT system (in the case of a sinusoidal waveform), with an 

arbitrary phase start at time=0 can be represented as phasor form where the signal has 

magnitude of ; which rotates at a constant angular speed of � = ?�@ in the complex 

plane. It can be expressed by, 

 $(A) = |;|BC7D��A+ 3��+ �D,E��A + 3��F = |;|0
����� Equation 2-24 

 

where A is the peak amplitude, f is the frequency, ω is the angular frequency and  θo  is 

the phase at time=0. 
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Figure 2-11 Signals representation in a phasor diagram 

 

In a simpler format the vector voltage representation, the instantaneous phasor (or 

otherwise vector voltage) can be written as in Equation 2-25 

 $��� = ;∠3� Equation 2-25 

 

2.4.2 Noise characterisation in MIT system  

2.4.2.1 Introduction 

The precision specification of the signal measurement hardware in MIT system is often 

quoted in various ways due to different approaches in the acquisition of the MIT signal.  

It is expressed as phase noise (Watson et al. 2003), as percentage error in the vector 

voltage measurement (Hamsch et al. 2007) or as voltage noise. The specifications in the 

development of MIT systems are not very well standardised. In general, the signal 

measurement in all MIT systems will be affected by electrical noise and affects the 

precision of signal measurement. 

2.4.2.2 Phase noise in signal source 

Signal sources have random, non deterministic noises superimposed on the generated 

signals. These random noises include thermal noise, shot noise, and flicker noise. The 



 

 

end result is a time dependent phase and amplitude fluctuation. Measurement of these 

fluctuations can be characterised in the form of amplitude modulation and phase 

modulation (Walls 2003

 

Figure 2-12 show a phasor

near the carrier is s

superimpose phase noise sidebands.

 

Figure 2

 

The component parallel to the carrier phasor represents the AM noise and moves up and 

down, giving rise to a wave similar to amplitude modulation but by a tiny noise vector. 

The component perpendicular to the carrier represents the PM noise, and while moving 

in the horizontal direction it gives rise to something like phase modulation, though the 

angle of modulation is very small. 

wave at a particular fundamental frequency may be perturbed for short occurrences by 

noise and generate a new signal of an instantaneous frequency slightly different from the 

fundamental frequency 

 

time dependent phase and amplitude fluctuation. Measurement of these 

fluctuations can be characterised in the form of amplitude modulation and phase 

Walls 2003).  

show a phasor representation of a signal and noise components

near the carrier is split into AM and PM components. These in turn will produce 

superimpose phase noise sidebands. 

2-12 AM and PM noise components in a signal (Hegazi 2005

The component parallel to the carrier phasor represents the AM noise and moves up and 

rise to a wave similar to amplitude modulation but by a tiny noise vector. 

The component perpendicular to the carrier represents the PM noise, and while moving 

in the horizontal direction it gives rise to something like phase modulation, though the 

of modulation is very small. The effect of both, the AM and PM noise

wave at a particular fundamental frequency may be perturbed for short occurrences by 

noise and generate a new signal of an instantaneous frequency slightly different from the 

undamental frequency (Algie 1984, Zanchi 2003).   
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time dependent phase and amplitude fluctuation. Measurement of these 

fluctuations can be characterised in the form of amplitude modulation and phase 

representation of a signal and noise components. The noise 

These in turn will produce 

 

Hegazi 2005) 

The component parallel to the carrier phasor represents the AM noise and moves up and 

rise to a wave similar to amplitude modulation but by a tiny noise vector. 

The component perpendicular to the carrier represents the PM noise, and while moving 

in the horizontal direction it gives rise to something like phase modulation, though the 

AM and PM noise, on a sine 

wave at a particular fundamental frequency may be perturbed for short occurrences by 

noise and generate a new signal of an instantaneous frequency slightly different from the 
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A simple model of a signal source where the frequency fluctuation (PM noise) and the 

amplitude fluctuation (AM noise) are small relative to the signal can be shown (Walls 

1989). Modifying Equation 2-24, gives,  

 ��
 ,!
�"	#�
�$�A� = [�� + G�A�][C7DB?�@A+ 3�A�F] Equation 2-26 

  

where G�A� is AM related noise, 3�A� is PM related noise component.	�� is the average 

amplitude. 

 

The phase noise of the oscillator (or known as integrated phase noise) is often quoted in 

dBc/Hz. Figure 2-13 shows the noise power in 1Hz bandwidth. The oscillator or the 

main signal source’s phase noise is defined as the ratio of the noise in a 1Hz bandwidth 

at a specified frequency offset, fm, to the oscillator signal amplitude at frequency fo.  

 
Figure 2-13 Phase noise definition in a signal source (Kester 2008b) 

 

The integrated phase noise power in dBc over bandwidth of integration is expressed by 

the following equation, assuming only broadband phase noise:  

 

 

 

 

;%"� = HI.D0	E7,D0&'�/() 	+ ���7/��B�J
#�$� ���
�#F Equation 2-27 
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The total rms jitter noise in radians can be then determined by: 

 

 

The equation can be use to calculated RMS jitter in second by dividing it with the 

angular frequency of intended output frequency. Note that when a digitiser is used to 

sample the signal, the relationship between the signal source and the digitiser section 

will be further described in section 3.3.6. 

 

2.4.2.3 Phase noise in the overall MIT receiver 

Phase noise in practical measurements in MIT systems includes both, AM and PM noise 

component, with the overall noise of the component in the receiver channel of the MIT 

system. Considering the noise 	is additive white band Gaussian noise. The overall noise 

can be determined by calculating the standard deviation of repeated measurement 

samples. It is often referred to as ‘shot-term phase noise’.  

 

Phase noise, K = L �
��#

∑ B3
 − 3F�#

��  Equation 2-29 

 

where the 3 is the phase measured, the same formula can be derived for the case of 

voltage noise. 

 

2.4.2.4 Phase drift in the overall MIT measurement 

Phase drift is the variation of repeated phase measurement over a certain period. It 

encompassed the total noise introduced by phase noise, phase jitter and phase shift 

caused by the temperature change over a long period of time (>1 hours). 

 NI.D0	��,@A, 	3&�
*� = 3+�� − 3+
#	 Equation 2-30 

 

K��, ≈
L? × ��-�����  Equation 2-28 
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where 3+�� and 3+
#  are the maximum and minimum of phase measured over a time 

range or temperature range. 

 

Phase drift is caused by temperature variations in all electronic components, sensor and 

measurement samples. It will be further discussed in chapter 4.  

 

2.4.3 Phase measurement techniques   

2.4.3.1 Introduction 

The phase, or the relative phase difference, of two periodic signals of the same 

frequency can be measured if they are derived from synchronous source. An example of 

two synchronous sinusoidal signals (main and a reference signal) with a relative phase 

difference is shown in Figure 2-14.  

 

 

Figure 2-14 Two sinusoidal signals with a relative phase difference (O'Shea 1999) 

 

Figure 2-14 shows the case for a single tone sinusoidal wave. Phase measurement for a 

periodic signal which has extra harmonic or frequency components present, such as 

multi-tone signals, can also be determined. The magnitude and phase of a multi-tone 

signal can be calculated by the Fourier transform method which provides a very 

convenient method to determine the relative phase for all frequency components 

simultaneously. 
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Several techniques are available for the measurement of relative phase in the MIT 

system. In general, they can be categorised as phase only measurement or vector voltage 

measurement. In fact, many of the phase measurement hardware in MIT systems 

employed similar basic technique to the ‘phase noise’ measurement hardware (Agilent 

2010). The measurement of ‘phase noise’ inherently requires the phase to be measured. 

One common technique found in both MIT’s phase hardware and ‘phase noise’ 

measurement instruments is the ‘phase sensitive detection (PSD) technique’ (Blair and 

Sydenham 1975). The PSD is the basic building block for the analogue multiplier and 

lock-in amplifier hardware in the MIT system. Another phase measurement method used 

in MIT is the zero-crossing method (Korjenevsky and Cherepenin 1999). All of the three 

phase measurement methods will be discussed in the following sections. 

 

2.4.3.2 Zero crossing method  

The zero-crossing method was employed in one of the earliest MIT hardware to measure 

phase (Korjenevsky and Cherepenin 1999). It involves the use of Exclusive-OR gate 

(XOR). The process begins with the conversion of two sinusoidal signals of the same 

frequency into two sets of rectangular pulses. The pulses are generated by detecting the 

‘negative to positive’ and ‘positive to negative’ zero crossing of each signal. The two 

rectangular pulses are then passed to an XOR gate. The method is only effective if the 

duty cycle is 50% and if the phase shifts between the two signals is between 0 and π 

radians. To obtain the XOR output digitally, a frequency counter can be used to count 

the width of the output pulse. The phase between the two signals can be calculated as:  

 3 =
>O Equation 2-31 

 

where τ is the pulse width in time and T is the period of the signal. 
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2.4.3.3 Analogue multiplier 

The mixer based phase detector uses a homodyne conversion technique (essentially it is 

the PSD technique). The method mixes the MIT signals with a synchronised local 

oscillator signal of the same frequency. The mixer output is passed through a low pass 

filter, and the phase is proportional to the DC component. This can be shown by 

substitute ω. = ω/ into the heterodyne down-conversion equation (the Equation 2-37 

which will be defined later). The result of the substitution gives, 

 -
*�A� = ����� C7D(3�−3��) Equation 2-32 

 

It can be seen that the output of the mixer will thus be proportional to cos�P0 − P���	and 

the device can therefore be used as a phase detector. The mixer based phase detector 

suffers from the mixer nonlinearity and temperature drift; this limits its performance for 

the precision requirement for the MIT system. The analogue multiplier method that uses 

homodyne conversion was implemented by Gough et al. in the MIT system (Gough 

2003). 

 

2.4.3.4 Lock-in amplifier 

The lock-in amplifier takes two signals and locks the phase of reference signal using a 

PLL loop to the lock-in amplifier’s internal reference. The reference signal is then split 

into two channels with one of the channels shifted by 90o, both split reference channels 

are then multiplied with the main signal. Thus, in-phase (real) and in-quadrature 

(imaginary) DC components of the main signal at a particular frequency are obtained. 

The method relies on the orthogonality of sinusoidal functions which is governed by the 

same principle as in the IQ demodulator technique and the mixing process is referred as 

phase sensitive detection. 

 

The magnitude of signal derived from the lock-in amplifier output is given by: |�| = Q 0���� + �-���� Equation 2-33 
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The phase difference of the main signal relative to the lock in amplifier reference signal 

can be calculated by: 

3 = A.E�� 5�-��� 0���6	 Equation 2-34 

where )Re(V is the in-phase DC component and )Im(V  is the in-quadrature DC 

component of the main signal at a particular frequency. 

 

Most lock-in amplifiers operate only up to a few hundred kHz and are limited to a single 

channel signal measurement unless a multiplexer is being used. The integration time of 

the lock in amplifier also limits the measurement time and hence it is very slow in terms 

of its speed performance. 

 

The first MIT system developed by the Cardiff MIT group used a DSP lock-in amplifier 

for the measurement of the real and imaginary signal components (Watson et al. 2003, 

Watson et al. 2008). 

 

2.4.3.5 Down-conversion technique for MIT system 

Due to the bandwidth limitation of phase measurement devices such as lock-in amplifier 

or low speed digitiser, the MIT system uses down-conversion technique to match the 

phase measurement hardware bandwidth limitation. The down-conversion process is 

carried out by mixing the output signal of the MIT sensor with a local oscillator signal 

through super-heterodyne down-conversion process. The down-conversion process 

converts the received signals to a lower intermediate frequency (IF) before it is fed into 

the phase measurement hardware. The need of down-conversion is depending on the 

operating bandwidth of the phase measurement hardware. In the case of the previous 

Cardiff MKI system, down-conversion is performed to convert HF signal of 10MHz to 

10kHz IF signal.  
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In down-conversion process, two sinusoidal signals are multiplied together using a 

frequency mixer, resulting in two frequency components, the sum and the difference 

frequencies.    

 

Considering two sinusoidal signals represented by Equation 2-37 and Equation 2-38: 

 -��A� = √?	��C7D(�� + 3�) Equation 2-35 

 

where -��A� is the main signal with angular frequency ��and phase 3� . 
 -���A� = √?	���C7D(��� + 3��) Equation 2-36 

 

where -���A� is the local oscillator signal with angular frequency ���	and phase 3��. 
 

The output signal of the down-conversion process with the intermediate frequency -
*�A�	when	both	signals, -��A�	and -���A� are mixed can be represented by, 

 -
*�A� = �����	C7D(��� +����A+ �3� + 3���)
+ �����	C7D(��� −����A + �3� − 3���) Equation 2-37 

 

A low pass filter is then applied to -
*�A�	 for the removal of the high frequency 

component leaving a signal with a frequency equal to �� −���. 

 -
*�A� = �����	C7D(��� −����A+ �3� − 3���) Equation 2-38 

 

Thus if the received signal and the reference signal in the MIT system are mixed with 

the same local oscillator (LO) signal, the relative phase difference between them is 

preserved through the down-conversion process. 
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Although the down-conversion technique is very useful to allow lower cost phase 

sensitive device to be used, it adds noise to the system and will impact on the overall 

performance of the MIT system. For MIT systems which implemented down-conversion 

methods, the extra component such as mixer potentially has a higher thermal phase drift 

that might affect the measurement precision. Mixers are analogue devices that 

approximately multiply signals by sinusoids. Their imperfections contribute spurious 

frequency-shift impulses at harmonics of the desired shift frequency (Coleman 2010).  

Watson investigated the effect on temperature change of the mixer using a freezer spray 

experiment on Cardiff MIT MKI system and it showed that the  mixer exhibit high 

amount of phase variation with temperature, about 94m°/C (Watson 2009). 

 

2.4.4 Direct digitisation technique in MIT system 

2.4.4.1 Introduction 

The direct digitisation technique employs high-speed Analogue to Digital Converters 

(ADC) to digitise the signals directly from the MIT sensor and therefore eliminate the 

need to down-convert the signals in MIT systems. The output signals from the MIT 

sensors are digitally sampled simultaneously. The sampling frequency is set to be equal 

or more than twice the signal’s frequency to fulfil the Nyquist sampling requirement. 

The perturbed signals in the MIT system are then converted into digital waveforms and 

can be digitally processed by using a variety of digital phase measurement algorithms to 

determine the phase of the perturbed signal. Note that the under-sampling method (with 

sampling frequency below Nyquist sampling rate)  is not being considered in this study 

due the  high demand of the phase jitter specification of signal clock source. 

 

In some MIT systems, the digitisation of the signal is only carried out at the IF 

frequency output after the down-conversion (Hamsch et al. 2007) and hence is not 

categorised as ‘direct’ digitisation. The direct digitisation method eliminates the need for 

a down-conversion process and allows phase measurement to be performed in the digital 

domain directly at the signals original frequency.  
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The combination of direct digitisation together with a digital phase measurement 

algorithm will be termed as the ‘DSP based signal measurement hardware’ in this thesis. 

The precision and speed performance of the direct digitisation method are depending on 

several factors. Firstly, it depends on the performance of high digitiser hardware and 

signal source, a low jitter source is needed to perform a high precision phase 

measurement. Secondly, it is the selection of a suitable and efficient DSP algorithm to 

match the signal characteristic and the processor architecture. Thirdly, it also depend the 

data transfer speed between the digitiser and the processor. 

 

There are two ways to transfer data in the ‘DSP based signal measurement hardware’. 

The first method is to transfer all data across to the PC and all required signal processing 

for the phase measurement is performed on the PC (Scharfetter et al. 2007, H. C. Wee et 

al. 2009). Another method is to use a modular dedicated DSP processor or a FPGA for 

real time DSP processing close to the receiver coils. Recent advancement in ADC and 

FPGA technology allows the signals in MIT system to be sampled with frequency up to 

120MS/s at 14-bit resolution (R. Patz 2010).  

 

The signal digitisation method is also being used in other areas such as GPS system 

(Landis 2001) and more recently phase noise measurement hardware (Symmetricom 

5152A, Grove et al. 2004, Agilent E5052B). In both, GPS and phase noise instrument, a 

Direct Digital Synthesiser (DDS) is used together with DSP or FPGA hardware to 

perform a digital mixing process and a digital PLL loop. The signal source of the MIT 

system is locked to the digitiser directly and therefore the phase measurement can be 

performed directly without the need of additional phase locking.  

 

At the beginning of the project, a new 65 MS/s digitiser with 12-bit resolution (PXI-

5105, National Instrument) was commercially available. The device is capable of 

performing simultaneous multi-channel measurements. It was chosen to be the main 

measurement platform to investigate the use of direct digitisation technique for multi-

channel and multi-frequency MIT system. The multi-channel simultaneous sampling 

will ensure that the time delay between signals is minimal and therefore the relative 
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phase between all channels can be measured simultaneously without the need of 

multiplexing.  The PXI based hardware solution using the direct digitisation method 

reduces the extra cost for down-conversion and multiplexer hardware. 

 

2.4.4.2 Phase measurement using direct digitisation method  

Phase information can be obtained from the digitised waveforms by using digital signal 

processing algorithms. The signals in MIT system can be either single tone or multi-tone 

depending on the targeted application.  

 

 

Figure 2-15 Relative phase measurement process in using digitisation technique and digital phase 

algorithm 

 

Figure 2-15 shows the phase measurement procedures of a direct digitising MIT system 

(Cardiff MIT MKIIa). The same principle can be applied on any direct digitisation 

hardware for phase measurement. The process begins with Step 1 and 2 where the 

reference and the perturbed signal voltage are acquired using the MIT sensor, as 

described in section 2.2.3. Step 3 ensures the phase between the signal source and the 
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digitiser is fully synchronous. This can be achieved by phase locking the reference clock 

of the signal source and digitiser clock. Both, the perturbed and reference signal are then 

simultaneously digitised in step 4 so that the phase is tracked. Once signals are digitised, 

a digital phase algorithm is performed to obtain the relative phase information between 

the two signals.  Figure 2-15 shows the FFT method as an example for the algorithm in 

step 5. Since the frequency of excitation signal in the MIT system can be predefined, the 

frequency index of the signal is known. The phase can therefore be determined. 

 

In direct digitisation systems, the following hardware requirements are needed to ensure 

the required phase precision for biomedical application is achieved. These are: 

 

• The high-speed ADC digitiser must be able to simultaneous sample the reference 

signal and the signals of interest. 

• The signal generator and the high-speed ADC digitiser must be phase locked to 

provide clock synchronization between the two different clock sources of both 

devices. 

• Higher resolution and higher sampling rate in the direct digitisation method also 

requires a high quality signal source with a minimum aperture and reference 

clock jitter.  

 

For multi-frequency measurement in MIT system, the measurement can be performed by 

using a frequency sweep. For a more time efficient measurement, The Fast Fourier 

Transform (FFT) method should be an effective method to measure the multi-frequency 

signals simultaneously. The FFT method is a "frame based signal processing" technique, 

where the whole frame of signal must be acquired before the data can be digitally 

processed.  

 

For single frequency measurement, method such as Goertzel algorithm can be used for 

single-tone phase measurement. The algorithm is a "point to point based signal 

processing" technique. It implements the DFT as a recursive difference equation. The 
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difference equation is a formula for computing an output sample at time based on past 

and present input samples and past output samples in the time domain. The algorithms 

will only be more time efficient if only a single tone signal is needed or when the 

number of frequency bins of interest is small. Other single tone algorithm such as digital 

PSD can also be implemented.  

 

Since the development of multi-frequency phase measurement hardware is one of the 

main scopes of interest for this study, the DSP phase measurement algorithm 

development will only focus on the implementation and the optimisation of the FFT 

methods. For comparison purposes, the digital PSD algorithm will also be implemented 

and investigated. 

 

2.4.4.3 FFT based phase measurement algorithm 

The FFT based phase measurement method is based on the Discrete Fourier Transform 

(DFT) which operates on a sampled time domain signal which is periodic. The signal 

must be periodic in order to be decomposed into a summation of sinusoids. 

 

The Discrete Fourier Transform formula (Kester 2000) is given by, 

 

=�S� =
�TU V�E�0�1�2#,3 =

�TU V�E� �	C7D?�EST − � D,E ?�EST #3��

#��

3��

#��

 Equation 2-39 

 

Where =�S�	represents the DFT frequency output at the kth spectral point, and k ranges 

from 0 to N–1. The function, 	C7D �2#,
3

− � D,E �2#,
3

  is called the basis function. The 

quantity N represents the number of sample points in the DFT data frame. V�E�	represents the nth time sample, where n also ranges from 0 to N – 1. In the general 

case V�E�	can be real or complex, but since the time domain input samples are real and 

have no imaginary part, the imaginary part of the input is always set to zero, and the V�E� therefore is real. 
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The DFT with the the time domain input samples V�E� which is real, discrete, and 

periodic is called ‘Real DFT’, or sometimes is called ‘Real to complex DFT’, since the 

output of the real DFT are complex, which is ReX(k) and ImX(k). Individualy, the 

ReX(k) and ImX(k) are real, discrete, and periodic, and k runs from 0 to N/2. 

 

In the MIT system where more averaging is needed to increase the precision, the length 

of the waveform acquisition tends to be large. The DFT points are made equal to the 

waveform length and hence it is large as well. The DFT needs T� complex 

multiplication. The number of multiplications normally dominated the DSP processing 

time. A larger size DFT will require a large amount of DSP processing time. 

 

A more efficient way to calculate the spectrum of a signal is to use the Fast Fourier 

Transform (FFT) method instead of the DFT. There are several methods to perform the 

FFT calculation. The FFT is a more efficient method to calculate the twiddle factors of 

the DFT. The twiddle factors are the sine and cosine basis functions of Equation 2-39 

written in polar form. By taking the advantage of the symmetry and periodicity of the 

twiddle factors, the FFT only requires T ?⁄ �7/�T complex multiplications. The FFT is 

more computationally efficient compared to the DFT when the number of FFT points is 

large. If only a few spectral points need to be calculated, the DFT may actually be more 

efficient. Calculation of a single spectral output using the DFT requires only N complex 

multiplications. 

 

The requirement for the FFT is to use a radix-2 number for the FFT length, which have 

power of 2 numbers of points. The radix-2 FFT algorithm breaks the entire DFT 

calculation down into a number of 2-point DFTs. Each 2-point DFT consists of a 

multiply-and-accumulate operation called a ‘butterfly’. If the number of points in an 

FFT is a power of 4, the FFT can be broken down into a number of 4-point DFTs. The 

radix-4 FFT requires fewer complex multiplications but more additions than the radix-2 

FFT for the same number of points. Compared to the radix-2 FFT, the radix-4 FFT 

trades more complex data addressing and twiddle factors with less computation. The 
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resulting savings in computation time varies between different DSPs but a radix-4 FFT 

can be as much as twice as fast as a radix-2 FFT for DSPs with optimal architectures 

(Kester 2000). 

 

Table 2-1 The FFT efficiency table compare to the single point DFT and full DFT calculations 

The total 

number 

of sample 

points  N 

Complex Multiplication needed for, FFT efficiency compare to, 

A Single 

point DFT 

, (�) 

An DFT, 

 (��) 

An FFT, 

��
2
log��		� 

Single point 

DFT 

DFT 

1024 1,024 1,048,576 5120 1:5 205:1 

4,096 4,096 16,777,216 24,576 1:6 683:1 

16,384 16,384 268,435,456 114,688 1:7 2341:1 

262,144 262,144 68,719,476,736 2,359,296 1:9 29127:1 

1,048,576 1,048,576 1,099,511,627,776 10,485,760 1:10 104858:1 

 

 

The efficiency of complex multiplications in the DFT, FFT and single point DFT is 

listed in Table 2-1. From the table it can be observed that the FFT gives a significant 

reduction of complex multiplications needed. If only a single frequency, or only a few, is 

needed, the ‘single DFT calculation’ gives a better efficient calculation than the FFT 

method, up to 10 times, depending on the number of the samples.  

 

The magnitude and phase of the FFT can be calculated by the following equations:  

 =�S� =  0B=�S�F+ �	��-=(S)� Equation 2-40 

 

The magnitude of the kth frequency index is,  

 

�./[S] = L 0B=�S�F� + �-B=�S�F� Equation 2-41 
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The phase at the kth frequency index is,  

 

NI.[S] = A.E�� 5��-=(S)� 0B=�S�F6 Equation 2-42 

 

2.4.4.4 Digital PSD phase measurement algorithm 

The digital PSD algorithm is based on same principle as in the lock-in amplifier or the 

IQ demodulator. The two input signals, the measured signal and the reference, are 

multiplied with the reference signal of the measurement system and its 90° phase shifted 

version.  

 

In a lock-in amplifier or IQ demodulator the multiplication is performed by a mixer. The 

reference signal is phase locked to the main signal using a built-in PLL. The digital PSD 

algorithm uses two pre-computed in-phase and an in-quadrature signals (IQ signals) 

which are stored in a look up table. The phase lock between the input signals and the IQ 

signals is achieved by synchronising the clocks of the signal source, used for the input 

signal generation, and the sample clock of the ADC. Both channels must be sampled 

simultaneously. The block diagram of the digital PSD algorithm is shown in Figure 

2-16. A closer examination to the digital PSD implementation, the output of PSD is 

essentially is the same as the DFT output =�S� of at a particular k frequency component, 

which is the single point DFT. 

 

 

 
Figure 2-16 Digital PSD algorithm block diagram 
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The results of multiplications, both in the analogue and digital implementations, are 

filtered with a low-pass filter and results in a real and an imaginary DC component for 

the main and reference signal. 

 

W$,/&�4�$��5 $,/&�4
+� 5 0@&�4�$��5  0@&�4
+� 5X =

� $,/� $,/� … $,/3 0@�	  0@� …  0@3# Y
�� Z��� Z�
: :�3 Z3[ 	÷N 

Equation 2-43 

 

where N is the length of sampling point. The phase between the two input signals can be 

calculated with Equation 2-44 

 

NI.D0 = A.E�� 5$,/&�4
+� 5$,/&�4�$��5 6− A.E�� 5 0@&�4
+� 5 0@&�4�$��5 6	[�.�] 
Equation 2-44 
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2.5 Overview of the Cardiff MIT and MIS system development 

2.5.1 MIT system architecture  

The basic architecture of the MIT system can be divided into the various sections, Figure 

2-17 shows the example of the Cardiff MKIIa system which can be subdivided into 9 

different sections.  

 

 

Figure 2-17 Block diagram of a typical MIT system block diagram  

 

A. Signal source – Multiple channels DDS signal source are used to provide 

synchronous phase reference for signal and reference. 

B. Source distribution network – The network is made of highly stable cable that 

provides high phase stability over temperature. 

C. Sensors and Chassis – The sensors normally consist of excitation, receiver and 

reference coils. The metal chassis provides an electromagnetic interference and 

hence reduces measurement noise. The receiver coils are normally connected 

directly to a differential amplifier to improve the signal to noise ratio of the 

system. 
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D. Signal and reference distribution circuit – The network is made of highly stable 

cable, power divider and switches that provide high phase stability over 

temperature. 

E. Signal measurement – The signal measurement consists of simultaneous multiple 

channels ADC with sampling speed of 60MHz. 

F. Measurement control routine – Measurement routines are developed in LabView 

programming software to perform automatic multiple channel measurement. 

G. Multi-core PC & GPU workstation – Provision of control automation and 

computing power.  

H. Digital signal processing – The DSP algorithm processes the raw data acquired 

from the ADC and calculates the magnitude and the phase of the measured 

voltage. 

I. Forward model & reconstruction software – Calculation of the sensitivity matrix 

and execution of the reconstruction procedure to transform the phase 

measurement into a conductivity image. 

 

2.5.2 Cardiff MIT MKIIa system development 

The development of a 14-channel Cardiff MIT MKIIa system was part of the Low 

Conductivity MIT (LCOMIT) EPSRC project (EP/E009832/1) to build a high precision 

MIT system for human head imaging. The Cardiff MIT MKIIa system was developed by 

Dr. Stuart Watson in collaboration with the author, and the first stage of system 

development was described in Chapter 6 of the PhD thesis titled ‘Instrumentation for 

low-conductivity Magnetic Induction Tomography’ (Watson 2009).  

 

The collaborative work for the Cardiff MIT MKIIa includes: the development of a novel 

high phase stable front end electronic circuit, a two tone passive-active phase drift 

reduction technique and the design of a 5-channel MIT system prototype. The design 

and optimisation of the signal measurement hardware was carried by the author of this 

thesis, fulfilling one of the objectives of this PhD project by using the direct digitisation 

method with digital signal processing algorithm to provide high precision phase 
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measurement hardware for sub-millidegree phase noise measurement in a multi-channel, 

multi-frequency MIT system. The improvement of the MIT signal measurement 

hardware based on the National Instrument PXI-5105 high-speed digitiser enabled a 

precision of less than 1m° phase noise. 

 

The overall specification of the Cardiff MKIIa in comparison with the previous Cardiff 

MIT system (MKI) is summarised in Table 2-2. From the table, it can be seen that the 

newly developed MIT system improves the phase precision by at least a factor of 17 

while at the same time improving the phase drift is improved by a factor of 50. The 

measurement speed quoted is based on a FFT based phase measurement algorithm; the 

speed varies depending on the algorithm used the phase calculation. 

 

Table 2-2 Overall specification of the Cardiff MIT MKIIa in comparison with the Cardiff MIT MKI 

(Watson 2009) 

Specifications  Cardiff MKI system  Cardiff MKIIa system  

Channel  16 exciters, 16 detector  14 exciters, 14 detector  

Average phase noise
*
  0.017°  <0.001°  

Average phase drift
**

  0.500°  <0.010°  

Measurement cycle 

time
***

  

90 seconds  70 seconds****  

*          phase noise for 35ms data acquisition time (per channel, per measurement)  

**        phase drift over extended period (1hr) for all channels  

***      total time to acquire 240 or 196 measurements to quoted precision 

****    Can be reduced to by half when optimised algorithm / hardware are used  

 

The development of Cardiff MIT MKIIa, based on the direct digitisation method, is by 

far one of the most precise systems when comparing to the most recent MIT systems (as 

shown in Appendix A. The MKIIa system was designed to improve on the noise and 

drift characteristics comparing to the MKI system, where the direct digitization of 

signals, simultaneous signal measurement, fully synchronise signal measurement, high 

bandwidth amplifier and higher excitation signal source were incorporated (Watson 

2009). 
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2.5.3 Recent developments: the Cardiff MIT MKIIb 

The Cardiff MKIIb is a new head array shaped MIT system that used the same MIT 

signal measurement hardware described and developed within this PhD project. The 

shape of the MKIIb system dimension is optimised for higher SNR for head imaging 

(Zolgharni 2010). The dynamic range of the measurement hardware is configured to 

optimise for the new array.  The Cardiff MKIIb is made of 46 coils of which are 32 

exciter and 14 detector coils. The coils are arranged in a hemispherical array inside a 

32cm diameter hemispherical aluminium shield (3mm thickness). The coils are 35mm in 

diameter and have a fixed stand-off of 32mm from screen. The system is currently under 

development with the purpose to bring the sensors closer to the head, improve SNR of 

the system and increase precision and frame rate with individual FPGA or DSP modules 

per channel (Wee et al. 2010, R. Patz 2010). 

 

   
Figure 2-18 Recently developed Cardiff MKIIb  hemisphere array (still under development) 

    

2.5.4 Precision requirement for Head imaging 

The MIT system might be useful in some potential applications such as the monitoring 

and imaging of the human brain for clinical diagnostic purposes (Zolgharni 2010). The 

feasibility of using MIT for detecting cerebral haemorrhages with a 16-channel MIT 

system operating at 10MHz was previously investigated in a study using a finite element 

model (Zolgharni et al. 2008).   

 

In the study, the eddy-current problem was solved and the MIT signals were simulated for 

strokes of different volumes occurring at different locations in the brain using the finite 
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element method and a realistic, multi-layer head model. The MIT system modelled in that 

study was based on the sensor placement of the Cardiff MKI MIT system (Watson et al. 

2008).  

 

One of the conclusions of the study was that a practical MIT system for this application 

would require at least an order of magnitude improvement in phase precision and SNR 

over that provided by the previous Cardiff MKI system. At 10MHz, a phase measurement 

precision of ~10m° could readily detect the signals from large (~50cm3) peripheral 

strokes. To detect smaller (~8cm3) haemorrhages, however, a measurement precision of 

the order of 1m° is needed.  The authors also suggested that spectroscopic measurements 

covering the frequency range corresponding to the β-dispersion in blood may aid in 

distinguishing blood from white/grey matter and CSF. 

 

   

 

(a) Internal, 

V= 7.7 cm3 

 

(b) Small External, 

V= 8.2 cm3 

 

(c)Large External, 

V= 49.4 cm3 

Figure 2-19 The study of Zolgharni et al using a finite element model on the feasibility of MIT for 

detecting cerebral haemorrhages 
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The simulation results obtained in Figure 2-20 were based on the Cardiff MIT MKI 

model, The results of the study revealed that a large, peripheral stroke (volume 49 cm3, 

conductivity 0.89Sm-1) produced phase changes of up to 71m° and that 27% of the 256 

measurements provided by the system would display phase changes produced by this 

stoke in excess of 17mº. Smaller and deeper lying strokes were not measurable with the 

MKI system, displaying phase changes of less than 17mº.  

 

The design of the MKIIa sensor system and receiver hardware are optimised for a better 

dynamic range and a better precision compare to the MKI system. The simulation result 

therefore is sufficient to determine the needed precision for head imaging application.  

 

 

Figure 2-20  Simulated signal size of 256 transmitter- receiver measurement combination on the 

three stroke regions provided by Zolgharni et al 

 

The recent publication by Zolgharni (Massoud Zolgharni et al. 2009) also stated that the 

1m° phase requirement will have to be factorised by the operating frequency because of 

the frequency dependency of signal perturbation. If the system would operate at 1MHz, 
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the requirements of the phase noise will need at least 0.1 m° since the 1m° specification 

requirement was obtained at 10MHz.  

 

2.5.5 Cardiff MIS MKI system design and performance  

2.5.5.1 Summary of the design 

Magnetic Induction Spectroscopy is a ‘single channel MIT’ system but limits its 

application to tissue characterisation. It does not produce an image. Therefore, the term 

‘tomography’ is substituted by ‘spectroscopy’ due to the added multi-frequency 

capabilities. The multi-frequency version of the MIT system, multi-frequency MIT (MF-

MIT) or ‘multi-channel MIS system’, can potentially performed tissues characterisation 

and produce images at the same time. 

 

The MIS MKI system development was carried out prior to the development of the PXI 

based signal measurement system (Wee 2007). The intention was to investigate the 

feasibility of using the MIS system to measure absolute conductivity.  

 

Figure 2-21 Magnetic induction spectrometer system (MK1 prototype) 

 

The MIS MKI system (Figure 2-21) consists of a dual channel synchronous signal 

source, a transmitter amplifier, an axial gradiometer sensor, a dual channel heterodyne 

receiver and a lock-in amplifier. It operates in the frequency range of 100kHz to 10MHz 

for the signals, which are down-converted to 10kHz and fed into the lock-in amplifier. 
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The MIS system measurement software was written in the Matlab programming 

language to control the signal source and lock-in amplifier via GPIB interface. The 

signal source was a TTi TGA1242 dual-channel arbitrary waveform generator. The lock-

in amplifier was a Perkin Elmer 7265 DSP lock-in amplifier.  

 

 

The first stage of the transmitter circuit is a 4th order Bessel function filter, implemented 

using two LM7171 op-amps with a gain of 10 at a cut-off frequency of 12MHz. The 

filter stage is followed by a LT-1210 current feed-back amplifier with a non-inverting 

configuration that provides a minimum current of 1 A peak to peak across the excitation 

coil and the 4.7Ω reference resistor. The transmitter amplifier has an overall gain Av of 

37. A digital compensation scheme was used to provide a flat voltage gain from 100kHz 

to 10MHz.  

 

The receiver circuit can be divided into three stages similar to a heterodyne system 

topology: RF stage, mixing stage and IF stage. In this particular design, two ultra low 

noise (1nV/√Hz) high bandwidth op-amps (AD8099) were used in a differential circuit 

configuration. It was designed to give a gain of two for the reference channel and a gain 

of four for the receiver channel in the RF stage. Two double-balanced mixers (Mini-

circuits ADE-6) were used for frequency down-conversion. Two LMH-6626 op-amps 

were employed after the frequency conversion in the IF section and provide a gain of 20 

for reference channel and 50 for receiver channel. They form two 1st order low-pass 

filters with a 150kHz cut-off frequency. Precision resistors (0.5%, 25ppm) and 

capacitors were used in the system to minimise phase drift. 

 

The axial gradiometer has a one-turn excitation coil of semi-rigid coaxial cable the outer 

layer of which is connected to ground and the inner cable is driven by a minimum of 1 A 

peak to peak current. The excitation coil is placed equidistant between the two-turn 

receiver coils and is wired in serial opposition to provide primary field cancellation. The 

axial gradiometer coil (Figure 2-22) dimensions were 4 cm square. A ferrite stub was 

used in the sensor to ‘fine tune’ the sensor for further primary field cancellation. 
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Figure 2-22  Winding of 1 turn axial gradiometer with excitation coil sandwiched in the middle. 

 

The system operates in the frequency range of 100kHz to 10MHz. The system provided 

a SNR in the range of 16 dB to 66 dB over the specified bandwidth (lock-in amplifier 

time constant of 200ms). Examples of conductivity measurement and calibration method 

are given later sections, but only at 100kHz to 1MHz frequency range).  
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Figure 2-23 SNR of the MIS MKI system 

 

2.5.5.2 Calibration in MIS MKI system 

To find the voltage perturbation ∆V, a set of vector voltage measurements without 

sample (Vo) are first collected. A measurement with the sample in place (VS) is then 

made, and V0 is then subtracted from VS. The resultant signal ∆∆∆∆V is rotated by a set of 

rotation angles stored in a look-up table to remove arbitrary phase offsets between the 

reference and receiver channels (Figure 2-24). To find the rotation angles, a calibration 
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measurement set was first collected using a saline sample of 11Sm-1. The assumption 

was made that Im|∆V| >> Re|∆V| such that the perturbation is approximated to be 

imaginary only.  
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Figure 2-24 Raw vector voltages of measurements without sample (V0), and raw vector voltages of 

measurements with 11Sm-1 saline samples (VS) in the frequency range of 0.1MHz to 1MHz. The 

perturbed voltage ∆V is rotated by a rotation angle (θ). Imag-axis and Real-axis represents the true 

axes of calibrated ∆V. 

 

2.5.5.3 Measurement examples 

Im|∆V| was measured over the frequency range of 0.1MHz to 1MHz for  

a) Saline samples of different conductivities 

 (0Sm-1, 0.5Sm-1, 1Sm-1, 2Sm-1, 4.5Sm-1, 11Sm-1 and 14.5Sm-1)  

b)  A sample of potato cut.  

 

Both were placed in a cylindrical sample container with a 5cm diameter and height of 

2cm. At each frequency the values were calculated from an average of 20 measurements. 
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Sensitivity was calculated using the measured Im|∆V1S/m| due to the 1Sm-1 saline 

sample. To obtain measured conductivity, the measured Im|∆Vmea| for the sample was 

divided by the sensitivity of the system.  

 

The conductivity for each frequency was calculated by using: 

�+$� =
�-|∆�+$�|$+
�  Equation 2-45 

 

where σmea is the absolute measured conductivity, the Im|∆Vmea| is imaginary part of 

perturbed voltage measurement and S67. is the sensitivity of the system. 

 

	$+
� =
�-\∆��8+��	\�  Equation 2-46 

 

where %��8+��
 
is the perturbed voltage due to the saline sample with	] of 1Sm-1. The 

sensitivity of the system, ^9:; has a unit of V/Sm-1. 

 

Figure 2-25 shows the measured conductivity for different saline samples versus 

frequency in the frequency range of 0.1MHz to 1MHz.  
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Figure 2-25 The measurement of absolute conductivity spectra of saline samples, conductivity was 

obtained by dividing the Im|∆V| with system sensitivity calculated at 1S/m using Equation 2-45 and 

Equation 2-46. 
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The standard deviation of the conductivity measurement was between 0.02Sm-1 and 

0.09Sm-1 for the frequency band of 0.1MHz to 1.0MHz for a 1Sm-1 sample.  

 

Figure 2-26 shows the measured absolute conductivity of a potato to vary from 0.15Sm-1 

to 0.49Sm-1 over the frequency range of 0.1MHz to 1MHz, which was normalised to the 

values obtained in the study by Scharfetter et al of the potato measurement using needle 

electrodes (Scharfetter et al. 2001). The normalised conductivity spectra measured for a 

potato was found to be in reasonable agreement to those given in a previous study by 

Scharfetter et al (Scharfetter et al. 2001) which utilised both inductive and needle 

electrode measurements. 
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Figure 2-26 Normalised conductivity spectra of potatoes sample to the conductivity measurement of 

potatoes by Scharfetter et al (Scharfetter et al. 2001) 

 

The development of an initial design MIS system has demonstrated to work as a 

conductivity spectrometer using the inductive method. It requires a fairly complicated 

calibration procedure before a measurement can be performed. Large errors of 

measurement results can be observed in Figure 2-26. The reason is likely to be caused 

by the calibration error, sample placement error and phase drift in the amplifier and 

down-conversion circuitry.    
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2.6 Discussion and conclusion 

After two decades of MIT system development for biomedical applications, the signal 

measurement hardware performance is still being challenged by a few major factors that 

limit the MIT system. They are mainly due to the detection of small signal perturbation 

with the needed phase precision and accuracy for head imaging applications. Although 

many attempts had been made to improve the overall system architecture, hardware and 

sensor design to increase the signal size, phase precision and phase stability, most 

published MIT systems are still reporting poor performance for practical measurements 

in terms of noise and drift. 

 

One of the reasons might be due to the performance of the MIT signal measurement 

hardware. Although lock-in amplifier and multiplier based phase measurement hardware 

can provide a reasonable phase precision for single channel MIT applications, it is not 

capable of performing high-speed measurements for simultaneous multi-channel and 

multi-frequency measurement. The previous hardware implementations also require the 

signal to be down-converted using a mixer; a study by Watson showed that in the 

Cardiff MKI system, the mixer’s thermal related phase drift is much higher than the one 

of the amplifier (Watson 2009).  

 

In the recent years (3-4 years), the adoption of the direct digitisation method with high-

speed (>50 MS/s) and high resolution (>12-bit) ADCs started to be implemented by 

various MIT groups. This allows the use of more flexible DSP based signal 

measurement platforms, such as the PXI-5105 high-speed digitiser, high performance 

ADC chips with dedicated Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), or dedicated DSP 

processors. The most advanced ADC chip can even allow signal to be sampled up to 16-

bit resolution at 100 MS/s using pipelined ADC architectures. The added benefit of 

using high-speed digitiser is that they are comparatively low cost, less than £500 per 

channels (August, 2010). The other benefit is that they can provide very fast signal 

acquisition so that more data averaging can be carried out to improve the measurement 

precision. They provide a more flexible platform to allow a further investigation for 
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multi-channel and multi-frequency MIT systems. The phase noise and phase drift 

performance can be effectively reduced when signals are simultaneously sampled on all 

channels without being down-converted.  High-speed simultaneous multi-frequency and 

improved precision can also be achieved by using a FFT based phase measurement 

algorithm. 

 

Although many groups have reported the designs of MIT systems with the PXI-5105 

platform, many of the published MIT system performance results showed the lack of 

precision improvement that could be expected. Some of the recent literature only 

published the description of system design without giving any system characterisation 

results (Appendix A). The reason of low performance might be due to the lack of 

optimisation of the hardware setting of those generic high-speed digitisers to match the 

signal’s characteristic in a specific MIT system architecture.  

 

The signal measurement is very much depending on the intended application and the 

MIT system architecture (The condition also applicable to the MIS system). Most 

intended applications are based on the calculation of the MIT forward models to 

estimate the actual signal size and behaviour for a specified MIT system. Not until 

recently, a more in depth study was carried out by Zolgharni et al. who specified a phase 

precision of at least 1 m° for a head imaging application (Zolgharni et al. 2008). In 

general, the signal measurement hardware needs to be as precise as possible for 

measuring biological tissue because it causes a very small signal perturbation. The drift 

of the amplification circuit before the signal digitisation also limits the phase stability 

performance.   

 

The overview of the basic principle in this chapter gives a concise explanation of how 

the signal measurement is related to the passives electrical properties of biological tissue 

and why the measurement hardware needs to be phase sensitive. The summary of the 

MIT system from 1999 to 2010 shows that differences in MIT system architecture and 

characterisation methods make it very difficult to be compared across multiple systems. 
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Nevertheless, a MIT system comparison table was produced. The basic signal 

measurement theory was also being reviewed to investigate the fundamental signal and 

noise that will affect the measurement performance. A review of various signal 

measurement hardware implementations and phase measurement algorithms was 

provided. 

 

From the literature review, it can be concluded the direct digitisation method, or what 

could be otherwise termed as ‘DSP based measurement platform’, is a better 

measurement approach for the main signal measurement hardware in MIT systems due 

to its potential benefits.  Four major parts of the investigation and system development 

were carried out in four respective chapters to investigate the following set of questions 

in implementing the ‘DSP based measurement platform’ for the MIT systems:  

 

• What are the factors that will affect the phase precision in using the direct 

digitisation method? How to improve the precision of the phase measurement 

and the DSP algorithm? 

• How does the phase drift affect a practical MIT signal measurement? What kind 

of methods can be use to improve phase drift, and how to implement them?  

• How to design a full MIT system with low noise and drift? How to design the 

measurement software and DSP algorithm for the MIT system?  How to 

characterise the multi-channel, multi-frequency MIT system? What is the size of 

signal perturbation? How to perform simultaneous frequency for spectroscopy 

measurement? 

• How to increase the overall speed of measurement using a parallel signal 

processing algorithm in a multi-core processor platform and a dedicated DSP 

platform?  

 

The reference to ‘the MIT system’, which is used throughout the thesis, is generally 

inclusive of the MIS system unless it is stated otherwise. 
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Chapter 3 System noise analysis 
and performance of MIT signal 
measurement hardware 
 

3.1 Introduction 

One of the major criteria to improve the performance of an MIT system is to enhance the 

signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the overall MIT system. The design of MIT signal 

measurement hardware described in this chapter is based on the direct digitisation 

method and uses the National Instrument PXI-5105 high-speed digitiser. The 

investigation on the MIT measurement hardware's performance is needed to ensure an 

optimum phase measurement performance can be obtained. The signal and noise 

characteristics of the MIT system will be analysed to give a greater understanding of the 

noise contribution in the signals.  
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The signals in the MIT system will go through several hardware stages before they are 

measured by the digitiser. These signals, which are fed through active and passive 

components such as multiplexers, signal distribution cables, power splitters, coils and 

amplifiers will be digitised together with the extra noise components. The noise 

distributed across each channel of the MIT system can be reduced by various signal 

processing techniques. 

 

 Since the signals are depending on the size of the object and the conductivity of the 

measurement sample, it is necessary to keep the noise as low as possible to ensure a 

maximum signal to noise ratio.  For a 14-channel circular array MIT system, such as the 

Cardiff MIT MKIIa system, the different channels of the digitiser detect different 

magnitude of signal perturbation because of the different location of sensors in relation 

to the excitation coil. The signal perturbation is a function of the conductive material in 

location, size and frequency of the signal source. 

 

In this chapter, the design of an MIT signal acquisition hardware based on high-speed 

multi-channel digitisers will be described. The factors that affect the phase noise 

performance will be analysed and investigated. A phase noise estimation model is also 

introduced and it is verified by experimental measurement results. The chapter 

concludes with methods to optimise the direct digitised hardware for high precision 

phase measurements. 

 

3.2  PXI based data acquisition hardware 

The design of phase measurement hardware in the Cardiff MKII MIT system is based on 

two National Instrument PXI-5105 high-speed digitisers (NI 2006). Two PXI modules 

are used to form 16 simultaneously sampled measurement channels with 12-bit 

resolution and a maximum sample rate of 60MSps. Each PXI-5105 contains a 16MB 

onboard memory. Figure 3-1 shows an MIT measurement test bench which was set up 
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for system performance's characterisation purposes and it will be part of the MIT signal 

measurement hardware.  

 

 

Figure 3-1 PXI based multichannel direct digitisation MIT signal measurement hardware 

 

The TTI 1242 signal generator are controlled by GPIB control interface, the PXI-5105 

module is installed in the PXI-1033 chassis and it is connected to a PC workstation via 

an integrated MXI express controller, the controller allows data transfer up to 110MB/s 

to the PC for digital signal processing. The test bench software is written in LabView 

programming language and it is used to provide measurement control automation and to 

process the raw sampled data using FFT based phase measurement methods. The cost of 

the hardware is approximately 500 pounds per channel (August 2010) for a PXI-5105 

module which is relatively low considering its specification. 
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3.3 Investigation of measurement noise in a direct digitised 

system 

3.3.1 System phase noise formulation  

The overall system phase noise of the MIT system can be measured by taking the 

standard deviation of repeated phase measurements. The phase noise definition in 

section 2.4.2 shows the total system noise of a sinusoidal signal source can be viewed as 

the combination of AM and PM components. It is for the case of small frequency 

fluctuation and small amplitude fluctuation relative to the signal frequency and 

amplitude level respectively. Here, the performance of the PXI system in an MIT system 

where the main signals are small will be investigated. The analysis is to see how the 

magnitude of the total voltage noise component affects the phase noise. When the noise 

is relatively large compared to the signal amplitude, the AM noise dominates the total 

voltage noise component and it will increase the phase noise. 

 

When a dual signal phase measurement technique is employed, a set of coherent signals 

are needed to measure phase. The signal pair consists of a main signal (or multiple 

signals) and a reference signal at the same frequency. Both signals are simultaneous 

sampled, the time delay between them is measured and hence the phase is determined. 

The input level must operate near the full scale limit of the ADC system to ensure the 

amplitude related phase noise do not dominate the phase measurement precision.  

 

For the main signal, especially in a non-primary field cancellation MIT system, the 

signals received by the detection coils in different channels vary in size and do not 

operate near the full ADC range (for the case of an annular array MIT). This will have 

an adverse effect on the phase noise because the voltage noise of the system remains the 

same but the input level of the main signal (or carrier) will changed. This is because 

noise is relative high compared to the signal in the MIT system, and phase noise of the 

signal becomes correlated to the input level of main signal source. The small changes in 

signal with low input level will affect the overall phase noise of the system significantly. 
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In the case of an MIT system that uses a primary field cancellation sensor, the 

magnitude of all channels are comparable in size. The operation near the full scale ADC 

limit is easier to achieve. For the reference signal, the magnitude is fixed at a particular 

frequency and it is set to be near ADC full scale range.  

 

By modifying Equation 2-26 from section 2.4.2.2,  the main signal and reference signal 

can be modified into Equation 3-1 and Equation 3-2. Both equation represent the 

practical case of MIT measurement where the signal of the main channel is small and the 

reference signal is comparable to the full scale voltage range of digitiser. Let both main 

and reference signals to be simultaneously sampled respectively at channel 0 and 

channel 1 of the digitiser. 

 

The main signal measured at channel 0 can be represented by, �+�
#,�A� = [�+ + G+�A�][C7D _?�@A+ 3
#
(+�
#) + 3+�A�`] 

= �+[� + G+�A�/�+][C7D _?�@A+3
#
(�"�) + 3+�A�`] 
Equation 3-1 

Assuming |G+�A�|/�+ is large when the main signal is small, �+ is the average 

amplitude of main signal, G+�A� is the AM related noise, 3+�A� is the PM related noise 

component and θ7<7(=>?) is the initial phase shift between the excitation coil and the 

digitiser. 

 

The reference signal measured at channel 1  can be represented by, ��$*�A� = [��$* + G�$*	�A�][C7D _?�@A+ 3
#
(�$*) + 3�$*�A�`] 

= [��$*][C7D _?�@A+ 3
#
(�"�) + 3�$*�A�`] 
Equation 3-2 

Assuming \G�$*�A�\/��$* is small when the reference signal is large, ��$* is the average 

amplitude of reference signal, G�$*�A� is the AM related noise, 3�$*�A� is the PM related 

noise component.	θ7<7(=>@) is the initial phase shift between the reference coil and the 

digitiser. 
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The initial phase difference (����) between the main and reference signal is calculated at 

t=0 when the FFT calculations are performed. The ���� is the difference between 

θ7<7(=>?) and θ7<7(=>@) and it will remain constant if no phase drift is taken place on both 

main and reference signal. 

 

Figure 3-2 illustrates the example of the effect of the signal's amplitude level on the 

MIT’s phase noise when it is increased or decreased. The phase noise estimation model 

can be formulated by taking the Arc tan of total RMS noise of the system divided by the 

total input voltage level in RMS. It can be defined as in Equation 3-3.  

 

Figure 3-2 The effect of the MIT signal's amplitude level on the system phase noise 

 

K$��
+��$&	 = .�CA.E �&7�A./0	E7,D0	,E	�AB8,EHaA	&7�A./0	,E	�AB8"	 Equation 3-3 

 

The phase noise estimation model is defined heuristically based on the phase noise vs. 

input voltage measurement in RMS on various ADC settings (refers to Figure 3-12 in 

section 3.5.4). The reference signal is set to be near the full ADC range to make sure its 

contribution to the total phase noise is minimum. A more comprehensive phase noise 

model taking account of the overall voltage noise contribution of the high speed digitiser  

is presented in following sections of this chapter and it is modelled in Matlab. The 

Matlab model is compared the actual phase noise measurement results in section 3.5.3. It 
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is also being compared to the results of the phase noise measurement simulation 

software developed in the LabView programming environment (MIT MKII virtual 

bench) in section 3.3.1. The LabView software was designed to generate two or more 

simulated waveforms with Gaussian white noise which is equivalent to the RMS voltage 

noise of the PXI system. The software simulates the phase noise measurement between 

two waveforms using the FFT method under the same measurement setting to mimic the 

real measurement environment.  

 

The phase noise estimation model requires one to perform the total voltage noise 

calculation using equations formulated later in section 3.3.2. To calculate Equation 3-3, 

total voltage noise is first calculated using an equation which is formulated by root sum 

square of system frontend noise, total ADC RMS voltage noise and jitter related noise 

definition. (Bennett 1948, Hurd 1967, Kester 2008c, Flanagan 1991). The model will 

take into account the effect of different voltage noise contributed by direct digitisation 

technique on phase measurement.  

 

3.3.2 Overall system RMS voltage noise calculation 

There are a few contributors to the total system noise. They are related to the frontend 

system noise, ADC RMS voltage noise and the jitter related phase noise. The total noise 

is normally being expressed in root mean square (RMS) voltage noise or often in voltage 

spectral density,	bcd	efghijk √lm⁄ 	. Since the full measurement bandwidth in a digital 

sampling system is the sampling frequency divided by two, the RMS voltage noise is the 

voltage spectral density multiple by half the sampling bandwidth or the bandwidth 

limited by the anti-aliasing filter. The noise can be digitally reduced by additional signal 

processing to limit the bandwidth. Jitter related noise is depending on the quality of the 

frequency source, e.g. a direct digital synthesizer (DDS), and the clock of data 

acquisition system. The clock for the frequency source needs to be ultra stable and fully 

synchronous with clock of data acquisition system. A synchronous clock of signal 

source and data acquisition system will minimise the phase jitter.   
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The overall RMS voltage noise of the signal in the MIT receiver signal path can be 

modelled by the noise model in Figure 3-3. To model the phase noise of the system, a 

total voltage noise model is first formulated based on the basic theory of ADC systems. 

 

 

Figure 3-3 The block diagram of overall MIT noise source 

 

The overall voltage noise without processing gain can therefore be modelled as,  

 

n��$����	 = L	n*��#�	$#&� + n-CD,AB8� + n1
��$��  Equation 3-4 

 

where n*��#�	$#& = total front end noise. n-CD,AB8	= total ADC rms voltage noise due to quantisation, input referred noise .  n1
��$�=noise due to aperture and clock jitter. 

 

For an accurate estimation of system phase noise using the RMS voltage noise 

calculation model, the following operation conditions of the digitiser and assumptions 

must be considered:  

 

• The MIT signal measurement hardware operates beyond the 1/f frequency region 

where the voltage noise related to flicker noise can be neglected.  
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• The ratio between the sampling frequency and the input sine wave frequency is set 

such that integral number of cycles are precisely contained within the data window 

(frame, or record), no discontinuity (Kester 2000). 

• Quantisation noise is uncorrelated to the signal. The sampling clock and the input 

signal are not harmonically related and correlated. Input sine wave is slightly offset 

(Kester 2000). 

• An FFT based algorithm is used to perform a spectral analysis of single tone signals 

or a multiple tone signals to limit the noise bandwidth and hence increase 

measurement precision. Full measurement noise bandwidth is the sampling 

frequency divided by two. 

• Noise caused by digitiser clock jitter and signal source clock jitter is kept to 

minimum, less than 10ps. 

• The input signal operates within the digitiser full-scale range. The phase error caused 

by saturation of the signal in harmonic components for large amplitude signal is not 

taken into account.  

• The phase noise is calculated by taking arc tangent of the overall RMS voltage noise 

over input RMS voltage.  

 

3.3.3 The front end noise of MIT system 

The front end noise consists of all noise contributed by the MIT hardware before signals 

are digitised. It includes all the noise from cable, distribution circuit, sensors, 

multiplexer, transmitter power amplifier and receiver amplifier. It can be represented by 

the following equation. 

 

n*��#�	$#&4*� �⁄ 5 = LBn�+%4*� �⁄ 5F� + B	n&
��	&	F�G4*� �⁄ 5F� 	× ;& Equation 3-5 

 

where n�+%(*� �⁄ )	 is the amplifier’s input referred noise, which is equal to the input 

referred voltage noise density of amplifier multiplying by the gain of amplifier with 
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square root of signal bandwidth. Note that the input current noise is not being considered 

in the amplifier noise calculation. All other noise source is denoted by		n&
��	&	F�G(*� �⁄ )	. 

Av is the amplifier gain.  

 

To model the phase noise with the PXI system only, n*��#�$#&	 or the output referred 

noise of amplifier is made equal to zero, assuming the noise of the frontend circuitry and 

amplifier in negligible.  

 

3.3.4 ADC’s Quantisation noise 

ADC sampled systems are often specified in RMS signal to noise ratio of ideal N-bit 

converter.  W.R.Bernett in his classic paper derived the spectrum of quantized Gaussian 

noise for the case of a uniform quantiser with uncorrelated noise source (Bennett 1948). 

The paper showed that the RMS quantization noise of an ADC can be determined by the 

following equation, 

 nH =
o�&�√�? Equation 3-6 

 

where the quantisation level q in peak to peak amplitude is defined by, 

 

o�&� =
�I8.�+�?3�	


	× ?√? Equation 3-7 

 eJK,LM0 is the full scales range of ADC in RMS voltage and pNO� is the number bit of 

digitiser resolution.   

 

The Bernett’s analysis pointed out that the quantisation noise is approximately Gaussian 

and spread uniformly over the full Nyquist’s bandwidth from dc to @� ?⁄  for a digital 

sampling system with sampling frequency of @�. Equation 3-6 is under the assumption 
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that the RMS noise is measured within the full Nyquist’s bandwidth and uncorrelated to 

the input signal. The uncorrelated behaviour occurs when the input to the ADC is a band 

of frequencies and the quantization noise tends to be random. 

 

Under the condition where a pure, periodic sine wave with low amplitude is used as 

input and, the sampling clock and the signal are harmonically related, the quantisation 

noise becomes correlated, and the energy is concentrated in the harmonics of the signal 

(Hurd 1967, Flanagan 1991). However, the RMS value of quantisation noise remains 

approximately q/√12. The correlation between the quantisation noise and the signal only 

occurs when ratio of the sampling frequency to the input signal is an integer (Kester 

2008c). Under such condition, the correlation of the quantisation error with the input 

frequency caused an artefact of the sampling process. The input signal with a sine wave 

in the MIT system must therefore be slightly offset to avoid the correlation condition. 

(E.g. the Cardiff MIT MKIIa system is operating at 9.843750MHz instead of 10MHz 

with a 60MS/s sampling rate to avoid the correlation artefact. Another reason for 

9.843750MHz setting is to set the signal frequency to fall exactly on the FFT bin.  

 

In general, the quantisation noise appears as random because there is usually a small 

amount of noise in the MIT system which acts as a dither signal causing the quantisation 

error spectrum to be random (Kester 2008c). 

 

The performance of an ideal ADC signal are quoted in signal to noise ratio,  

 

$T = ���7/�� 5��
 #��,AB8�#�
�$,AB8 6� Equation 3-8 

 

This yields to the ideal SNR given in the following equation: 
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$T 
&$�� = ?��7/�� 5 �I8,AB8nPQ�#�
)$�6 = ?��7/�� 5o�&�?3�	
 B?√?Fqo�&�/√�? 6 

= r.�?TR
� + �.sr�� 

Equation 3-9 

 

In a non-ideal ADC, where the SNR of the ideal converter is degraded by the non 

linearity of a converter, Equation 3-9 can be modified can be modified to find the 

effective number of bits using the Signal-to–Noise and Distortion ratio, SINAD, which is 

normally specified by manufacturer.  

 

	Tt� =
$�T;� − �.sr��r.�?  Equation 3-10 

 

The more realistic noise can be calculated by determine the total ADC rms voltage noise 

which includes the quantisation, input referred noise and harmonic distortion. The total 

ADC RMS noise can be estimated by letting 	Tt� = TR
� in Equation 3-7 which yield 

to: 

 

n-CD,AB8 =
�I8.�+�?S3T' ×

?√?√�? Equation 3-11 

 

3.3.5 Input referred RMS noise of ADC  

Input referred noise of the ADC can be modelled as a noise source added to an ideal 

ADC. The voltage level in the ADC remains as a constant output until the next transition 

region is reached. This process accounts for code transition noise which is generally 

referred as the input referred of the ADC (Kester 2006). The internal circuits in an ADC 

produce the RMS voltage noise due to resistor and thermal noise. Note that the input 

referred noise is not the quantization noise. The PXI-5105 system specification sheet 

quotes the input referred noise density to be 2 to 3nV/√Hz with 30MHz bandwidth, 50Ω 
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load impedance, 50mVpp input voltage range and 24MHz anti-aliasing filter enabled 

(NI 2006).  

 

Figure 3-4  Spectral noise density from PXI-5105 data sheet (NI 2006) , at 50mVpp voltage range 

and 24MHz anti-aliasing filter enabled 

 

Referring to Figure 3-4, at low frequency, the ADC is dominated by the flicker noise or 

1/f noise. Power spectral density in this region is inversely proportional to frequency, 

and therefore the voltage noise spectral density is inversely proportional to the square 

root of the frequency. Beyond the corner frequency @� at around 100kHz, the input 

referred noise is considered white since it’s spectral density remains approximately 

constant (AnalogDevices 2009b). The RMS noise can be calculated by using the 

following equation, 

 

n-CD,AB8[@(] ≈ $3Cu@� × �E �@�@U"+ (@( − @U) 

≈ $3CQ@(	,�I0E		@( ≫ @U 
Equation 3-12 

 

where $3C is the spectral noise density, @� is the corner frequency,	@(	and	@U is the 

higher end and lower end of measurement bandwidth. 

 



 

 

3.3.6 Effect of aperture and clock jitter 

Another factor that contributes to 
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sampled data system affected by

Figure 3-5 (Brannon 2004
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Effect of aperture and clock jitter  

Another factor that contributes to the overall system phase noise of the PXI system is the 

tter and signal generator’s clock jitter (Kester 2008a

sampled data system affected by the noise of system clock can be analysed by using

Brannon 2004, Smith 2004).  

Figure 3-5 The effect of aperture jitter on sample data
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phase noise of the PXI system is the 

Kester 2008a). The error in a 

clock can be analysed by using 

 

jitter on sample data 

the voltage error caused by the digitiser’s aperture 

Equation 3-13 

Equation 3-14 

Equation 3-15 

Equation 3-16 
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Let the voltage error in Equation 3-13 to be denoted by the RMS value, 

 %&�+� = %A�+� × ��
 ,�+� Equation 3-17 

 

By defining n1
��$�	as the rms voltage error (Δvrms) and >1
��$� as the rms aperture 

jitter	(%A�+�), the rms noise in a signal caused by system clock jitter in a sampled data 

system with an input signal frequency fo and an input amplitude of	��
 ,�+�, can be 

expressed in the following equation, 

 

	n1
��$� = >1
��$���;√? = ?�@�>1
��$���
 ,�+� Equation 3-18 

 

The digitiser’s aperture jitter in rms seconds can be obtained directly from a digitiser 

manufacturer data sheet.  The jitter of can also be expressed using the following 

equation by recognizing that a time delay is the same as phase delay at a given 

frequency(Smith 2004, Kester 2008b), 

 >1
��$� =
K��,���,

 Equation 3-19 

 

where v��, is the integrated phase noise of the clock in RMS	radians and ���, is the 

clock frequency in radians per seconds.  

 

Substituting Equation 3-19 into Equation 3-18, the noise caused by jitter can therefore 

be expressed as, 

 

n1
��$� =
K��,���,

×
��;√? = ��
 ,�+� × K��, ×

�����,
 Equation 3-20 
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Note that Equation 3-20 can be used if the digitiser’s clock specification is given in K��, 

which is expressed in	RMS	radians.	 
 

It can be observed from Equation 3-20 that the noise due to jitter can be reduced if the 

digitiser clock frequency is much higher than the signal frequency (e.g. in oversampling 

process). The smaller the input voltage, the less noise will be contributed by the jitter 

noise but according to the phase noise definition in Equation 3-3 (section 3.3.1), a lower 

input level will increase the system phase noise. Appropriate parameter setting of direct 

digitised MIT system need to be carefully addressed to achieve optimum phase noise 

performance. 

 

Equation 3-20 is based on the following assumptions (Kester 2008a):   

 

• The digitiser’s aperture jitter consists of jitter of the sampling clock generator as well 

as the ADC internal aperture jitter, the sampling clock generator in the digitiser have 

the rms jitter specification which is several times less than the specified aperture 

jitter of the ADC.  

• ADC internal aperture jitter comprises two jitter components, aperture jitter in the 

integral sample-and-hold SHA circuitry and aperture jitter in ADC circuitry. It is 

dominated by aperture jitter in ADC circuitry since most modern ADCs have 

internal SHA built in. 

• Signal generators clock is derived from the same clock as the digitiser or it is fully 

synchronous with the digitiser’s sampling clock generator. The jitter specification of 

signal generator must be small as well. Most modern signal generator use DDS or 

DAC with have very low jitter specification. 

 

The total jitter is root-sum-square of individual jitter component, which comprise of all 

the jitter components in the digitiser and signal generator. The total noise caused by 

overall jitter can be substituted into Equation 3-18 to estimate the RMS voltage noise.   
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>1
��$� = L>1
��$�,-CD� + >1
��$�,�
 #��	��Q�$� 	 Equation 3-21 

 

To specify SNR caused by overall jitter based on full scale amplitude, the following 

equation is normally used 

 

$T 1
��$� = �� �7/�� 5; √?⁄n1
��$�6
�

=�� �7/�� 5 ; √?⁄>1
��$� × ��; √?⁄ 6�
= ?� �7/�� 5 �?�@�>1
��$�6 

Equation 3-22 

 

3.3.7 Digital Processing gain algorithm 

For reducing the voltage noise component, digital filtering is used to filter out the noise 

component outside the filter’s bandwidth. The SNR can be increased by limiting the 

bandwidth of a filter within the frequency of interest (Kester 2008c). 

 

N�7C0DD,E/	/.,E,:*
��$� = ���7/�� 5 @�? ∙ �J*
��$�
6 Equation 3-23 

 

The processing gain in non-logarithmic definition can be rewritten into the following 

equation, 

 �$N	/.,E	@.CA7�, :w 

= L�J*
��$� ÷ �J�V��$+	#�
�$ 
Equation 3-24 

 

The gain factor equation	(:w) is based on a general RMS voltage noise formula in a 

sampling system as follow, 
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n$**$��
�$ = $�����,AB8 × L�J*
��$�

=
n�����Q�J�V��$+

	× L�J*
��$� = n����� 	× :w 
Equation 3-25 

 

Where n$**$��
�$ is the effective voltage noise,  n����� the total system voltage noise, $�����,AB8 is the voltage spectral density, �J�V��$+	#�
�$ is the bandwidth of the 

sampling system. �J*
��$� is the bandwidth of additional filtering. 

 

One way to apply filtering is to use a FFT. While the FFT is a spectral analysis tool, it 

does act as a filter by separating the signal into frequency bins. The processing gain 

using the FFT without any windowing function applied can be written as, 

 

:w**� = L�J**� ÷ �J�V��$+	#�
�$ = L@� T**� ÷ @D ?⁄⁄
= L? T**�⁄  

Equation 3-26 

 

where the system noise bandwidth �J�V��$+ is equivalent to sampling frequency, @� 
divided by 2, and the noise bandwidth of FFT is equivalent to, 

 �J*
��$� = @�/T**� Equation 3-27 

 

where	@� is the sampling frequency and T**� is the number of FFT points. The T**� 
must have a minimum of two to fulfil the Nyquist’s sampling criteria. 

 

The overall voltage noise, with the processing gain from the FFT, can be defined by, 

 

n��$����,*
��$�$& = n��$����	 × :w**� = n��$����	 × L? T**�⁄  Equation 3-28 
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3.4 Estimation of system phase noise 

3.4.1 Phase noise caused by quantization  

The system phase noise performance will degrade if the input signal is set to be smaller 

than the full scale range of the digitiser. This will cause a problem in an MIT system that 

implements a non-primary cancellation field sensor setup due to the large dynamic range 

requirement of the signal. The measurement range of the signal output from the sensor 

(non-primary field cancellation) varies from approximately less than 1mVrms to 2Vrms 

in the Cardiff MIT MKIIa system. To extend the dynamic range of the signal 

measurement, the four selectable full scale voltage ranges of the PXI-5105 system were 

used. This section will investigation the behaviour of the digitiser based on quantisation 

noise with varying amplitudes at four different full scale voltage ranges. 

 

To evaluation the effect of the quantisation noise and the input signal on the system 

phase noise, simulations of the digitiser’s system phase noise behaviour was performed 

in the Matlab environment. The simulation routines are given in the Appendix B. 

 

First of all, the quantisation noise in the ideal case is calculated by combining d and 

based only on the number of bit of ADC using Equation 3-6. The data length or number 

of FFT, Nfft is equal to 219. 

 

nH,*
��$�$& = nH × 	u ?	T**� Equation 3-29 

 

The number of bit for PXI-5105 digitiser is 12-bit according the manufacturer 

specification.  
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The phase noise is calculated by using Equation 3-3 (section 3.3.1). The noise voltage 

and the input signal voltage can be substituted with the effective noise nH,*
��$�$& and the 

measured voltage �+$�,�+�	respectively. Equation 3-29 is used in Equation 3-3 to form 

Equation 3-30. The phase noise of the system caused only by quantisation noise with 

filtering is then given by the following equation, 

 

KH,*
��$�$& = .�CA.E5nH,*
��$�$&�+$�,�+� 6 

= .�CA.E5�I8,AB8 × ?√?	√�? × ?3�	


×
√?QT**� ×

��+$�,�+�6 

Equation 3-30 

 

Using Equation 3-30, the estimated system phase noise is calculated. This will translate 

the voltage noise into an estimated phase noise for a given setting of the digitiser number 

of bits specification. It also sets the criteria for the analysis of the underlying noise 

caused by the direct digitisation process and signal processing. 

 

PXI-5105 has four full scale voltage ranges, 6V, 1V, 200 mV & 50mV peak to peak. 

The input impedance is set to 50 Ω. The estimated phase noise vs. the input voltage into 

the ADC channel is plotted for all ADC voltage ranges. The input voltage, V6WX,Y6., is 

varied from minimum quantisation level to the full scale RMS voltage in steps of 

quantisation levels and four graphs of calculated phase noise are obtained (Figure 3-6).  
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Figure 3-6 Calculated system phase noise of PXI5105 based on estimated quantisation noise of 

digitisation process with processing gain applied (in an ideal case) 

 

There are four different graphs plotted in Figure 3-6, each plot is displayed in log-log 

scale and corresponded to each voltage range. The graph is based on the maximum 

number of bits of the PXI-5105 which is 12 bits. It shows that the phase noise of the 

system is less than 1mo degree for a range of suitable input levels at a particular setting 

of the ADC.  

 

The four graphs, corresponding to the four full scale voltage ranges of the ADC, 

demonstrate that the settings must be carefully selected to minimise the phase noise 

caused by quantisation effects in direct digitisation. To extend the dynamic range of the 

PXI-5105, the full scale range must be switched to maintain the system phase noise to be 

less than 1millidegree. 
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3.4.2 Phase noise due to ADC noise 

Table 3-1 shows the total ADC RMS voltage noise in comparison with the calculated 

estimated noise caused by the quantisation based on Equation 3-11 with full bandwidth 

at @� ?⁄  and with the 24MHz anti-aliasing filter on. 

 

Table 3-1 Comparison of RMS voltage noise of PXI-5105 and quantisation noise of the PXI-5105 

Full scale 

Range (Vpk-pk) 

RMS voltage noise quoted from PXI-5105 data 

sheet at different voltage range (Vrms) 

Quantisation noise in 

ideal case(Vrms) 

Full BW 24MHz Filter On* Full BW** 

0.05 0.06% FS (30μV) 0.038% FS (19μV) 3.5μV 

0.2 0.035% FS (70μV) 0.028% FS (56μV) 14.1μV 

1 0.03% FS (300μV) 0.029% FS (290μV) 70.5μV 

6 0.03% FS (1.8mV) 0.028% FS (1.68mV) 0.4mV 

*The value can be calculated using Equation 3-11 based on PXI-5105 SINAD specification 

which is equal to 62dB for 0.2V, 1V & 6V range, and 59dB for 0.05V range. 

** Based on the calculation of Equation 3-6 with Nbit=12. 

 

Table 3-1 showed the total RMS voltage noise of the ADC contributed at least a 3 to 4 

times higher noise level than the ADC quantization noise. The quantization noise 

contribution to the system phase noise only contributed a small percentage to the total 

RMS noise of ADC. The other noise components such as the input referred noise and 

harmonic distortion will lead to a further increase in the total ADC RMS voltage noise. 

 

Based on the comparison shown in the Table 3-1, the system phase noise related to 

ADC’s quantisation and ADC RMS voltage noise using Equation 3-31 can be 

determined. The system voltage noise	nZ[\_]^K,_O��FLF` , when the ADC noise is 

considered, can be written as, 

n-CD_AB8,*
��$�$& = L	n	-CD,AB8� × 	u ?	T**� Equation 3-31 
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To simulate the system phase noise caused by the total RMS voltage noise of ADC, the T**� is first set to 219. Equation 3-31 is then substituted with n-CD,AB8 equal to 19µV, 

56µV 290µV and 1.68mV at respective voltage range of 0.05V, 0.2V, 1V and 6V. The 

resulting root-sum-square noise is placed into Equation 3-3 to calculate the estimated 

system phase noise. Figure 3-7 shows the simulation results with the input voltage 

varying from smallest the quantisation level in rms to the full scale rms voltage.  

 
Figure 3-7 Calculated system phase noise of PX-5105 based on the total ADC RMS voltage noise 

with processing gain applied. 

 

The graphs in Figure 3-7 demonstrated the capability of the baseline specification of the 

PXI system to measure phase. The total ADC RMS voltage noise of the digitiser limits 

the phase noise precision in a greater magnitude than the ideal scenario where only 

quantisation noise digitiser is considered.  
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3.4.3 Phase noise due to digitiser aperture jitter and sampling clock 

jitter  

The PXI-5105 datasheet specifies the sample clock delay resolution to be less than 10ps, 

therefore the overall jitter >1
��$� can be considered to be equal to	10xy. For a source 

signal of 9.843750MHz (sine wave) at 1Vpp full scale ADC range and 10ps jitter, the 

RMS voltage noise caused by the clock jitter is calculated using Equation 3-18. This will 

be added to the overall system phase noise to see its effect. Equation 3-32 is the same as 

Equation 3-4 but with the processing gain and without the frontend noise. 

 

n-CD_abccSA,*
��$�$& =

√? ∙ L	n-CD,AB8� + n1
��$��

	QT**�  Equation 3-32 

 

Using the same method as in the previous section, the system phase noise 

behaviour is simulated by calculating the ADC noise, input referred noise of the 

ADC plus the noise related to the overall jitter with Nfft equal to 219. The root-sum-

square noise is calculated using Equation 3-32 and it is placed into Equation 3-3 to 

calculate the estimated system phase noise. Figure 3-8 plots the system phase noise with 

input voltages varied from smallest the quantisation level to the full scale RMS voltage. 

 

Figure 3-8 shows the effect of noise caused by overall jitter on system phase noise at 

different ADC ranges. When the jitter is set to be 100ps, about 10 times higher than the 

approximated PXI-5105 specification, the jitter causes the noise to cap around 0.4mo 

limit. A further increase in signal magnitude will not improve the system phase noise. 

The behaviour applies to all four full-scale ranges. The noise caused by jitter is related to 

the frequency and amplitude of the input signal.  
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Figure 3-8 Calculated system phase noise of PXI-5105 based on total ADC RMS voltage noise and 

noise related to jitter equal to 10ps and 100ps 

 

3.4.4 Aperture delay time in multichannel system 

Most digitiser introduced an aperture delay time because of the track and hold nature of 

its analogue and digital switching circuits in the sampling converter (Kester 2008a). This 

is different from the aperture jitter defined in section 3.3.6. The aperture jitter is the 

sample-to-sample variation in aperture delay. The aperture delay time referenced to the 

input of the ADC (A$d ), is defined as the time difference between the analogue 

propagation delay of the frontend buffer and the digital switch driver delay plus one-half 

of the aperture time (Figure 3-9). The aperture time is the short interval required for the 

Sample-and-Hold circuit in the digitiser from the sampling clock edge until the input is 

actually being sampled. 
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Figure 3-9 Sample-and-hold waveforms and definition and the ADC operation when the hold 

command is applied with an input signal of two arbitrary slopes labelled as 1 and 2 (Kester 2008a). 

 

Aperture delay produces no errors (assuming it is relatively short with respect to the hold 

time), but acts as a fixed delay in either the sampling clock input or the analogue input 

(Kester 2008a). This might not be the case with simultaneous sampling of two or more 

signals in a system where multiple ADC ICs are used. This is because there will be a 

variation in the aperture delay in different ADC ICs in a multi-channel digitiser. The 

aperture delay mismatch needs to be minimised for fast slewing signals because the 

delay will introduce errors. Otherwise the aperture delay is negligible as long as it does 

not vary over the process of the measurement.  

 

The PXI-5105 module consists of 8 channels and the channel to channel skew 

specification is approximately 500ps, which is fixed and cannot be configured. Since 

multiple modules of the PXI-5105 are needed for a 14-channel simultaneous 

measurement in the MIT MKIIa system, there will be module to module skew in the 

system. This is also approximately around 500ps, but the delay can be reduced by using 

NI-Tclk technology which allows the skew to be adjusted to less than 10ps. Another 

method which is used to reduce module to module phase skew is to split the reference of 

MIT signal into two by using a power divider and feed them directly into each module. 
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In using this approach the module to module skew can also be minimised but not the 

channel to channel skew. 

 

3.4.5 The contribution of reference channel’s phase  noise  

The system topology of the MIT system requires a minimum of two channels to be 

directly digitised simultaneously, so that relative phase between them can be measured. 

One channel is set as the main signal and the other one as reference signal, the total 

combined phase noise can be calculated by using the following equation under the 

assumption that the two noise sources are uncorrelated.  

 

K��+R
#$ = LK��$����,�$*� +K��$����,�
 � Equation 3-33 

 

The input level of the reference signal in the MKII system is fixed but not always set at 

the amplitude level near to ADC full scale limit. It does depend on the input level of the 

reference channel. The system phase noise of the reference should ideally set to be close 

to the full scale of the ADC to avoid any degradation of the noise performance when 

measuring relative phase. It is therefore very important to ensure the phase noise is kept 

low at the optimal setting of ADC for the reference signal. 
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3.5 Performance of direct digitised MIT signal measurement 

hardware 

3.5.1 Baseline measurement setup 

In this section, the performance evaluation of the PXI-5105 system will be described. 

The measurement hardware was setup according to the block diagram in Figure 3-1 

(section 3.2). To measure the baseline performance of the PXI based phase measurement 

hardware, firstly, the sampling frequency fs was set to 60MS/s, the signal frequency, fo 

was set to 9.843750MHz and the total number of sample T8	was made equal to the FFT 

length, Nfft which is 220. The waveform acquisition time constant is the total time that is 

needed to capture a snapshot of the signal. For the direct digitisation MIT system, the 

number of measurement points and the sampling rate of ADCs define the time constant 

(TC) of each measurement. For a sample rate of 60 MS/s and 220 sample points, the time 

constant is, for example, 17.47 ms 

 

Waveform acquisition time constant, O! = T8/wD.  Equation 3-34 

  

Phase measurement accuracy, noise and drift test of the MIT signal’s measurement 

hardware were carried out by using methods which will be discussed in the following 

section. Results are shown in figures. 

 

3.5.2 Phase measurement accuracy 

The phase measurement accuracy test of the PXI-5105 was carried out by using the 

measurement setup illustrated in Figure 3-10. The full-scale range of the PXI-5105 

digitiser, �I8, was set to 1V.  The signal generator was used to output two synchronous 

sine waves. Channel 0 of the generator was configured as the ‘main signal’ and channel 

1 as the ‘reference signal’.  The amplitude of Channel 0 was set to 100mVpp and 

channel 1 to 1Vpp. The phase between the two signal source channels was first 

calibrated so that at the 0o setting of both channels, absolute phase will be equal to 0. 
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The phase of channel 0 was then varied from 1 to 15o relative to channel 1. Two 

channels of the PXI-5105 were used to digitise the sine waves simultaneously and the 

data were transferred into a PC workstation. An FFT based phase measurement 

algorithm was used to compute the relative phase between two measurement channels.  

 

 

Figure 3-10 PXI system phase accuracy test setup 

 

The test results are plotted in Figure 3-11 and the set and measured phase show a strong 

correlation using linear regression analysis. The Pearson correlation coefficient of 

determination R2=0.999974. The test shows that the phase measurement accuracy is 

excellent using the PXI system for phase measurement. 

 

 

Figure 3-11 Phase accuracy test of PXI-5105 digitiser 
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3.5.3 Phase noise measurement setup 

The formulation of the empirical phase noise model in section 3.3.1, showed that the 

phase noise is correlated to the total RMS voltage noise of the direct digitiser hardware 

and with the input signal amplitude. To verify the phase noise model, the phase noise of 

the PXI system was measured and compared with the theoretical phase estimation under 

the same varying input amplitudes and ADC settings.  

 

The signal generator was set to output two synchronous sine waves. Channel 0 is the 

main signal and Channel 1 is the reference signal. The amplitude of Channel 0 was set to 

vary from 0.31Vrms to 0.3mVrms in 30 voltage steps, while Channel 1 was set to 

0.3Vrms. The phase of Channel 0 relative to Channel 1 was set to 0°.  Two channels of 

the PXI-5105 were used to digitise the sine waves simultaneously and data were 

transferred to a PC workstation. An FFT-based phase measurement algorithm was used 

to compute the relative phase between the two measurement channels. In terms of 

measurement setting, the frequency value was set to 9.84375MHz, the ADC range was 

set to 1Vpp (which give ADC noise of 290µV) and the total length of waveform is 220 

points. The phase noise of each voltage step was recorded and it is shown in Figure 

3-12.  To measure the system phase noise or the ‘shot term phase noise’, 16 repeated 

measurements were carried out for each measurement setting and the system phase noise 

φ.e.	 was calculated using Equation 3-35. 

 

K�V�	 = 	z� �E− �"U�3
 − 3{��#


��

 Equation 3-35 

 

where n is the number repeated samples, θ is the measurement of the phase relative to 

reference in degree,	3{ is the mean value of repeated sample, note that phase is the time 

variant angle from the initial condition and it is frequency dependant.  
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3.5.4 Phase noise model verification 

The actual measurement results of phase noise vs. input voltage graph were compared to 

the results of two new methods which were developed to estimate the phase noise, they 

are the empirical noise model in Matlab (section 3.3.1) and the simulation software 

designed in LabView (section 5.3.1). With the ADC clock jitter of 10ps, effective 

number of bit is 10-bit, and all the other settings are equal to the actual phase 

measurement setting in section 3.5.3. 

 

The first method of phase noise estimation in Matlab is based on the empirical model 

derived in section 3.3.1, which taking into effects of various ADC parameters setting. 

The complete calculation of the phase noise model was based on Equation 3-3 and 

Equation 3-28. A Matlab program was written to perform the calculation and it is given 

in Appendix B. 

 

Using the second method, a simulation was carried in program coded in LabView, MIT-

VirtualBenchV3.0, which was developed as part of this PhD project (section 5.3.1). The 

software is designed to measure the phase difference of digitally generated sine waves 

with added Gaussian noise, using an FFT based phase noise algorithm. The added 

Gaussian noise to each waveform is based on the value of PXI-5105 voltage noise 

specification from Table 3-1, about 290µV with 24MHz filter and 1V ADC range. The 

setting of the LabView simulation program was set to be the same as the digitiser 

setting. 

 

Both empirical model and the LabView simulation were set to perform the same 

‘measurement procedures’ as the actual measurement, where the input amplitude of the 

main signal was swept from 0.31Vrms to 0.3mVrms but the voltage step of the sweep 

measurement was slightly different.  
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Figure 3-12  Measured phase noise of  PXI-5105  vs. input amplitude in comparison with the 

estimated results using theoretical phase noise estimation model and the MIT-VirtualBenchV3.0 

simulation software. 

 

The measurement results are plotted in Figure 3-12 using a log-log scale. Three results 

obtained from the actual phase measurement, empirical phase noise model and LabView 

simulation are presented. The plots show that the behaviour of amplitude related phase 

noise measurement agrees with the estimated calculations using the empirical phase 

noise model in Matlab. It can be observed that the LabView simulation tool is also 

capable of estimating the phase noise behaviour of PXI-5105 system. The plot which 

was obtained with the actual measurement results, however, shows a slightly lower 

phase noise value. This might suggest that the quoted SINAD specification of PXI-5105 

is slightly better than 62dB at 1V range (around 63.2dB) and give a better effective 

number of bits of more than 10 bits. 
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3.5.5 The effect of processing gain 

System phase noise can be reduced by limiting the effective noise bandwidth of a signal 

measurement. The phase noise can be reduced by multiplying the overall voltage noise 

with a processing gain factor and it is defined in section 3.3.7. For the FFT-based phase 

measurement method, the processing gain factor was derived to be Q?/T**�.  The 

processing gain factor reduces the overall voltage noise and in effect reduces the overall 

system phase noise. The effect of processing gain was investigated with real 

measurement data in comparison with theoretical estimation. The following procedures 

were carried out. 

 

The amplitude of channel 0 was set to 40mVrms and channel 1 was set to 0.3Vrms. The 

phase of channel 0 relative to channel 1 was set to 0°. Two channels of the PXI-5105 

were used to digitise two sine waves simultaneously and two sets of digitised data were 

transferred to a PC workstation. An FFT-based phase measurement algorithm was used 

to compute the relative phase between the two measurement channels. Note the digitised 

waveform length was set to be equal to the FFT length, Nfft. The FFT length was varied 

from 210 to 220 in 11 steps and phase noise measurements were carried out in 10 repeated 

measurements for each measurement setting.  

 

 

Figure 3-13 The effect of processing gain on system phase noise 
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The results are plotted in Figure 3-13 and by observation, the measurement results with a 

varying FFT length, Nfft, (or effective noise bandwidth) agree closely with the simulation 

result under same measurement setting. The system phase noise decreased by √2		for 

every time the FFT length doubled since the FFT bandwidth decrease by half.  

 

The variation of the FFT length is equivalent to changing the measurement filter 

bandwidth. The ‘filter’ bandwidth, or the noise bandwidth, of an FFT with rectangular 

windowing is equal to the sampling frequency divided by Nfft. Different windowing 

functions apply to the digitised signal will alter the effective voltage noise measurement 

bandwidth, the effect will be further discussed in section 5.3.3. 

 

3.5.6 Phase drift of the baseline system 

To finalise the performance evaluation of the PXI based signal measurement hardware 

for the MIT system, a simple phase drift measurement was performed by using the 

hardware setup in Figure 3-14. Phase drift is the variation of phase over a period of time 

or temperature; it encompasses the total noise introduced by phase noise, phase jitter and 

phase shift caused by the temperature change over a long period of time (>1 hours).   

 

To measure the phase drift, channel 0 of the signal generator was split into two outputs; 

the amplitude of channel 0 was varied until both outputs from the power splitter were 

40mVrms. Two channels of PXI-5105 were used to digitise the signals simultaneously 

and data were transferred into a PC workstation. FFT based phase measurement 

algorithm was used to compute the relative phase between two measurement channels.  
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Figure 3-14 PXI-5105 phase drift measurement setup  

 

The overall system phase drift can be expressed by, 

 

K&�
*� =
3+�� − 3+
#A����� [�0/�00/I7a�] 

Equation 3-36 

 

where h����� 	is the total measurement period in hour,	3+�� and 3+
# are the maximum 

and minimum phase measure within the measurement period. 

 

Figure 3-15 shows a phase drift of 4mo over 6 hours, which have the phase drift of 

0.67mo/hour. The average system phase noise (average of standard deviation of 10 

points over 6 hours) is approximately 0.5mo. 

 
Figure 3-15 Phase drift or phase variation over time on repeated measurements 
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3.6 Optimisation of phase measurement precision for MIT 

system 

3.6.1 System dynamic range extension 

For a given full scale voltage of ADC range, effective number of bits, amplitude of input 

RMS voltage,  number of sampling points or FFT points, operating frequency, sampling 

frequency and ADC RMS Voltage noise; the system phase noise can be calculated using 

the phase noise estimation model.  Section 3.4, established that the system phase noise 

will vary with signal amplitude. This limits the area of where the phase noise is under 

one millidegree. In an MIT system, the measured signal amplitude varies from several 

millivolts to several volts, depending on the size of the system, the type of sensor and 

the position of the sensor.   

 

For example, the Cardiff MIT-MKIIa system has 14 signal measurement channels 

arranged in a circular array, the digitiser will have 14 different levels of signal amplitude 

and thus the digitiser must be configured to operate at the region where the noise is less 

than one millidegree. The solution to maintain the phase precision is to switch the 

digitiser range as shown in Figure 3-16. The graph is simulated by using the SINAD 

equal to 63.2dB and the ADC setting similar to Figure 3-8 (section 3.4.3). The estimated 

system phase noise was calculated based on jitter of 10 ps. The black dotted line 

indicates the phase noise behaviour of the MIT system when the switch range method is 

implemented. 
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Figure 3-16 Dynamic range extension using ADC range to optimise the phase precision of PXI-5105 

 

3.6.2 Digitiser’s parameter optimisation for high p hase precision 

This section describes the parameter optimisation method for direct digitisation 

hardware setting and design. Figure 3-17 shows three possible ways of how the phase 

noise of the main signal (or the reference) can be optimised. It summarises the factors 

that need to be taken into account when selecting or designing hardware for the direct 

digitisation of signals in MIT systems. A simulation was setup to investigate the ADC 

parameters for a better phase precision using the empirical model in four steps. In each 

step, one of the parameters or settings of the digitiser was changed and the phase noise 

vs. the input voltage graph was plotted. For the first simulation, the frequency was set to 

9.84375MHz, the full scale ADC range was set to 1Vpp (≈0.3Vrms), and the FFT length 

was set to 219 points). The default ADC RMS voltage noise with SINAD of 62dB gives 

the ADC effective number of bit to be equal to 10-bit. The input voltage was swept from 

the lowest ADC quantisation level to the full scale range. Three simulations were carried 

out where the value which was changed after each step was retained. The simulation 

steps were: 
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1. The total ADC RMS noise was changed from 280.6µV to 17.62µV assuming the 

effective number of bits was changed from 10-bit to 16-bit. 

2. The FFT points were changed from 219 to 223 points. 

3. The overall jitter was changed from 10ps to 1ps. 

 

Figure 3-17 shows four sets phase noise vs. input voltage plots of each simulation. 
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Figure 3-17 Possible optimisation of ADC parameter to achieve low phase noise performance  

 

The plots in Figure 3-17 in log-log scale also show that when the system operates at low 

amplitudes relative to the ADC range, any small variation of the drift in magnitude will 
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translate into a large phase error. When the system is operating at large amplitudes 

relative to the ADC range, the phase error is not apparent. However, at large amplitudes, 

the error is most likely caused by the phase jitter of the system and the non linearity of 

digitiser.  From Figure 3-17, the effects of changing each parameter on the overall phase 

noise can clearly be observed. 

 

3.6.3 Reference signal optimisation 

In a practical system, a phase measurement needs two-channel signal measurement setup 

with the main and the reference channel.  The combined phase noise equation which was 

derived in section 3.4.5 (Equation 3-33), is expanded to give Equation 3-37 for a clear 

definition. 

  

K��+R
#$ = LK��$����,�$*� +K��$����,�
 � 

= u||}		.A.E 5		��$*	#�
�$	�*
�$&	�$*6� +	.A.E 5 	��
 	#�
�$		����V
# 	�
 6�~|| 
Equation 3-37 

 

From Equation 3-37, an analysis was carried by simulating the phase noise to see the 

effect of the reference signal setting on the overall phase noise performance of the 

system. Three simulations were carried out. 

 

In the first simulation, the main signal was set to a range of input voltages (0.3mVrms to 

0.3Vrms in 30 steps) and the reference signal was set to a fixed input voltage level of 

0.3Vrms. To run the simulation, the frequency was set to 9.84375MHz, the full scale 

ADC range was made equal to 1Vpp (≈0.3Vrms), the FFT length was set to 219 points,  

the ADC effective number of bit is equal to 10-bit.  

 

In the second simulation, all the values of the previous setting in the first simulation 

were retained apart from the reference signal was set to a fixed input voltage level of 
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0.075Vrms. In the third simulation, all the values of the previous setting in the second 

simulation were retained; apart from the reference signal was set back to a fixed input 

voltage level of 0.3Vrms and the jitter was changed to 100ps. 

 

The phase noise of the main and the reference signal was calculated using Equation 

3-37. Three sets of graphs obtained with each simulation were plotted in three different 

figures. In each figure, the phase noise, φ�WYX//,YWf vs. input amplitude is represented by 

blue line,   φ�WYX//,.7g vs. input amplitude is represented by red line, and  φ=6h7<W vs. 

input amplitude is represented by black line. 

 
Figure 3-18 Simulation results on signal and reference system phase noise with noise jitter of 10ps 

and reference amplitude of 0.3Vrms (default) 

 

Figure 3-18 shows the combined system phase noise (black line) for the optimum 

settings and a reference voltage of 0.3Vrms. The reference channel has a constant phase 

noise of slightly more than 0.1mo. It can be clearly observed that by optimised the 

reference voltage level near the full scale limit of ADC, the overall phase noise of will 

be dominated only by the main signal. 
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Figure 3-19 Simulation results on signal and reference system phase noise with noise jitter of 10ps 

and reference amplitude of 0.075Vrms (decrease reference amplitude) 

 

  

Figure 3-20 Simulation results on signal and reference system phase noise with noise jitter of 100ps 

and reference amplitude of 0.3Vrms (increase the jitter) 
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Figure 3-19 shows the degradation of the combined system phase noise at higher voltage 

level when reference voltage level was decreased to 75mVrms.  

 

Figure 3-20 shows the example where the jitter was increase to 100ps. The effect of 

jitter on the main signal can be clearly observed compares to the system with 100ps 

jitter, where the improvement with higher signal amplitude is affected by additional 

noise caused by the jitter. 

 

3.7 Discussion & conclusion  

Referring back to the summary of MIT system performance in the Appendix A, almost 

two thirds of the recent MIT measurement systems used digitisation of signal and digital 

phase measurement routine, some system might down-convert the signals first before the 

digitisation process is taken place.  

 

For systems that employed the direct digitisation method using PXI-5105, the suggested 

optimisation method can be used to optimise their performance for high precision phase 

measurement. Although the estimated noise model was exclusively derived using the 

PXI-5105, it can be used for the estimation of phase noise of other high resolution, high-

speed digitisers with pipelined ADC architecture. The model is formulated to predict the 

phase noise for a signal which is small compare to measurement noise at different input 

level. 

 

There is a limitation in using the dynamic range extension method suggested in section 

3.6.1. The dynamic range extension method is used to accommodate a wider range of 

input signal levels and yet to maintain a good phase precision. Normally the input 

referred noise of the ADC is quite low but switching the ADC range will in effective 

change the gain of ADC and the total ADC RMS voltage noise will increase with a 

higher gain. This will affect phase precision.  
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For example, if a 16-bit ADC with an input referred noise of 3nV/√Hz with 1Vpp range 

is used (with 65536 quantisation level), a 12-bit ADC with 3nV/√Hz with 50mVpp 

(4096 quantisation level) will be to increase the gain by 20 times to cover the same 

1Vpp range. There are two problems arise that with the less resolution ADC and the 

increase of gain. Firstly, the noise of the ADC will become 3nV/√Hz times 20. 

Secondly, not only the gain will be higher, the quantisation level will also be higher 

because there are only 4096 steps available to represent the 1Vpp Voltage. Hence, the 

phase noise will be higher and contributes to the total ADC Voltage RMS noise. The 

dynamic extension method addresses the first and second problems by switching the 

gain of the ADC at different input voltage stages. 

 

If one were to design custom made ADC system, the selection of higher resolution ADC 

should be a priority. Recent advancement of ADC technology, such as the new 

monolithically matched dual channel ADC device (Analog devices, AD9650) can 

sample signals up to 105Mbps at 16-bit resolution (less bits in effective resolution). By 

using a better resolution ADC, the dynamic range limitation in the ADC can be 

improved and the noise caused by quantisation can be reduced, and this will improve 

phase noise. With a better specification of ADC resolution and sampling resolution, a 

more demanding specification for a low jitter ADC clock and signal clock is needed.   

 

In conclusion, the empirical phase noise estimation model for the direct digitisation 

method was formulated in this chapter. The phase noise of main and reference signal 

was found to be correlated to the input signal and can be estimated by the phase noise 

model. The empirical phase noise estimation model was found to be acceptably accurate 

through measurement verification.  

 

The phase noise model can be very useful for the initial design and the selection of 

direct digitisation hardware. It is also can be very useful for the optimisation of currently 

available digitiser hardware for optimum phase precision. The formulation of phase 

noise estimation model will help a system’s designer to meet the requirements of 
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designing an ultra low phase noise direct digitised measurement hardware for bio-

medical Magnetic induction Tomography design where high dynamic range is needed. 

 

The ADC parameter optimisation methods, the dynamic range expansion technique and 

reference signal optimisation has been analysed and will provide optimal solutions for 

PXI-5105 digitiser and hence software can be designed to control the digitiser for 

optimum settings to give a better precision in phase measurement. 

 

The characterisation of the optimised signal measurement hardware in Figure 3-12 

(section 3.5.4) shows that the phase noise of approximately 80µdeg can be achieved 

(With following parameter: Main and reference input voltage= 0.3Vrms, TC=17.4ms, 

Fs=60MS/s, ADC range=1V, ADC RMS noise= 290uV, ENOB=10-bit & Nfft=2^20). 

Phase drift of the PXI-5105 based measurement hardware over 6 hours was measured to 

be less than 4mo. 

 

On the system level, the noise will ultimately depending the front end passive 

component noise and first stage amplifier noise, they must be designed to provide not 

only with a lower noise performance, it must have minimum phase drift and must 

provide appropriate gain to meet the specification of MIT measurement. In the next 

chapter, the methods to reduce phase drift will be investigated. 
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Chapter 4 Novel Phase drift 
reduction methods for MIT system  
 

4.1 Introduction 

The system phase noise estimation model formulated in previous section optimised the 

digitiser's settings to improve the phase noise performance and measurement dynamic 

range of the signal measurement hardware. The suggestion of the optimisation methods 

in section 3.6 will lead to a phase measurement system that is capable of measuring 

phase with an estimated 0.5mo phase noise within the measurement range of 3mVrms to 

2Vrms. An input voltage below 3mVrms will cause the phase noise to increase in a 

predictable manner as shown in Figure 3-16 of section 3.6.1. Note that the specification 

quoted so far applies only for signal measurement hardware without additional 

components in the frontend MIT receiver's signal path or in a complete MIT system. 
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In a complete MIT system, additional components such as amplifier, cable, and power 

divider will add noise to the overall system voltage noise,  as modelled by Equation 3-4 

in section 3.3.2. The total combination of the frontend noise can be represented by n*��#�	$#& (Equation 3-4). The additional noise components are no longer negligible in a 

complete system and they must be taking into consideration for overall voltage noise 

calculation.  

 

The signal size in the MIT system will vary from system to system depending on the 

overall dimension, the passive distribution network and the sensor used. For the Cardiff 

MIT MKIIa system, the signal amplitude measured at the receiver sensors are set to be 

around 1mVrms to about 100mVrms at 10MHz and will be smaller as the frequency 

decreases. Amplification of the signal is needed to increase the signal to meet the 

requirement of the measurement hardware in order to maintain the system phase 

precision. The extra components in the complete MIT system will be a major factor that 

will affect phase precision and phase accuracy.  

 

Phase drift is a phase variation caused by thermal drift of components and also the 

biological sample. The system phase drift is caused by the external ambient temperature 

or the internal heating of components. Thermal change will affect all the electronics, 

passive distribution circuits such as cables and power divider, the coil impedance and 

dimension plus the conductivity changes in measurement samples. Phase drift itself will 

have less effect on the precision of MIT measurement but will greatly affect the 

measurement accuracy, under the assumption that the phase drifted within the length of 

signal acquisition’s time is small. Although the thermal related phase error will affect 

phase precision to a certain extent, the effect is negligible in the relatively short phase 

noise measurement time. (e.g. 8.74 ms for acquisition of length of 219 at 60 MS/s)  

 

In a practical signal measurement for imaging and spectroscopy applications, the 

contribution of phase drift will become more appearance because a longer time is needed 

to perform multiple measurement frames for image reconstruction. There are several 
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imaging reconstruction methods which were being suggested for MIT systems, the 

measurement procedures will be related to the type of reconstruction method used. For 

absolute imaging, two set of complete MIT measurement are carried out, with and 

without sample, to find the absolute change of the perturbed voltage caused by 

conductivity change (Soleimani and Lionheart 2006, Watson et al. 2008). The two-step 

measurement is also required for a single channel Magnetic Induction Spectroscopy 

system for conductivity measurements. (Scharfetter et al. 2003).  

 

For difference imaging applications, two procedures are used. Time difference imaging 

compares two measurements in a series of time interval and monitors the change of 

conductivity (Gürsoy and Scharfetter 2009). Frequency difference imaging can also be 

used to compare measurement sets which are performed simultaneously at different 

frequencies (Gursoy and Scharfetter 2009, Massoud Zolgharni et al. 2009) 

 

One universal way to remove system phase drift is to reduce the number of components 

in the signal path between the sensor and digitiser. This is the main reason for using 

high-speed ADCs in MIT systems in a direct digitisation setup. This replaces the down-

conversion circuits in the MIT system. Although the down-conversion circuit is being 

removed, the direct digitisation method still requires an amplification circuitry so that 

the signal level meets the digitiser requirement for less than 1 mo phase noise. The use of 

an amplification circuit before the digitisation process will introduce noise and drift. It 

was identified as the major contributor of phase drift in the MIT system (Watson et al. 

2003). 

 

Since phase noise optimisation methods do not remove the phase drift caused by the 

receiver amplification circuits, the improvement of the system must be carried out before 

the signal is being digitised.  Two new ideas to compensate the error caused by thermal 

drift are being investigated to reduce the phase drift problem. 
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Both novel designs were investigated prior to the construction of Cardiff MKIIa system. 

An experimental five channel system was constructed so that the both methods can be 

tested and it was later modified into the Cardiff MIT MKIIa system (h.c.  Wee et al. 

2009). An analysis of the phase drift for different MIT measurement procedures was 

also being carried out in this chapter. 

 

4.2 Analysis of phase drift in practical MIT measurement 

procedures 

4.2.1 Absolute imaging and conductivity spectra mea surement 

MIT systems can be used to monitor the change of conductivity of an object with a fixed 

geometry and size. In practical measurements, whether a phasor voltage measurement or 

phase only measurement is performed, a calibration scheme must be carried out. This is 

because the measurement system is connected through cables and the signal is being 

amplified at the downstream of the MIT receiver. The measurement procedures for the 

intended application need to be established to understand how the system phase drift 

affects the accuracy of the MIT measurement. 

 

Measurement procedures for absolute imaging require a two step measurement with 

sample and without sample (free space or homogenous conductivity background).  This 

is also applicable to spectroscopy systems to determine the actual values of the 

conductivity in Sm-1. One of the key aspects of the two set measurement procedure for 

obtaining an accurate measurement of the voltage perturbation	(%&) that caused by the 

measurement sample, is the phase drift performance of the overall MIT system.  

 

In a practical system, a total gain vector caused by active and passive component in the 

MIT receiver signal path can be given by, ;c = |;�|∠3� Equation 4-1 

where |;�| is the magnitude of the gain and 3� is the phase shift. 
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The resulting phasor &�����, originally defined in section 2.2.3, multiply with the total 

receiver gain vector ;c produces an initial phase shift as shown in Figure 4-1. Note that 

all voltages are phasor vectors in magnitude and phase at a particular frequency. The 

phasor voltages are referenced to the phase reference coils for their initial phase. 

 

 
Figure 4-1  The phasor in a MIT system with total gain and phase shift 

 

roεε

 
Figure 4-2 Measurement procedure to measure absolute phase change  

 

The procedure to measure the voltage perturbation caused by secondary field (%&), 

which is contributed by the sample conductivity is shown in of Figure 4-2. Let m=1 and 

m=2 be the index represent first and second measurement with and without sample, the 

result of two step measurement can be represented, 

 �A[-] = ������d [-] − ������d (-− �)  Equation 4-2 
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The total resulting phasor measured over step 1 and step 2 is given by, 

 �A[�] = ������d [�] − ������d (�)   
= (��d (�) + ∆��d (�)) − ���d (�) + �� =	∆��d (�)   Equation 4-3 

 

where  ��d (�) is equal to ��d (�) , assuming no drift has taken place between the two-step 

measurement. 

 

∆��d (�)	is the voltage perturbation caused by the measurement sample and its imaginary 

part is proportional to conductivity of the material. The accuracy of measuring	∆��d  
relies on several factors,  

 

• The gain vector, ;�(�)	and	;c[�] which is part of the ������d (�)	and	������d (�) 
measured within the receiver’s signal path in step 1 and step 2, are assumed to be 

constant and must not drift within the measurement time. They must be stable with 

thermal drift, including all gain and arbitrary phase shifts of cable, distribution 

circuits and amplifier in the receiver’s signal path. 

• The ������d 	is also dependant on the drift of the reference signal because its phase is 

referenced to it. The drift in the phase reference’s signal path to the receiver will also 

cause measurement errors. 

 

Equation 2-11  (section 2.2.2) established that the imaginary part of the detected voltage 

Imag(%&) is directly proportional to the conductivity and has a 90o phase lag to the 

primary field voltage. Therefore, using the imaginary part of �A[�] will allow us to 

determine conductivity. 

 

The analysis so far is based on the assumption that the phase measurement of the phasor 

voltage is always referenced to the primary field signal using a passive reference coil. 

Without it, the phase of the phasor voltage is arbitrary. The phase reference signal can be 

coupled directly from the excitation coils of MIT systems with non-primary field 
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cancellation coils, where primary field signal is readily available. This phase reference 

signal must be insensitive to the measurement sample and thermal drift in order to 

reduce the overall system phase drift. The use of the reference coil is to provide the 

phase reference directly from the excitation coil. The method is referred to as ‘passive 

reference method’ and was first used by Korjenevsky (Korjenevsky et al. 2000, S. 

Watson et al. 2009). 

 

Some MIT system implemented the cancellation of the primary field using a sensor, 

such as a differential coil or a gradiometer (Scharfetter et al. 2008), to eliminate the 

primary signal at the sensor output. In such systems it would take an extra step in the 

calibration procedure to produce an initial angle of primary field (3
#
)	to determine 

imaginary part of	4&, which must be rotated by 3
#
	before converting it into the 

rectangular form to determine Im(%&). The actual rotation process of 4& for a single 

channel spectroscopy system with gradiometer is shown in Figure 2-24 (section 2.5.5) 

(Wee 2007). 

 

According to Equation 2-10 (section 2.2.2) and Equation 2-18 (section 2.2.3), for  phase 

only measurement or the normalised detected voltage Imag(%&/��) is also directly 

proportional to the conductivity and it is equalled to the relative phase difference 

between primary field phasor voltage and total detected phasor voltage under the small 

angle approximation assumption.  

 

A simple measurement of phase is therefore enough to establish the needed phase 

information for a complete set of MIT measurements.  Many MIT systems measured 

phase only to simplify the measurement process. Note all phase that will be discussed 

here are ‘relative phase’, the denoted phase 3 is already reference to a phase reference 

signal taken from phase reference coil. 
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Using phase only measurement, the phase change caused only by the conductivity of the 

measurement sample can be easily obtained with the two step procedure by deducting 

the phase measured with sample and without sample. 

 3A[-] = 3[-] − 3[- − �] Equation 4-4 

 

The resulting phase of the two step measurement is therefore given by, 

 3A[�] = 3[�] − 3[�] Equation 4-5 

 

This procedure removes the primary field voltage phase, all arbitrary phase shifts of the 

cable, distribution circuits, and residual signal in the differential coil and receiver 

amplifier. Similar to the phasor voltage measurement, the same measurement conditions 

applied for drift free measurements, where the total gain vector ;� should have 

minimum drift and the phase reference signal path should not drift. 

 

4.2.2 Difference imaging 

The measurement procedure for difference imaging in MIT systems is based on two sets 

of measurements with reference to time or frequency (Gürsoy and Scharfetter 2009).  

The index pointing to a set of time or frequency values is denoted by ‘m’. The phase 3 is 

also referenced to the primary field signal using a passive reference coil. The time 

difference method is mainly used for monitoring applications, where it is desirable to 

monitor the change of conductivity in the object over time. The frequency difference is 

used to imaging the conductivity contrast of biological tissue. 
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Figure 4-3 Measurement procedures to measure absolute phase change  

 

The total phase change by the performing the measurement procedures in Figure 4-3 can 

be represented by the following equation: 

 3cC[O] = 3[O] − 3[O− �] Equation 4-6 

 

where T is the time index with a certain time interval. 

 

With the index T=1, 2, 3,.... corresponding to a measurement frame triggered at a 

discrete time and a fixed interval, the substitution of the index T in Equation 4-6 gives, 

 3cC[�] = 3[�] − 3[�] 3cC[?] = 3[?] − 3[�] 3cC[�] = 3[�] − 3[?]  

Equation 4-7 

 

This will give a time difference measurement result of Pi[ as shown in, 

 3cC = 3cC(�),3cC(?),3cC(�)… …. Equation 4-8 

 

As long as the system does not drift beyond the required resolution for a precise 

conductivity measurement, a good image can be sufficiently produced.  
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Frequency difference imaging is the second method used in difference imaging. It can be 

used to produce conductivity contrast with different frequencies. The frequency 

difference measurement procedure is normally carried in a single step measurement and 

measures the samples conductivity at different frequency at the same time. The 

conductivity contrast of biological tissue can be obtained because of different tissue 

have different conductivity spectra. With an index F running through the number of 

different but simultaneously applied frequencies in a single measurement, the phase 

change caused by changes in the conductivity at different frequencies can be given by: 

 3IC[w] = 3[w] − 3[w− �] Equation 4-9 

 

where F is the frequency index pointing to an array of frequency values. 
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4.3 Design and performance of a new MIT prototype with direct 

digitisation 

4.3.1 Design of a 5-channel MIT system prototype  

The analysis in the previous section identified phase drift related parameters which must 

be minimised to ensure the accuracy of the signal measurement in the MIT system. A 

new MIT prototype is built to minimise the effect of drift. The five channel experimental 

MIT system shown in Figure 4-4 was constructed for the purpose of investigating the 

phase drift contribution in a full MIT system (H. C. Wee et al. 2009). The prototype was 

also built to investigate two novel methods, the active-passive reference technique and 

actively compensated instrumentation amplifier, which was partly incorporated into the 

Cardiff MIT MKIIa system described in chapter 5.  

 

 

Figure 4-4 Block diagram of a five channel experimental MIT system 

 

The five channel MIT prototype uses a dual channel signal generator (TGA 1242, 

Thurlby Thandar) which is connected to a power amplifier (KAA1020, Amplifier 
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Research) driving the excitation coil. The KAA 1020 amplifier allows a maximum of 25 

Watts of power into 50Ω.   

 

The cylindrical metal screen/chassis diameter is 35 cm and its height is 30 cm. All 

sensors are attached on the middle plane. The sensors in the system consists of one 4-

turn excitation coil (TX1) and five 2-turn detection coils (RX1-RX5), all of 5 cm 

diameter. The coil is formed rigidly on a circular coil former using 1mm insulated 

copper wire.  The inductance of the Tx and Rx coil are about 0.44µH and 1.76µH 

respectively.  

 

A passive reference network (coil Rpa1 and power combiner) couples the excitation 

signal from the excitation coil and provides a stable phase reference for the 

measurement. The passive reference coil (Rpa1) is made from a single turn, 2 cm 

diameter, of semi-rigid RG405 cable and was placed 2 cm behind the excitation coil.  

 

The detection coils (2-turn, 5 cm diameter) are connected to the input amplifiers using a 

single op-amp differential configuration with gain of 20. The input amplifiers are 

designed using the Analog Devices AD8099 ultra low noise op-amp.  

 

The detected and amplified signals are passed into the direct digitised phase 

measurement hardware described in chapter 3. Only a single PXI-5105 digitiser is being 

used for the 5-channel prototype. One channel of the digitiser is dedicated to measure 

the phase reference signal. Figure 4-5 shows the pictures of the five channels MIT 

system prototype. 
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Figure 4-5 Pictures of a five channel MIT experimental system 

 

4.3.2 Signal excitation optimisation 

In the system prototype, a voltage source is used to drive the circular excitation air coil. 

The induction of the coil can be estimated by using, 

 

��
���$ ≈ T� ���� ��E �� . "− ?# Equation 4-10 

 

where N is the number of turns, R is the radius of the circle and A is the wire radius. 

 

The characteristic impedance can be calculated by using, 

 <� =  + ����
���$ Equation 4-11 

 

where R is the series resistance of the coil. 

 

With a certain voltage setting at a particular frequency, the current following through the 

coil is, 
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�$�� =
�
#��  

Equation 4-12 

 

Since the magnetic field is proportional to the number of turns and the current, the B 

field can be maximised for optimum parameter setting. 

 �� ∝ T�$�� Equation 4-13 

 

The coil, ideally, can be optimised for a maximum B-field as high as possible but there 

are two critical criteria that need to be considered. Firstly, there is a limit of how much 

current the power amplifier can provide. Secondly, the resonance frequency of the coil 

should be avoided. 

  

With a 5 cm diameter, the Tx coil gives an optimum B-field at around 2 to 3 turns for 

operating frequencies between 500kHz to 10MHz. However, the current draw at the 

lower end of frequency range is very high due to the low impedance, unless the voltage 

is being reduced or a digitally controlled voltage source is implemented to prevent 

current from being overdrawn. A compromise of four turns is used for the excitation coil 

in the system prototype. 

 

The self resonance of the coil with a cable attached with a total capacitance of !c	can be 

given by: 

 

@�$��#�#� =
�?�Q�!c 

Equation 4-14 

 

When a higher turned coil is employed in the excitation, low capacitance cable must be 

used to avoid the resonance to appear within the operating frequency of interest. 
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4.3.3 The performance of the 5 channel MIT system p rototype 

The phase noise obtained is less than 1mo for operating frequencies of 1MHz or higher 

using a measurement time constant of 1s. The maximum drift over a 12 hour period was 

less than 20mo for all channels (H. C. Wee et al. 2009). 

 

4.3.4 Control software and DSP algorithm 

An instrument control and signal processing programme was developed in National 

Instrument's LabView programming language (Version 8.5). The acquired signals are 

digitally processed using a FFT-based phase measurement algorithm. At a particular 

frequency index, the magnitude and the phase are calculated relative to the start of the 

sample acquisition at time is equal to zero.  

 

 

Figure 4-6 User interface of measurement software developed for the 5 channel system prototype 
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By performing measurements simultaneously across all channels, the phase of each 

detected signal can be measured relative to the passive reference channel. A common 

clock source, derived from the digitiser output (PF1 port on PXI-5105) is connected to 

the reference port of the TTI TGA-1242 signal source. Both system clocks of the signal 

generator and the digitiser are phase synchronous to reduce the phase drift. 

 

The FFT computation was performed using a Pentium Core2 PC workstation (E6750 

processor, 2.66GHz and 3GB memory) and together with the data acquisition time and it 

resulted in 0.57 frames per seconds for the 5 channels. The measurement speed is under 

the condition where the sampling frequency is 60MS/s and FFT length is 220 points, thus 

making the frequency resolution equal to 57.22 Hz. Since the FFT sampling time 

interval ∆t is 16.67ns, the time constant for a 220 data sample is 17.4ms. 

 

4.3.5 Analysis of the phase drift in MIT system pro totype 

Referring to the diagram of the 5-channel MIT system prototype in Figure 4-7, possible 

system phase drifts can occur in two signal paths of the MIT measurement, the main 

signal path and the reference signal path. With the passive reference method 

implemented, as shown in Figure 4-7, the phase reference of the main signal is taken 

directly from the excitation sensor, Rpa1, of the Tx1 excitation channel.  
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Figure 4-7 Possible phase drift that can occurs in MIT system’s signal paths (main signal path in red 

and reference signal path in blue) 

 

In Figure 4-7, the main signal path is represented by red line and the reference signal 

path is represented by blue. The phase measured at the MIT receiver’s in Figure 4-7, is 

the phase 3, which is referenced to time at 0 for simultaneous sampled waveforms.  

  

The main signal path (in red): 

• 3��+%�$ is phase change caused by the secondary field signal in relation to the 

perturbation primary field signal caused by the conductivity of the measurement 

sample. The temperature drift in measurement sample will affect the value of 3��+%�$. 
• 3c(+�
#) is the phase change caused by the  main singal path gain where, 3c(+�
#) = 3
#
(+�
#) + 3%���
�$	��+%�#$#�(+�
#)

+ 3�+%�
*
$� Equation 4-15 
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37<7 is the initial arbitrary phase angle of the main signal. Temperature drifts in 

passive components such as coil, cable and power divider will affect the values 

of 3%���
�$	��+%�#$#�(+�
#). The value  3�+%�
*
$�, which is the phase shift in the 

amplifier, will depend on the frequency stability, the temperature change in 

amplifier and the gain instability of the amplifier. 

 

The reference signal path (in blue): 

• 3c(�$*) is the phase change caused by the  reference signal path gain where, 

 3c(�$*) = 3
#
(�$*) + 3%���
�$	��+%�#$#�(�$*) Equation 4-16 

 3
#
(�$*) is the initial arbitrary phase angle of reference signal. The main signal 

and the phase reference signal are sampled simultaneously. The phase difference 

between the main and signal waveform will vary by the same amount when no 

sample is presence, unless the drift occurs in the simultaneous channels of the 

digitiser. The phase change caused by the temperature drifts in passive 

component such as coil, cable and power divider will affect the values of 3%���
�$	��+%�#$#�(�$*). 
 

From the analysis of the signal flow in the main and reference at the downstream of the 

main receiver coil and the passive reference coil, it can be observed the signal drift will 

most probably occurs in the receiver amplifier. The receiver amplifiers in the MIT 

prototype are designed to operate with the voltage gain of 20 and they are individually 

mounted next to the receiver coil.  
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4.4 Active-passive reference methods for receiver phase drift 

reduction 

4.4.1 Introduction 

The 5-channel MIT system presented in the previous section features a passive reference 

channel. In order to minimise the drift of the system a new drift reduction mechanism is 

investigated in this section. The new method injects a dual tone signal directly into the 

receiver coils by using an active reference network. The same dual tone signal is also 

injected into the original passive reference channels. The dual tone signal comprises of 

an original signal frequency and a slightly offset frequency component (about 14kHz).  

The method is termed as ‘active-passive reference method’. It uses a dual frequency 

reference method to compensate the phase error from the ‘down-stream’ of receiver 

signal path (S. Watson et al. 2009). Figure 4-8 shows a block diagram of the 5-channel 

MIT system with the active-passive network and the signal paths. 

 

4.4.2 Active-passive technique design and implement ation 

 

 

Figure 4-8 The five channel experimental MIT system with active reference and its signal paths 
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The active reference excitation coils (Rac1-Rac5) are made of a single turn, 2 cm diameter, 

of semi-rigid RG405 cable and these are placed 2cm behind the excitation and detection 

coils respectively. A second signal using the active reference (D,/*�) which is 14kHz 

less than the main signal (D,/*�) is passed to the active reference network.  

 

Referring to Figure 4-8, active reference network (coils Rac1-Rac5 and power splitter) has 

been incorporated to the 5 channel MIT prototype to allow the implementation of the 

phase and amplitude tracking scheme. The frequency offset signal D,/*�	is injected into 

a small coil placed near to the sensor so it provides frequency offset reference to track 

any phase variation in the receiving signal path.  The frequency offset signal is not 

sensitive to change of primary signal change by conductivity change and therefore the 

phase change can be effectively reduced. The method also uses reference coils place 

near to the excitation coils to acquire the reference signal at the downstream of 

excitation signal path after the power amplifier. 

 

The design idea in summary is to track the changes of the primary field in the receiver 

signal path using a signal very close to the original signal; the tracking signal will only 

react to the change of the primary field signal and not the phase shift caused by the 

conductive sample (signal path in black, Figure 4-8). The signal paths with active 

tracking are shown in Figure 4-8. From the figure, it can be observed that with the active 

reference network design, only D,/*� will react to the change of conductivity inside the 

MIT chassis. The frequency offset signal or tracking signal D,/*� will track the any 

changes in receiver signal path. The scheme will only work if the phase drift in the 

reference signal path is very small compared to phase drift main single path that consist 

of an amplifier which contributed to most of the phase instability.  

 

The measurement operation of using active reference scheme is very similar to Equation 

4-9 in section 4.2.2. The different is extra frequencies that track the phase change in 

receiver signal path instantly without reacting to the changes caused by the sample. The 
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denoted phase 3 is a relative phase which is reference to the phase reference signals 

(blue line signal path in Figure 4-8 ) 

  

The active reference methods can be simplified in the following equation by the 

following assumption 

• All total phase change in reference signal caused by MIT hardware is negligible.  

• The resultant of initial phase value, 	3_��_� 	 is constant and both relative phase of 

dual frequency components change in the same way. 

 3����,(-) = B	3��	(-) − 3��	(-)F +∆3*�(-) Equation 4-17 

 

Where m is the number measurement index, 	3��	 and 	3�� is the initial relative phase 

angle in reference to phase reference signal, ∆3*� is the phase change caused by 

measurement sample, it is zero when no sample is present. 

 

The main advantages of active reference tracking can be clearly see in Equation 4-17 

where ∆θ is instantly tracked, also have the ability to track the phase change in the 

receiver signal path of the system. The main purpose of the active reference method is to 

reduce the phase drift caused by the amplifier within the receiver circuits. A freezer 

sprays experiment carried out by Watson and the author (S. Watson et al. 2009) on a 

channel of the 5 channel system prototype with active reference method proved the 

ability of active reference to track the phase error caused by acute temperature change in 

the receiver circuit especially on the amplifier circuit.  
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4.4.3 Long term phase drift reduction using the act ive reference 

method 

A phase drift measurement was carried out with the main signal frequency of 9.37MHz. 

over 12 hours. The phase drift was defined as the difference between the maximum and 

the minimum of the measured phase over 12 hours. 

 

Figure 4-9 shows the phase drift of the received signal, the active reference signal and 

the resulting phase tracked signal for channel 5 of the MIT system. The signal with the 

frequency @� is the active reference signal, the signal with the frequency @� is the 

received signal drift, and the resultant phase is the difference between the both (@� −@�). 
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Figure 4-9 Twelve hours drift at Rx5 channel: with fo = 9.37MHz and fa = 9.37MHz minus 14kHz 

 

The phase drift without the use of the active reference for phase tracking was observed 

to be 1.6 times higher than when phase tracking was employed at 9.375MHz for the 

channel 5. The benefits of such phase tracking may be more significant for a sudden 

change of temperature. 
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4.4.4 The limitation of active reference method 

A limitation of the active-passive reference method is the additional amount of 

components required for its implementation. These will cause additional phase drift and 

add complexities to the design of the MIT system. The active reference signals are 

dependent on the quality of the passive components such as receiver coils, cables and 

power splitter. For example, if the active reference signal drifts by more than the main 

measurement signals, the resulting phase drift increased. 

 

The use of dual tone single increases overall noise of the resulting signal since two 

signals from an uncorrelated noise source will be added together. The signal of active 

reference coils ( ��) might interact with sample in close proximity and caused the 

sample to react to the active reference signal. 

 

The passive reference can be used to provide a stable excitation channel phase reference 

for the MIT system. Although it is capable of tracking temperature change but it is not 

suitable for the use in the MIT system where low phase noise and the multi-frequency is 

needed. For a practical multichannel MIT, the active reference network will be more 

difficult to design because of active reference signals distribution network.   

 

4.5 Novel actively compensated instrumentation amplifier 

design 

4.5.1 Introduction 

A more suitable alternative for low system phase drift, low phase noise and multi-

frequency capability is to improve the AD8099 amplifier design. A novel amplifier 

design based on an active compensation concept was considered. The solution keeps the 

MIT system simple, using only the passive reference network as a phase reference for 

the MIT signal measurement. A series of amplifiers and topology were investigated and 
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as a result, a novel amplifier was designed to have excellent phase stability over 

temperature. 

 

4.5.2 Design concepts 

4.5.2.1 The need for a new instrument amplifier with high phase stability 

One of the major sources of phase drift in the MIT system is caused by the variation of 

the amplifier phase error which is produced by thermal drift of individual components in 

the amplifier circuit. In MIT systems, the phase relationship between simultaneous 

multi-channel measurements must be stable to detect the small phase changes caused by 

the signal perturbations of measurement sample. The minimisation of the phase response 

error in the amplifier circuitry is therefore very important to minimise the phase drift.  

 

The drift of the frequency in the signal source may also cause a small change in phase if 

the amplifier is operating at the region where phase roll off is higher.  The quoted 

frequency stability of the TTi TGA1242 signal generator is 1 ppm/°C. Operating the 

MIT system at 10MHz would equate to a change of 10Hz per degree Celsius. The phase 

drift in the amplifier which is caused by the frequency drift is depending on the phase 

error slope of the operational amplifier at a particular frequency range. The phase drift 

caused by frequency drift in signal generator is generally very small.  

 

However, the phase drifts of the amplifier caused by the amplifier feedback network to 

provide gain might have a greater impact on the phase drift. In general, by extending the 

amplifier bandwidth and operating the amplifier at the region with less ‘phase error 

slope’ will reduce phase drift. 

 

The easiest technique to minimise phase error is to use very wide bandwidth operational 

amplifiers in the instrumentation amplifier design. The single ended differential 

amplifier design implemented in the 5-channel system prototype uses an AD8099, which 

has one of the highest bandwidths available on the market (GBWP of 3.8GHz) and an 
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excellent ultra low input referred noise of 0.95nV/√Hz. With the voltage gain of the 20, 

the -3dB bandwidth is approximately 275MHz, which 27 times higher than the operating 

frequency of the MIT system (10MHz). The phase error is still around -8.2 degree at 

10MHz, based on a simulation of the Spice model in National Instruments MultiSim 

v10.1 circuit simulation package. Another method to increase the bandwidth is to reduce 

the gain of amplifiers and cascade them together to obtain the desire gain, which 

sacrifices overall noise for bandwidth extension.  

 

By introducing extra circuitry in the amplifier feedback loop, the amplifier phase 

response can be improved. ‘Passive compensation’ is one method to improve the phase 

response by using passive RC circuits to match the amplifier ‘zero’ with a ‘pole’. 

However, such method would require proper tuning and components the same 

temperature coefficient (Wilson 1976). The problem with the passive compensation is 

the tuning of compensation elements is individually tailored for a specific op-amp at a 

certain ambient temperature and power supply voltage. A change in temperature will 

invalidate the compensation.  

 

A better way to reduce the phase error is to use one device in a closely matched dual op-

amp package as part of the feedback loop to substitute the RC circuits. The key of the 

active compensation methods is the use of a monolithically match op-amp that share the 

same frequency behaviour over the full temperature range of interest. A matching 

tolerance of 1% to 2% is necessary for a successful active compensation method.  

 

The active compensation method was introduced by Brackett and Sedra (Brackett and 

Sedra 1976) and also by Solimon and Ismail (Soliman and Ismail 1979). Solimon and 

Ismail in their classic paper ‘Active compensation of Op-amps’ suggested a more 

generic solution, which mainly uses the second order active compensated voltage 

controlled voltage source (VCVS) topology. This introduced two compensated 

topologies with non-inverting and inverting configurations using dual highly matched 
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op-amps  (Soliman and Ismail 1979). More examples of active compensated building 

blocks was later published by Soliman (Soliman 1986, Soliman 1987). 

 

The compensated inverting VCVS circuit topology showed in Solimon’s paper can be 

modified into an actively compensated differential amplifier from a single op-amp 

differential amplifier topology. It was suggested by Khan using an additional matched 

op-amp and resistor as part of the feedback (Khan and Kumar 1992).   

 

Another compensated non-inverting VCVS circuit modified from Solimon’s paper was 

suggested in by Wong in ‘Analog Devices application note-AN107’ (Wong 1987).  The 

modified version showed a compensated non-inverting VCVS circuit with gain.  

 

There is a clear need for a compensated amplifier circuit. The design of the novel 

actively compensated instrumentation amplifier will incorporate Wong’s non-inverting 

VCVS circuit with gain as one of the building blocks. The overall design of the novel 

instrumentation amplifier will be further discussed. 

4.5.2.2 Design idea of the actively compensated instrumentation amplifier 

A novel active compensation instrumentation amplifier based on three op-amp amplifier 

topology is suggested. The concept behind the circuit is the implementation of an active 

compensation circuit using a highly match dual op-amp to extend the bandwidth of the 

higher gain stage and reduce the phase response error.  Figure 4-10 shows the block 

diagram of the new circuit. Two actively compensated circuits form a positive and a 

negative input of the instrumentation amplifier. The output of the two active 

compensation circuits is connected to a unity gain, ultra high bandwidth differential 

amplifier circuit to form a three op-amp instrumentation amplifier topology. The high 

gain section uses the National Semiconductor LMH6626 dual op-amps while the unity 

gain section uses a Texas Instruments THS4275 op-amp. Further details of the circuit 

schematic design and simulation will be discussed.  
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Based on this circuit topology, the high gain section also provides an input impedance of 

6.6 MΩ (LMH6626 in common-mode). The three op-amp configuration also has a better 

common mode rejection ratio than a simple single op-amp design. 

 

 

Figure 4-10 The design concept of the active compensation instrumentation amplifier for MIT 

receiver based on conventional three Op-amps differential circuit topology. 

 

An active compensation circuit suggested by (Wong 1987) is used as part of the high 

gain building block shown in Figure 4-10.  The active compensation circuit is shown in 

Figure 4-11. The analysis of the circuit is fully derived in Wong’s paper. 

 
Figure 4-11 A 2nd order active compensation using dual op-amp, two same circuits will be use in the 

high gain buffer section of the new actively compensated instrumentation amplifier 
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Wong (Wong 1987) showed that the phase error for the circuit employing a second order 

active compensation is given by Equation 4-18. 

 

HI.D0	0��7�	�#&	���
�$	D�+% = − _ �
j��

`	, unit in radian 

with 	� = 	 � S� + �⁄
 

Equation 4-18 

 

Where ω is the operating frequency, � is the feedback factor and 	�� is the unity gain 

over the frequency of the amplifier. 

 

The phase error of this second order, actively compensated non-inverting topology 

greatly reduces the phase error compared with a single op-amp in a closed loop 

configuration and a cascade op-amp in a closed loop configuration.  

 

The phase error response of the single and the cascaded op-amp in closed loop 

configuration is given by Equation 4-19 and Equation 4-20, respectively. HI.D0	0��7��
# �$ =
�
j��

  , unit in radian Equation 4-19 

 HI.D0	0��7������&$ =
�×�

kj��

  , unit in radian Equation 4-20 

 

To investigate the phase error of the three circuit topologies, the phase error of the 2nd 

order active compensation configuration was calculated and compared with the single 

and the cascaded amplifier, both in closed loop configuration. The operating frequency � was set between 1MHz and 20MHz in 13 steps. The unity gain bandwidth is ωl =

1.3	�lm (Liner Technology, LMH6626 Op-amp). The feedback factor � was set to 20 

for all amplifiers. Figure 4-12 shows the phase error over frequency for the three circuits 

using the equations above (in degree). 
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Figure 4-12 Calculation of estimated phase response error in single non-compensated, cascaded 

non-compensated and 2nd order actively compensated amplifiers 

 

4.5.2.3 Gain requirement for MIT system 

The new amplifier design was initially tested on the 5-channel system prototype. 

However, it was later used in the Cardiff MIT MKIIa system and therefore the 

requirement of the gain was based on the new coil arrangement. All of the Cardiff MIT 

MKIIa receiver coils have a 4 cm diameter and a 2 turns winding. The signal output 

from the sensors ranges from approximately 0.001Vrms to 0.1Vrms, depending on the 

location, the signal level and frequency of the excitation channel.  

  

The optimised phase noise behaviour of the MIT signal measurement hardware based on 

the PXI system was given in Figure 3-16 (section 3.6.1) and ranges from 0.3Vrms to 

2Vrms for a guaranteed 0.5mo system phase noise. Therefore, the receivers need to have 

a gain of at least to be Av=20. 
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4.5.3 Amplifier design, circuit simulation and perf ormance 

4.5.3.1 Evaluation of conventional single differential amplifier design 

The initial amplifier design of the system prototype was based on a single differential 

op-amp (AD8099) with a gain of 20. For the purpose of comparison with the 

performance of new instrumentation amplifier design, a selection of low noise, high 

slew rate, and high bandwidth device listed in Table 4-1 were chosen to simulate the 

phase response error using the Spice model in a simulation package (National 

Instrument Multi-Sim version 10.1).  

 

Three op-amps which were selected for the MIT receiver amplifier designs will be first 

investigated in a single differential amplifier configuration. (The AD8099 in the initial 

amplifier prototype; THS4275 and LMH6626 in the design of the novel amplifier 

design). The three op-amps will be first simulated with a single differential amplifier 

configuration with a gain of 20. It is to evaluate the performance without active 

compensation. The simulation of the LMH6626 in the active compensation 

configuration will be described in a later section. An extra simulation was performed for 

the THS4275, with a gain of 1 by setting all the resistor value to 470Ω since it will be 

used in new the second stage of the new instrumentation amplifier design. Only one of 

the devices in the dual package of the LMH6626 and the AD8056 is used for the 

simulation. Three addition devices, the AD8021, AD8129 and AD8056, were also 

included in the simulation only for the purpose of performance comparison. 

 

The designs of single differential amplifier circuit for all devices in Table 4-1 are similar 

to the circuit diagram for the AD8099 differential amplifier circuit shown in Figure 

4-13. AC analysis simulations were carried out on all circuits with a total differential 

input of 10mV, the frequency was swept from 1MHz to 100MHz and the phase 

responses are observed. 
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Table 4-1 List of voltage feedback op-amp for simulation and performance comparison 

Device Package Quoted op amp bandwidth and 

slew rate 

Input 

referred 

noise 

Analog Devices  

AD 8099 

Single -3dB bandwidth of 550MHz (at 

G=+10) , 1350V/µs  

0.95nV/√Hz 

Analog Devices 

AD8021 

Single -3dB bandwidth of 150MHz (at 

G=+10), 420V/us  

 

2.1nV/√Hz 

Texas Instruments 

THS 4275 

Single Unity gain bandwidth of 1.4GHz 

(at G=+1) , 1000V/us  

 

3nV/√Hz 

Analog Devices  

AD 8129 

Single -3dB bandwidth of 155MHz(at 

G=+10), 1060 V/us  

 

4.5nV/√Hz 

National 

Semiconductor 

LMH 6626 

Dual -3dB bandwidth of 85MHz, (at 

G=+20), 290 V/us 

 

1nV/√Hz 

Analog Devices 

AD 8056 

Dual -3dB bandwidth of 200MHz (at 

G=+1), 1000V/us  

 

6nV/√Hz 

 

 

 

Figure 4-13 Single differential amplifier design based on AD8099 which was first used in the 5-

channel MIT prototype 

 

The simulation results plotted in Figure 4-14 show the phase error plots of all op-amp in 

Table 4-1 which were simulated with the circuit schematic similar to the one shown in 

Figure 4-13. The phase error of the THS4275 at unity gain is better than the phase error 
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of all simulated op-amp circuits at the gain of 20. One obvious reason is the lesser gain 

and the high bandwidth of 1.3 GHz. The THS4275 can operate in a stable condition with 

unity gain. The AD8099, however, requires extra capacitive compensation to maintain 

stability.  

 

Figure 4-14 Spice Simulation of devices in Table 4-1 based on a single differential circuit design with 

a gain of 20 for all devices and an extra simulation of the THS4275 at unity gain 

 

The THS4275 has a good phase response with a low phase error when used with unity 

gain. However, the MIT system requires a gain of 20 to amplify the signals to the 

required levels. In order to obtain both, the novel amplifier circuit presented in section 

4.5.2.2 is investigated. The circuit operates in a three op-amp differential circuit 

configuration.  Two 2nd order actively compensated circuits with non-inverting voltage 

controlled voltage source topology are designed (LMH6626), which compensate for 

phase errors even at the higher gain of 20. They form the positive and negative input of 

the high gain buffers for the instrumentation amplifier. This is followed by a single 

differential THS4275. A similar unity gain response to the THS4275 with unity gain is 

therefore retained, however with a gain of 20. 
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4.5.3.2 Proposed novel instrumentation amplifier circuit 

The design shown in Figure 4-15 consists of two input sections utilising active 

compensation each with a gain of 21.  
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Figure 4-15 Schematic diagram of the novel actively compensated instrumentation amplifier for 

MIT receiver to reduce phase response error, (a) 2nd order actively compensated circuit with non-

inverting voltage controlled voltage source topology using LMH6626 with gain of 21 (b) single 

differential design based on THS4275 with unity gain  

 

The input sections (or high gain sections)  are based on the 2nd order active 

compensation circuit configuration of Wong (Wong 1987) and are implemented using 

LMH6626 dual op-amps which provide a very low voltage noise (1nV/√Hz), a high 

bandwidth (1.3 GHz) and a high slew rate (700 V/µs). The 1nV/√Hz op-amp at the input 
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section will keep the overall amplifier at a low voltage noise level. The final amplifier 

stage converts the signal from a balanced to a single–ended output. A THS4275 op-amp 

is configured for the final stage to provide unity gain with its full 1.4GHz gain-

bandwidth and the input referred noise of 3nV/√Hz. The series input resistors R13 and 

R14 are required to damp the detector coil to avoid parasitic oscillations.   

 

4.5.3.3 Input referred noise simulation 

Firstly, a spice simulation of the circuit was performed in MultiSim to calculate the total 

noise output of the new amplifier at 10MHz. The input noise reference source was set to 

be equal to V(1), output node was set to be V(13) and the reference was ground, V(0), in 

the noise analysis of the circuit in Figure 4-15 using MultiSim. The bandwidth of noise 

measurement was set to be 30MHz, which is equal to the bandwidth of the PXI-5105 

digitiser when sampling at 60MS/s. The result of the simulation shows the total output 

noise of the instrumentation amplifier across the 50Ω load at node 13 (Figure 4-15) 

which is about 464µV (Av=21, 30MHz noise bandwidth). The input referred noise is 

therefore 4.03nV/√Hz. Without the damping resistor R13 and R14 the noise was reduced 

by half according to the simulated noise analysis. The noise contributed by the frontend 

amplifiers is about 1.6 times higher than the input referred noise of the PXI-5105. 

 

4.5.3.4 Simulation and test of the high gain section 

The high gain sections performance was tested by simulating and constructing two 

amplifier circuits with and without active compensation and with a gain of 21 and 20. 

 

• The first circuit design was a single non-inverting LMH6626 circuit with gain of 20 

• The second circuit design was the  2nd order actively compensated non-inverting 

LMH6626 circuit with gain of 21 (based on Figure 4-15) 
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Both circuits are simulated with the output connected to a resistive load of 470 Ω. The 

circuit simulation is performed in the MultiSim version 10.1 spice simulation package 

and an AC analysis was performed from 1MHz to 10MHz in 10 steps. The total 

differential input signal equivalent was 10 mV and the phase response of the output was 

observed with the output phase referenced to the input signal.  

 

Both circuits based on the LMH6626 design were layout on a FR4 board and 1% 

resistors were used. It was tested using the same setup as the baseline test setup in Figure 

3-10 (section 3.5.2). In the setup, two DDS channel were connected to two channels of 

the PXI-5105 digitiser (section 3.2). The phase error was determined by the following 

steps,  

1. The channel 0 the DDS was set to give 20 times less voltage than channel 1. 

2. The phase between two DDS was first calibrated to give zero phase difference 

for each frequency steps from 1MHz to 10MHz in 10 steps. 

3. The first design of LHM6626 circuit was inserted in between channel 0 signal 

path, the frequency was swept and phase error for each frequency step was 

recorded. 

4. The second design of LHM6626 circuit was inserted in between channel 0 signal 

path, the frequency was swept and phase error for each frequency step was 

recorded. 

 

The results of the actual measurement were then compared with the simulation results 

and they are plotted in Figure 4-16. 
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Figure 4-16 Measurement and simulation results showing the reduction of phase response error 

using with and without active compensation in high gain section of instrumentation amplifier 

 

A freezer spray test was carried out to verify that a reduction of the phase response error 

using the 2nd active compensation circuit will minimise the variation of the phase due to 

temperature change. The freezer spray test involved spraying both LMH6626 circuits 

with a freezer spray while measuring the phase at the same time continuously. The 

results for both circuits are shown in Figure 4-17. Although the freezer test repeatability 

varies because of the variation in the spraying duration on the two amplifiers at the same 

time, a reduction of the phase response error using 2nd active compensation circuit can 

clearly be seen. The variation of the phase due to temperature change is greatly reduced. 

This lies in the fact that the two monolithically matched op-amps in the active 

compensation method will generate similar phase errors due to the thermal drift, but 

with the phase response in opposite direction. They will cancel out each other and 

always retained a flat phase response. 
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Figure 4-17 Simple freezer spray to prove that the reduction of phase response error using 2nd active 

compensation circuit will minimise the variation of phase due to temperature change 

 

4.5.3.5 The simulation and testing of the novel instrumentation amplifier 

In the previous experiment a freezer test was performed to test the effectiveness of 

active compensation method. In this section the entire instrumentation amplifier is 

simulated. Similar to the previous circuit simulation, Multi-Sim and an AC analysis was 

used. The frequency was varied from 1MHz to 10MHz in 10 steps, the total differential 

input signal equivalent was 10mV and the phase response of the output was observed 

with the output phase referenced to the input signal. The results are plotted in Figure 

4-18 together with the simulation results obtained previously for the individual high gain 

section circuit, the low gain section circuit and the initial system prototype amplifier 

design.  
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Figure 4-18 Simulation of phase response error in the novel instrument amplifier, the individual 

high gain section circuit, the low gain section circuit and the initial MIT system prototype amplifier 

design. 

 

At 10MHz, the plots show that the overall phase response error of the novel 

instrumentation amplifier is 1.3o, slightly higher than the high gain section, which has a 

phase error of only 0.3o. This is because of the limitation of the low gain section circuit 

where the phase error is -2.75o. This section contributes to the overall resultant phase 

error when it is combined with the high gain section. The low gain section could have a 

better phase response if AD8099 op-amp (3.8 GHz unity gain bandwidth) is used instead 

of THS4275 op-amp (1.3 GHz bandwidth). However, the THS4275 is chosen because of 

its stable unity gain behaviour which is not readily available for the AD8099 device 

without extra compensation to limit its bandwidth. 

4.5.3.6 Drift performance 

The novel actively compensated instrumentation amplifier was tested for its drift 

performance using a measurement setup similar to the baseline test setup in Figure 3-10 
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and the measurement setting described in section 3.5.2. A signal generator (TGA 1242, 

Thurlby Thandar) generates a single sine wave with the frequency fo of 9.84375MHz. 

The signal generator output is connected to a power amplifier (KAA1020, Amplifier 

Research) which in turn is connected to the 4 cm 4 turn excitation coil. The phase drift 

was defined as the difference between the maximum minimum of the measured phase 

over 12 hours.  Both circuits were connected to a 2 turn centre tap coil of 4 cm diameter 

at the Rx2 and Rx4 position of the 5-channel system prototype. The phase measurements 

were repeated for 12 hours. Figure 4-19 shows the relative phase referenced to the 

passive reference signal taken from the excitation channel Tx0.  The new instrument 

amplifier only drifted by less than 4 mo over the period. The initial prototype AD8099 

amplifier based circuit drifted about 24 mo, which is 6 times higher at a similar ambience 

temperature condition. 

 

 

Figure 4-19 Phase change referenced to the initial phase measured at time=0 of the new 

instrumentation amplifier and the initial MIT syste m prototype amplifier mounted on the RX2 and 

RX4 of 5-channel MIT system prototype. 

 

The measurements of the new actively compensated instrumentation amplifier show that 

the design has a very high phase stability, which makes it suitable for MIT systems.   
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4.5.4 Phase error of amplifiers versus temperature coefficient 

An important parameter for the amplifier design is the temperature related phase drift. A 

temperature controlled phase drift experiment was carried out testing all five amplifiers 

simulated in section 4.5.3 using a temperature chamber. The five single package op-

amps listed in Table 4-1 were configured as a single op-amp differential amplifier 

similar to Figure 4-13, but with resistor values for the feedback resistor Rf and the input 

resistor Ri of 3.6kΩ and 180Ω, respectively. The circuits were designed on a single PCB 

board and placed inside the temperature chamber, together with the new instrumentation 

amplifier.  The phase of the output signal from the amplifiers was measured as the 

temperature of the amplifier circuits was varied. Preliminary results of this experiment 

were reported by Watson and the author of this thesis (Watson 2009) but the experiment 

was repeated with more measurement to provide a better measurement result.  

 

A 10MHz signal from signal generator (TGA1242, Thurlby Thandar) was channel into 

the oven it was spitted using a resistor network to provide 2 signals for the differential 

inputs of each amplifier, on the PCB. The single-ended amplified signals of 

~100mVrms, were then passed out of the oven to MIT signal measurement hardware 

described in section 3.2  The phase difference between a reference a signal split from the 

input of the test PCB and each of the amplifier output signals were measured using the 

PXI system and the FFT-based method.  

 

To perform a temperature controlled phase measurement. The temperature of the oven 

was varied between 25C – 60C, with 4 cycles of heating and cooling carried out. The 

phase of the signal output from each the amplifiers were measured relative to the 

reference signal at the rate of one simultaneous measurement per second. Six phase 

measurement results were obtained for each simultaneous measurement.  

 

The temperature of the surface of the PCB was measured using a thermopile module 

(A2TPMI334-L5.5 OAA060, Perkin Elmer) and linked to a data acquisition system 

(National Instruments DAQ-6016). The thermopile device was calibrated against a hand-
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held digital thermometer (C9001, Comark) employing a thermocouple which was placed 

next to the PCB. 

 

 

Figure 4-20 Phase change versus temperature for the six amplifier circuits tested, with zero phase 

referenced to 35°C, during one cooling phase 

 

The change of the phase measured versus the temperature change is shown in Figure 

4-20 for all six amplifiers. The phase is referenced to zero at 35oC during one cooling 

phase.  The phase change over the temperature range of 35oC and 50oC is inherently 

non-linear according to the observation of all the plots in Figure 4-20, but they are 

assumed to be linear. The phase related temperature coefficient, κ, is defined as, 

  

 S� ≈ ∆3/∆O Equation 4-21 

 

where ∆∆∆∆θθθθ is the change of the measured phase and ∆∆∆∆T is the change of the measured 

temperature. The coefficient was calculated for each amplifier circuit.  κκκκθθθθ  is determined 

applying a linear regression fit to the data plotted in Figure 4-20 with the gradient of the 
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fitted lines giving κκκκθθθθ approximately equal to the tangent of the line. The average value 

and standard deviation of κκκκθθθθ , calculated using data obtained during the cooling phase of 

the four cycles only, are shown in Table 4-2 along with the simulated phase error using 

the Spice model.  

 

Table 4-2 Average phase change of various MIT frontend receiver amplifiers due to 4 cycles of 

heating and cooling system 

 

The results show that, in general, the higher the gain bandwidth, or the lower the phase 

error of the op-amp, the lower will be the value of κθ  . However, this is not always the 

case. The relationship is not a simple linear relationship for different op-amps, and it 

cannot be assumed that κκκκθθθθ  is always directly proportional to the phase response error. 

This is due to the variation in the temperature coefficient in the circuit components and 

the variation of internal circuitry of different op-amps.  

 

However, if a phase response error of an amplifier is reduced by the active compensation 

method, the two monolithically matched op-amps will generate similar phase error due 

to thermal drift by the similar amount but in opposite direction because of the active 

compensation configuration. They will cancel out each other and a flat phase response is 

Amplifier 

(with gain of 

20) 

Phase related temperature 

coefficient (m°°°°/C)  measured within 

the temperature from 35 to 50 

degree Celsius 

Average of 

four 

measurements 

± Std 

(m°/C) 

Phase error   

according 

to Spice 

simulation(deg) 

at 10MHz 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 

AD8099 -3.5 -3.5 -3.6 -3.3 -3.5± 0.1 -8.21387 

AD8021 -24.3 -26.4 -27.1 -29.1 -26.7±2.1 -53.9629 

THS4275 12.6 13.4 13.8 16.1 14.0±1.5 -32.0392 

AD8129 12.5 13.1 12.7 14.5 13.2±0.9 -11.0573 

AD8056 -25.4 -28 -29.1 -30.9 -28.4±2.3 -66.4438 

New 

instrumentation 

amplifier  

-0.5 -0.6 0.1 0.8 -0.1±0.6 1.37202 
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therefore retained. In such configuration, phase error and also the phase drift related 

temperature coefficient κκκκθθθθ  are both reduced. 

 

The temperature controlled phase drift experiments carried out verify that the new 

actively compensated instrumentation amplifier design exhibits excellent phase stability 

over temperature as shown in Table 4-2. 

 

Note that the active compensation methods although is great reducing phase error, there 

is one potential instability factor one need to consider. The gain of circuit topology has a 

very high peak characteristic (>10 times) at the frequency beyond where the phase are 

compensated. 

 

4.6 Discussion and conclusion 

The absolute, time and frequency difference measurement procedures were analysed 

using a systematic approach to clarify the data collection steps for practical MIT signal 

acquisition. The signal flow analysis carried out on the MIT measurement identified the 

major source of drift in the practical MIT system prototype. There are two paths of 

signal flow in the MIT system, the main receiver signal path and the reference receiver 

signal path. All main signals are phase referenced to a single reference source.  The 

phase stability of the reference is therefore very important to ensure that an accurate 

measurement. In such demanding phase precision requirement, any phase drift of cables, 

sensors and signal distribution network of the MIT system will affect the measurement 

precision.  

 

A 5-channel system prototype was designed with large electromagnetic shielding and 

semi-rigid cable to minimise any potential drift in the system. The two novel methods 

investigated, the active reference network and the active compensated instrumentation 

amplifier design were proven to reduce the drift of the amplifier section. Only the latter 

method was used for practical design reason as discussed in section 4.4.4. 
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 In the main signal path, the amplifier was identified as the major contribution of drift.  It 

is widely known that the active circuit such as the amplifier with band-limited frequency 

response will exhibit a certain phase error that depends on it gain–bandwidth product. 

Low-noise op-amps have been used to amplify the signals in this study. A study of op-

amp selection showed that the drift of the system depends not only on the gain- 

bandwidth product but also on the design of the op-amp.  The thermal related phase drift 

of the amplifier within the receiver signal path is reduced to less than 1 mo/oC by using a 

novel actively compensated instrumentation amplifier.  

 

With those improvements, a low noise and drift 5 channel MIT system prototypes was 

designed. It is significantly better than any phase drift performance of most multichannel 

MIT signal measurement specification published to date (August 2010).  Therefore, the 

analysis and the system designed work carried out in this chapter have resulted in a very 

high phase stable DSP based MIT measurement system.  

 

In conclusion, the potential drift in the main and reference path was analysed and 

identified to be front-end receiver amplifier. The active-passive reference method 

provides a novel solution to reduce the phase drift of the amplifier but the extra noise 

added and potential drift in the active reference channel itself posed a limitation on the 

methodology. The new actively compensated instrumentation with 1mo/oC phase drift 

specification was designed and it is suitable for the use in a practical direct digitised 

MIT system. 

 

In the next chapter, the work which was carried out to turn the 5 channel system into a 

proper 14 channel MIT system will be discussed and the overall software and DSP 

algorithms development will be described.  
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Chapter 5 Development and 
performance of the Cardiff MIT 
MKIIa system  for practical 
measurements 
 

5.1 Introduction 

The objective of the works carried out in this chapter is to develop a fully functional 

high precision MIT system and to investigate its performance as an imaging and 

spectroscopy device.  The Cardiff MIT MKIIa system (also known as the South-Wales 

MIT MKIIa system) is separated into three development stages. 

 

The first stage of the system development is the design of the imaging array, including 

the MIT sensors array and all signal distribution circuits. The second development stage 

is the software development for MIT system and the characterisation of the system 
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performance. The final stage is the development of a single-channel MIS system (MIS-

MKII), with the purpose of using it as a conductivity spectrum measurement device.  

 

Two software packages were developed using the National Instruments LabView 

programming language (V8.6). These are, 

 

(i) MIT-BenchV3.0  – Measurement software of Cardiff MIT MKIIa. 

(ii)  MIT-VirtualBenchV3.0- Algorithm benchmarking and testing tool to test 

digital phase algorithms for precision and speed.  

 

The description of the software will be discussed in section 5.2 and section 5.3. 

 

The multi-channel phase noise and drift characterisation of the system was carried out at 

different frequencies using MIT-BenchV3.0. Three different phase measurement 

algorithms (FFT, PSD and Decimated FFT) were developed and implemented in 

LabView. Their performance was tested on the MIT-VirtualBenchV3.0 software and 

later ported into MIT-BenchV3.0. 

 

The minimum signal size detectable in the MIT MKIIa was investigated as well as a 

head size phantom with different volume of ‘haemorrhage phantom’ measurement.  

 

5.1.1 The 14-channel MIT system architecture 

The Cardiff MIT MKIIa shown in Figure 5-1 is an extended development of the 5-

channel MIT prototype described in section 4.3.  
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Figure 5-1 Block diagram of the Cardiff MKIIa system 

 

The PXI based signal measurement hardware developed in section 3.2 is integrated into 

the MIT MKIIa system. The signal measurement hardware uses two PXI-5105 (National 

Instruments) digitiser modules. Each module provides eight simultaneously sampled 

channels with 12-bit resolution and 60 MS/s sampling rate. The actively compensated 

instrumentation amplifier described in section 4.5 is constructed for each receiver 

channel of MIT MKIIa system, with each amplifier closely attached to the MIT receiver 

sensor on the MIT chassis. The signal generator (TGA 1242, Thurlby Thandar) and the 

25W RF power amplifier for the excitation (KAA1020, Amplifier Research) are the 

same as the initial 5-channel prototype. 
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5.1.2 Multi-channel signal excitation capability 

The signal generator TTi TGA-1242 is used to generate a single tone or multi-tone 

signal in the MKIIa system. It is then amplified through the KAA-1020 power amplifier 

to provide a current between 0.3 Arms to 0.7 Arms into a 4-turn excitation coil over the 

frequency range of 0.5MHz to 10MHz. The Cardiff MKIIa system uses a 1:16 RF 

multiplexer (PXI-2593, National Instruments) to route the excitation signals. All coils 

are designed to be single-ended with one end terminated to ground. Each coil is 

activated through a relay (Panasonic, ARE134H). The relay is controlled by a digital 

signal from a data acquisition card (DAQPad-6016, National Instruments). All functions 

of the system are controlled by the MIT-BenchV3.0 software. 

 

5.1.3 MIT sensors array and distribution circuit 

The Cardiff MIT MKIIa system comprised of an annular coil array (Figure 5-2) with 14 

excitation coils (Tx, 4.5 cm, 4-turn, single ended) and 14 detection coils (Rx, 4.5 cm, 2-

turn, centre-tap). The coil arrays are attached to a cylindrical metal chassis with a 

diameter of 35 cm and a height of 30 cm. The chassis provides a rigid platform for the 

coil attachment (Figure 5-3). It also works as an electromagnetic shield, provides good 

grounding for all circuits and reduces the capacitive coupling between the MIT coils.  

Receiver 

coil (Rx)
Transmitter 

coil(Tx) 

Reference 

coil(Rpa)

 

Figure 5-2 Cardiff MKIIa receiver coil (Rx), transm itter coil (Tx) and reference coil (Rpa) 
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Both coil arrays are located 40 mm from the end of the former which is attached to the 

screen. Each reference coil (Rpa) is designed by using semi-rigid RG405 cable with a 2 

cm diameter, and are placed 2 cm behind the excitation coils. The excitation coil array is 

arranged in parallel to the receiver coil array and both arrays are separated in a distance 

of 8 cm.  

 

 

Figure 5-3 Cardiff MIT MKIIa sensor arrangement 

 

According to a simulation carried out by Watson et al. (Watson 2009) using the finite-

difference modeller of Morris et al. (Morris et al. 2001), the separation of the excitation 

and detection coil array should reduce the dynamic range of the signal and 8 cm was 

found to be a reasonable compromise to ensure a low ratio of sensitivity variation 

around the array (28 dB) while ensuring both arrays are closed enough. A picture of the 

MIT Cardiff MKIIa system is shown in Figure 5-4. 
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Figure 5-4  Picture of the Cardiff MKIIa chassis, sensor array, signal distribution network and PXI 

based signal measurement platform 

 

The detected signals are digitised simultaneously with 219 samples collected on each 

channel, representing 8.7ms of sample length.  The total 219 points per channel is the 

limitation of the 16MBytes memory of the PXI-5105 digitiser as this is shared across the 

entire eight channels. 

 

5.1.4 Setup of DSP based measurement platform 

To reduce the aperture delay between the two PXI-5105 modules, the excitation signal 

generator and the PXI-5105 modules are referenced to a common passive reference 

signal which is derived from the passive reference coil at the respective excitation 

sensor. This arrangement needs one channel of each PXI-5105 module to be dedicated 

as a reference channel, which with seven channels on each PXI-5105 module for the 

main signal measurement. Therefore, the number of effective signal measurement 

channels for the MKIIa system is a total of 14 channels for the two PXI-5105 modules.  

All 14 channels are measured simultaneously. The MKIIa system with 14 transmitters 

(Tx) and 14- receivers (Rx) will require a total of 14x14 measurements to form a 

measurement frame for MIT image reconstruction. A measurement frame is therefore 

carried out by multiplexing the excitation signal into 14 transmitter channels at 14 
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respective positions. At each position, 14 receiver channels are simultaneously sampled 

by the signal measurement hardware. 

 

The digitised waveforms are passed to the host PC for signal processing at a maximum 

data throughput of 110 MB/s via a MXI-Express bus. This is less in practical terms since 

extra configuration time is needed to change the PXI-5105 settings. The main 

measurement algorithm employed is an FFT-based phase measurement algorithm which 

can also measure the amplitude at the same time. If multi-tone signals are used as 

excitation signal, the algorithm is capable of performing simultaneous multi-frequency 

measurements.  However, this is at the expense of lower power in the primary field 

signal at each frequency component. The operation time of the full MIT measurement 

with 196 channels combinations is about 17 s per measurement frame, the time is 

reduced using the speed optimisation method discussed in section 5.3. A further 

optimisation method using multi-core CPUs and GPUs to speed up the overall 

measurement time is discussed in Chapter 6. 

 

 

5.2 Development of MIT Measurement software  

5.2.1 Software architecture 

The MIT-BenchV3.0 software is developed for both the MKIIa and the MKIIb system, 

but only the measurement procedure related to the MKIIa system will be discussed in 

this thesis. The software provides multi-channel, multi-frequency measurement 

automation.  It is designed to measure the magnitude and phase of the voltage 

perturbation caused by low conductivity material using the PXI based measurement 

system. The measurement software performs several measurement functions, which 

include:   

• Instrument control procedures  

• Multi-channel and  multi-frequency measurement automation procedures  
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• DSP algorithms for phase measurement  

• Signal and phase noise optimisation procedures 

• System characterisation procedures 

• Measurement speed optimisation procedures  

• Extended support for the Cardiff MKIIb system  

• Extended Multi-core CPU and GPU support  

 

The overall user interface and LabView code are designed using the National Instrument 

LabView 8.6 programming tool. The driver libraries for the specific National Instrument 

hardware needed for MIT-BenchV3.0 are,   

 

• NI-488.2 − for GPIB controller to control  the TTI TGA1242 signal generator 

• NI switch − for NI PXI-2594, PXI6521 (only for MKIIb system) 

• NI-scope − for  NI PXI-5105 high speed digitiser and NI MXI express controller  

• NI-DAQmx – for NI PXI-6016 DAQPad digital output to control the relays on 

the TX channel 

 

Apart from the specific hardware mentioned above, a dual core PC and a Nvidia FX9800 

graphics card are used to execute the phase measurement algorithms that are optimised 

for the multi-core processing platform. The external LabView DLL library to perform 

the FFT using the Nvidia graphics processor was written in C language using the Nvidia 

CUDA library.  

 

The overall software architecture is based on functional blocks (or virtual instruments) 

which are connected together to form the entire software. Each block can function on its 

own individually. The function blocks contain the required DLL and device specific 

library to perform complex control and calculations. For other GPIB compatible device 

such as the TTi-TGA1242, the hardware specific GPIB commands are used to control 

the device through the GPIB interface. 



 

 

An overview of all function blocks develop

shown in Table 5-1. 

function block that was developed.

 

Table 5-1 Description of all functional blocks in the 

Software functional blocks developed for MIT

Function Name

Main user  

interface and 

software 

Pre- 

measurement 

calculation 

Measurement 

loop 

Instrument 

control 

DSP algorithms 

Image 

reconstruction 

 

System 

characterisation 

 

 

overview of all function blocks developed for the MIT MKII

. Figure 5-5 shows an example of the input and ou

function block that was developed. 

Description of all functional blocks in the MIT-BenchV3.0 software

Software functional blocks developed for MIT-BenchV3.0 

Name functional block  Description 

 

• Incorporation of all 

the functional block

•  Main user interface. 

 

• Calculate the FFT 

frequency index or 

indices. 

 

• Routine for a 

measurement frame 

Including averaging 

process. 

 

 

• Switch Control 

• ADC range Control

•  Multiplexer control

•  Digitiser PXI-5105 

data acquisition and 

control 

 

• Performing DSP 

algorithms and the 

MIT MKII CUDA DLL 

algorithm. 

 

• Image reconstruction 

(reserved for future 

implementation). 

 

• New multi-channel, 

multi  ‘Average’ 

phase noise and drift

measurement 
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MKII a system software is 

shows an example of the input and output node of the 

software 

Related sections 

ll 

l block  

ain user interface.  

Section 5.2.2 

Section 5.4 

frequency index or 

Section 5.2.3 

measurement frame  

averaging 

Section 5.2.4 

ADC range Control 

Multiplexer control 

5105 

data acquisition and 

Section 5.2.6  

algorithms and the 

MIT MKII CUDA DLL 

Section  5.3  

mage reconstruction 

reserved for future 

 

- 

channel, 

phase noise and drift 

Section 5.4 
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Figure 5-5 Example of MIT-BenchV3.0 software function block (with input nodes on the left and 

output nodes on the right) 

 

5.2.2 Multi-channel MIT software interface 

The user interface design of MIT-BenchV3.0 is shown in  

Figure 5-6. The software is designed to perform multiple MIT measurement frames. 

Each frame is designed to perform 196 voltage measurements for the Cardiff MIT 

MKIIa system (14 transmitters and 14 receiver combination). The MIT-BenchV3.0 is 

designed to carry out one of three modes of operation.  

 

The first mode of measurement is used for performance characterisation where each one 

of the 196 measurement can be repeated and the mean and standard deviation can be 

determined. When performing a practical measurement, the averaging mode will act as a 

noise reduction tool to increase the precision by averaging the phase value. 

 

The second mode of operation is executed when the ‘imaging mode’ button in  

Figure 5-6 is pressed. In the imaging mode, there is an option to perform an absolute 

measurement using an empty space measurement value previously stored or using a new 

measurement set of free space voltage. 
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Figure 5-6 MIT-BenchV3.0 software user interface design for the MIT system 

 

The third mode of operation performs a simultaneous  multi-frequency measurement. 

Two types of multi-frequency measurement can be configured for a spectroscopy 

measurement. The frequency can be swept across a range of frequencies or multiple 

frequencies can be applied simultaneously (up to eight frequencies). In this third mode, a 

multi-tone waveform tone is preconfigured and stored in the memory of the TTi 

TGA1242 signal generator. Each frequency of the multi-tone waveform is configured to 

have equal amplitude and a low crest factor (Friese 1997). The limitation of using the 

simultaneous multi-frequency mode is that the total signal level for each frequency 

component will decrease with the number of frequencies used, unless multiple sources 

for the different frequency are used. The sweep frequency function is currently only 

used for the purpose of system characterisation. 
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Sweep measurements of input voltages and other parameters for system characterisation 

and evaluation can also be carried out by looping the MIT-BenchV3.0 function block 

shown in Table 5-1. Two sweep parameter programs to perform automated system 

characterisation are designed in section 5.4.1 and section 5.4.4.  

 

5.2.3  Frequency index calculation and waveform gen eration 

5.2.3.1 Frequency index for single tone signal operation 

The FFT based phase measurement algorithm described later in section 5.3 requires a 

prior calculation of the frequency index (w
#&) so that the phase can be accurately 

determined. 

 

First, if the phase is calculated using the FFT methods, a signal with a frequency, @�
 , 

that the frequency index w
#&,�**� tries to point to is given by the following equation, 

 @�
 = w
#&,**� ∗ 	∆@��+% Equation 5-1 

 

where	∆@��+% is the frequency resolution which is given by , 

 

∆@��+% =
@��+%T**�  Equation 5-2 

 

Where @��+% is the sampling frequency and T**� is the number of FFT points. 

 

With the FFT length, T**�, equal to the waveform length, T;m9n, Equation 5-2 is 

substituted into Equation 5-1, 
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@�
 = w
#&,**� ∗ 	 @��+%T��+% Equation 5-3 

 

Where T��+%	is the number of sample points (must be a radix-2 number for the radix-2 

FFT algorithm). 

 

If the signal frequency,@�
 , is set as the generator frequency, the frequency index w
#&,**� will need to generate a signal which has a frequency that fits into the available 

resolution of the signal generator. For the TTI-TGA1242 signal generator, the frequency 

resolution ∆@ $# is 0.1 Hz in ‘standard waveform mode’. Therefore, the generated value 

of  @�
  must have a resolution less than the 0.1 Hz frequency resolution.  

 

The ratio  �
 , $# needs to be an integral number to fulfil the signal generator frequency 

resolution condition, 

 

 �
 , $# =
@�
 

∆@ $# Equation 5-4 

 

To relate the sampling condition to the resolution of the signal generator merging 

Equation 5-1 into Equation 5-4 can be written as the following equation, 

 

	 �
 , $# =
w
#&,**� × ∆@��+%

∆@ $#  Equation 5-5 

 

To determine the frequency index that fulfils both, the FFT frequency resolution and the 

signal generator frequency resolution, w
#&,**�, are varied and  �
 , $# is checked to see 

if it is an integer. For the frequency index, w
#&,**�, where the b0Oo,oFpis an integral 

number.  The frequency index, w
#&,**�, and the frequency @�
  it is pointing to are then 

stored in a table. When a certain frequency is in inserted into the software, the nearest 
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@�
  is then used to set the signal generator and the w
#&,**� is used to set the FFT index. 

Note that the clock of the signal generator and the digitiser must be phase locked. 

 

For the PSD algorithm, with w
#&,%�& equal to w
#&,**�  it can be used to generate the IQ 

signal using by using the following equations. 

 

D%�&,b(E) = . ∗ D,E5?�w
#&,%�&T��+% E6 Equation 5-6 

 

D%�&,H(E) = . ∗ D,E5?�w
#&,%�&T��+% E + ���6 Equation 5-7 

 

5.2.3.2 Frequency indices in the multi-tone operation 

In order to setup the multi-tone signal indexing for the direct digitisation system, a 

multi-tone waveform is first created and then downloaded into the TTi-TGA1242 signal 

generator memory. A multi-tone waveform generation for the DDS signal generator in 

general can be denoted by, 

 

D+Q��
[E] = U .[-]D,E5?�!�C $#[-]T $# E +T%"�6B��	

+��	

 Equation 5-8 

 

Where, 

 .# is the amplitude of the signal, $+Q��
 is the multi-tone waveform, E is the waveform indexing [0, 1, 2, 3, …, T $# − 1], 

m is the frequency tone indexing !�C $#	is the number of cycle that determine the frequency,  

M  is the total number of tones, T $# is the length of wave in points, and T%"� is the discrete value of phase shift. 
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When the TTI-TGA1242 operates in the ‘DDS mode’ to generate a multi-tone signal and 

the FFT method is used, the frequency index is calculated in a slightly different way 

compared to frequency index calculation for the single-tone (section 5.2.3.1). The 

difference between the clock frequency of the DDS and the sampling frequency of the 

digitiser needs to be taken into account. The following methods are suggested for the 

calculation of the frequency indices. 

 

Each frequency component of the multi-frequency waveform can be determined by the 

following equation, 

 

@ $# =
!�C $#T $# × @��,4 $#5	 Equation 5-9 

 

where @ $# is the DDS signal generator frequency, @��,( $#) is the clock frequency of 

the DDS, T $# is the total number of samples point of the DDS in one cycle, and !�C $# is the integral number of cycles in the data window. 

 

The frequency of the digitiser to measure using FFT methods is defined by the Equation 

5-3, with @ $# equal to @�
 	 in Equation 5-3, 

  

w
#&,**� × 	 @��+%T��+% =
!�C $#T $# × @��,4 $#5 Equation 5-10 

 

The frequency index of each frequency component of the multi-tone waveform set by 

the DDS generator with the FFT operation can be calculated by the following equation, 

 

w
#&,**� = !�C $# ×
T��+%T $# ×

@��,4 $#5@��+%  Equation 5-11 
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The clock frequency of the DDS @��,4 $#5 can be made equal to @��+%  to simplify the 

equation.  

 

5.2.4 Flow diagram to perform a single MIT measurem ent frame  

The flow diagram of the software routine to carry out a single frame measurement in 

MIT-BenchV3.0 is described in Figure 5-7. The procedure will carry out up to 196 

measurements.  

 

To perform a full measurement frame, the transmitter (Tx) is multiplexed into the 14 

excitation position of the MIT MKIIa system. At each Tx position, 14 receiver (Rx) and 

2 reference (Rpa) channels are simultaneously sampled by the two PXI-5105 modules. A 

total of 16 FFTs are being performed directly on a PC workstation and only the 

magnitude and phase information of the wanted frequency index are stored in the PC 

memory. The raw waveforms are immediately replaced by the next 16 newly acquired 

waveforms at the next excitation position. This is repeated until the full Tx multiplexing 

cycle is complete. 

 

The routine is capable of performing simultaneous frequency processing when a multi-

tone signal is used. The routine also carries out averaging for the 16 Rx channels at a 

particular excitation position to increase the measurement precision. All necessary 

hardware control functions are incorporated into the single frame routine to provide full 

measurement automation. 
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Figure 5-7  Software flow diagram of Cardiff MIT MK IIa system for measuring a single 

multichannel measurement frame consisting of 196 voltage measurements 
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5.2.5 Output data structure of a multiple measureme nt frame 

The routine for the single measurement frame shown in Figure 5-7 can be looped to 

acquire multiple frames for a two-step absolute measurement or for the system 

characterisation measurement. When the multiple measurements are carried out, it is 

important to define a clear data structure of how the multi-channel, multi-frequency and 

multi-frame data are stored. A method of storing the data is suggested in this section. 

 

The output data sets of each measurement frame are stored in a fixed directory which 

can be changed easily within the software. The Store_average_data[tx,1:16*TotalfreqC] 

notation is only a representation of how data are arranged in the software. The actual 

data is saved in a delimited text format. The output data set consists of the following 

information:  

 

• Raw amplitude and phase data of the full MIT measurement (all values before 

averaging). 

• Average amplitude and phase data (if averaging of data is performed). 

• Standard deviation of amplitude and phase data (if averaging of data is 

performed). 

 

For multiple frame measurements, the structure of averaged data output (e.g. amplitude 

or phase) is arranged in the Table 5-2. Multiple measurement frames are arranged in 2D 

format where the row represents the Tx channel and the column represents the Rx 

channel. When a multi-frequency measurement is performed, the data structure will be 

populated itself with extra columns to the left for each Rx channel depending on number 

of frequency component, M, in the multi-tone waveform. Note that Rx1 is a defined as a 

relative receiver channel and it is the closest channel to the ‘active’ Tx channel in 

clockwise direction. When phase information is saved, the format becomes 

Store_average_data [tx,1:14*Totalfreq] because two of the channels (Rpa1 and Rpa2) are 

the phase reference.  
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Table 5-2 MIT-BenchV3.0 data saving format (phase measurement data) 

 

 

Transmitter 

channels 

Receiver channel 

Rx1f1,Rx1 fn Rx2 f1, Rx11 fn -- -- -- Rx14 f1, Rx14 fn 

      

1st Measurement frame (after averaging) 

Tx1       

Tx2  Without sample (free space) or 

homogenous conductibility background 

 

till   

Tx14       

 2nd  Measurement frame (after averaging) 

Tx1       

Tx2  With sample or repeat another 

measurement with different 

parameters 

 

till   

Tx14       

 

5.2.6 Optimisation for sub-millidegree measurement 

The use of the dynamic range extension method for phase noise reduction suggested in 

section 3.6.1 (switchable gain stages) is implemented in the MIT-BenchV3.0 routine. 

The ADC range of each Rx channel is adjusted according to the particular position of Tx 

channel’s excitation. It will also be adjusted for different frequency ranges when a 

sweep frequency measurement is performed. However, for the simultaneous multi-

frequency measurement, only a set of ADC range is used. Since the simultaneous multi-

frequency waveform is configured to have equal amplitude for all frequency 

components. 
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Table 5-3 ADC range expansion technique table for MKIIa system 

Input frequency 

range 

0.5MHz  

 to 1MHz   

1MHz 

 to 2MHz   

2MHz  

to 5MHz   

5MHz 

to 10MHz   

10MHz 

 to 14MHz   

Relative Receiver 

Channel 

PXI-5105 ADC range selection  

1 6 6 6 6 6 

2 1 1 1 6 6 

3 0.05 0.2 0.2 1 1 

4 0.05 0.05 0.2 0.02 0.2 

5 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.02 0.2 

6 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 

7 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 

8 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 

9 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 

10 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.2 0.2 

11 0.05 0.05 0.2 0.2 0.2 

12 0.05 0.2 0.2 1 1 

13 1 1 1 6 6 

14 6 6 6 6 6 

Reference 

channel 

     

REF1 1 1 1 1 1 

REF2 1 1 1 1 1 

 

 

5.3 DSP algorithms implementation in LabView 

5.3.1 Design of a DSP algorithm development tool 

 A software package named MIT-VirtualBenchV3.0 was developed as a testing tool for 

the evaluation of the DSP based phase measurement algorithms in LabView. The 

algorithms can be evaluated in term of their speed and precision.  

 

The software is in effect a virtual version of the MIT system and the signals are digitally 

generated to give a sine wave with a pre-defined Gaussian noise level, and serves as 

platform for algorithm testing. Once the algorithm is tested on the MIT-

VirtualBenchV3.0, it can be transferred into the MIT-BenchV3.0. All simulations in 
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this section are executed on a dual-core PC with an E6750 processor operating at 2.66 

GHz with 3 GB memory (4 MB of L2 cache, FSB 1333 MHz). 

 

Two different implementations of the FFT based phase measurement algorithm and a 

digital PSD algorithm were tested. The effect of different FFT windowing functions and 

the decimation technique in the time domain were investigated using the software. The 

tool will also be used to test the optimisation of the FFT algorithm using a multi-core 

CPU and GPU parallelisation later on in chapter 6. 

 

Set Signal 

frequency, will 

automatic 

configure to the 

nearest FFT bin

Total system noise 

in Vrms calculated 

according to 

System noise 

model equations in 

chapter 3

Selected 

algorithm (e.g. 

implemented 

CUDA plug in in 

labview )

Emulated the total 

number of virtual 

ADC channels and 

data length

Turn algorithm into 

parallel processing 

using  multi-core PC 

processor upto 4 

cores

Result for repeated 

measurement

looping the 

repeated 

measurement

Software 

Decimation process

In time domain

Select FFT windows

 

Figure 5-8 MIT-VirtualBenchV3.0 for digital phase algorithm’s precision and speed evaluation. 
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5.3.2 FFT based phase measurement algorithms. 

The relative phase difference between two signals at a certain frequency can be found by 

calculating the phase difference of the signal’s FFT. In MIT systems, the frequency of 

the excitation signal is predefined and therefore the frequency index is calculated prior 

to the FFT process. The methods for calculating the frequency indices for a single or a 

multi-tone signal are described in section. The description of the FFT method was 

described in section 2.4.4.3. 

 

The FFT based phase algorithm is based on a Radix-2 real to complex FFT function 

available from the LabView DSP library. The FFT functional block performs a FFT 

calculation same to the description given in section 2.4.4.3 .  

 

When two arbitrary signals are simultaneously sampled, the phase difference between 

the signals at a particular frequency can be obtained by selecting the frequency index 

calculated using the method suggested in section 5.2.3.1 for single tone operating. For 

the multi-tone measurement operation, Equation 5-11 in section 5.2.3.2 is used to 

calculate the frequency index for each frequency component of interest. Figure 5-9 

shows the block diagram of the FFT algorithm in LabView. 

 

Figure 5-9 Default FFT based phase measurement algorithm implemented in LabView 

 

The main function block used in the software is the FFTSpectrum(Real-Im) block. The 

implementation of the block is straight forward. Signals are fetched into the FFT 
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function block and the FFT produces an array of magnitude or phase. The value of the 

array is selected according to the FFT index which represents the signal frequency. This 

will be used to calculate the correct phase of the signal at time=0. The FFT index is 

calculated by using equations in section 5.2.3. To find the relative phase, all 

simultaneous sampled signals are subtracted from the reference. For the MKIIa system, 

the phase of the Rx1 to Rx14 is subtracted from the phase of the reference Rpa 

 

The FFT algorithm execution time is about 1200 ms for 16 FFTs (default algorithm) of 

waveforms with 219 points using a single core processor. An optimised version of the 

FFT function from the LabView library (NI_ALLPro.lvlib:FFT.vi) is used in the section 

6.2 for all the FFT calculations. It yields to approximately 800 ms – 900 ms using one 

core of the dual core PC. 

 

5.3.3 Simulation of using different FFT windowing f unction 

A simulation was carried out to investigate the effect of different FFT window functions 

on the phase noise performance using MIT-VirtualBenchV3.0. The window functions 

investigated in LabView were based on the suggestion by Harris in his classic paper 

(Harris 1978). The simulation setup was configured to have a frequency of 9.83745 

MHz, a waveform length of 219 points and a 60MS/s sampling rate. The main and 

reference signal was set to 20 mV and 300 mV, respectively. A Gaussian noise source of 

290µVrms was added to both signals to emulate the 1V ADC range setting of the PXI-

5105 digitiser. The phase between both signals was set to 15 degree.  

 

Different FFT windowing was applied to the FFTSpectrum(Real-Im) VI and the phase 

was measured using the LabView code shown in Figure 5-9. The phase noise was 

measured over 10 repeated measurements. The whole process was repeated for 10 loops 

to determine the average standard deviation of the phase noise measurement. The 

windowing functions from the LabView Signal Processing library were used. 
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The results of the simulations are shown in Figure 5-10, where they are presented as 

percentage error over the default rectangular window (i.e. no window applied). The 

results show that the rectangular, Kaiser and Dolph-Chebyshev window have the best 

noise performance. The rest of the FFT window functions introduced more phase noise. 

This might be due to the fact that most window functions trade off the effective noise 

bandwidth for lower side lobes or a better amplitude accuracy (Kester 2000). Hence, 

most windowed FFT processes actually introduce extra phase noise to the original 

waveform.  

 

 

Figure 5-10 Simulation of the FFT algorithm with different windowing functions applied using the 

MIT MIT-VirtualBenchV3.0 simulation tool. The plot shows the percentage change in phase noise in 

reference to the rectangular window function.  

 

If the MIT system only operates at a single frequency and the frequency of the signal is 

pre-defined to fall exactly on a FFT bin, the rectangular window (no windowing 
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function) will have a better noise performance compared to the rest of the FFT 

windowing functions. This is the same for the sweep frequency application.  

 

When the MIT system is used for the multi-frequency application with simultaneous 

multi-tone spectral analysis, reducing spectral leakage is important and a trade-off must 

be made to reduce the spectral leakage. The Blackman-Harris window was used for such 

application as it showed only a small increase of the phase noise while reducing the 

spectral leakage. 

 

5.3.4 Time domain waveform decimation in software 

The decimation and averaging process can be used to improve the performance of the 

ADC precision (Atmel 2005). It is often carried out within the ADC hardware and the 

number of data output is greatly reduced for further processing, and yet, the precision is 

maintained. More points can be sampled and decimated in time. The benefit is that fewer 

amounts of data are output compared to the original data points (defined by the 

decimation factor). With less data points, a smaller FFT size is needed and, hence, the 

speed of data processing will increase. Since more samples are averaged, a better 

precision can be obtained. The trade-off with the decimation method is the reduction of 

the Nyquist’s limit by the decimation factor. 

 

The decimation factor is defined as, 

 

-C =
T��PTC$�	 Equation 5-12 

 

where T��P is the original number of data points of the data acquisition (or data length) 

and the TC$� is the number of new decimated array.  The decimation factor mq must be 

an integral number. 
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The decimation and averaging is most effective within a dedicated processor hardware 

and speeds up considerably the DSP calculation (Actel 2007).  The PXI-5105 modules 

that have been used for the MIT system have the hardware limitation where all the data 

must be first transferred through the MXI express bus to the PC for post processing, it 

does not support hardware decimation. However, applying decimation and averaging on 

the 219 data in the PC speeds up the FFT process considerably and increases the overall 

MIT measurement speed. The decimation process reduces the Nyquist’s bandwidth by 

the decimation factor, �[, and therefore the range of the measurement bandwidth is 

reduced. 

 

For the implementation of the averaging and decimation process in LabView, the 

Decimate (single shot) VI functional block is added prior to the FFT processing 

algorithm and the decimation process is applied to the sampled waveform in the time 

domain. The decimation process can be represented by the following equation, if Y 

represents the output sequence ‘Decimated Array’,  

 

�
 =
�-C

U V
∗+��,

+���

,��

	 ;	 
, = �,�,?… . ,TC$� − �	,TC$� = � E-C

�	 Equation 5-13 

 

where n is the waveform length, mD is the decimating factor and T&$� is is the number 

of elements in the output sequence ‘Decimated Array’ . The �	� bracket gives the largest 

integer less than or equal to the number. 

 

In Equation 5-13, every data window at -C interval of the original data point is 

averaged to become one points. This can be described as ‘averaged decimation’; it is a 

moving average without overlapping. Note that when the ‘decimation’ is referred to in 

this section, it is essentially the ‘averaged decimation’. 
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Two simulations were carried out and the decimation process was investigated, which 

are the ‘decimation only’ and ‘decimation and averaging’. In the first simulation, only 

the decimation process according to Equation 5-13 was carried out. The decimation 

factor was increased by a factor of two on every measurement set until the factor 

reached 64. The phase was measured for every increment. The total time per 

measurement was recorded. 

 

In the second simulation, decimation was performed on the original waveform with the 

increment of decimation factor same to the first simulation. With each increment of 

decimation factor, the measurement was repeated by the same number of decimation 

factor. The results of the repeated measurement were then averaged. The mean value of 

the phase and the total time to obtain the final result were recorded. 

 

Both simulations were carried out using the MIT-VirtualBenchV3.0 software, which 

was configured to operate at a frequency of 200kHz, 16 waveforms with 219 points each 

and a sampling rate of 60MS/s. The reason for 200kHz is to ensure the simulation will 

not exceed Nyquist frequency limit after the largest decimation factor is used. 

 

The main and reference signal was set to 20mV and 300mV, respectively, with 

290µVrms of Gaussian noise added to both signals. The phase between both signals was 

set to 15 degree. The FFT window was set to rectangular. The measurements in both 

simulations were repeated 16 times in a loop for the phase noise calculation.  
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Table 5-4 Benchmark of decimation and averaging algorithm in term of precision and speed of 

sixteen 219 FFT. 

Nyquist’s 

Limit after 

decimation 

(with 60MS/s) 

 

Decimat

ion 

factor 

FFT size 

after 

decimation 

1
st

 simulation: 

Decimation only* 

 

2
nd

 simulation: 

Decimation and 

Averaging** 

 

Frequency 

(MHz) 

mD (ms) Nfft Phase noise 

(mo) 

FFT time 

(ms) 

Phase 

noise (mo) 

FFT time 

(ms) 

30 1 524288 1.758 1210 1.430 1234 

15 2 262144 1.546 522 1.119 1060.9 

7.5 4 131072 1.21 264 0.564 1077.4 

3.75 8 65536 1.502 170 0.588 1385.3 

1.875 16 32768 1.601 134 0.444 2098.3 

0.9375 32 16384 1.575 107 0.365 3494.2 

0.46875 64 8192 1.437 101.3 0.218 6546.7 

   *Decimating array by m point  

**Decimating array by m point and averaging by m repeated measurement 

 

The results are given in Table 5-4. In the first simulation, the phase noise is observed to 

be approximately the same with every increment of the decimation factor and the time 

for processing is reduced. The decimation can be applied directly in the measurement 

software to increase the measurement speed as long as the signal of interest is lower that 

the Nyquist’s limit. 

 

In the second simulation, the phase noise decreased with every increment of the 

decimation factor because of the additional averaging process. The FFT process time is 

approximately the same until the decimation factor is beyond eight, from where it 

increased. This might be due to the decrease of the FFT efficiency when using fewer 

FFT points. 

 

In the both simulation, the total measurement time obtained is the time for the digital 

processing only. When the PXI system is used, the additional data transfer time will add 

more significantly to the ‘decimation and averaging’ process in the second simulation 

and this will increase the total measurement time. 
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5.3.5 Digital PSD algorithm 

The digital phase sensitive detection (digital PSD) algorithm implemented in LabView is 

shown in the block in Figure 5-11. Two I and Q waveforms orthogonal to each other are 

pre-computed using the frequency index mentioned in section 5.2.3. This makes the two 

I and Q waveform coherent to the frequency of the main signal. 

     

Figure 5-11 Digital PSD algorithm implemented in LabView 

 

To determine relative phase, the main signal is first multiplied by the I and Q signals in 

a matrix format using Equation 2-43 (section 2.4.4.4). This result in a set of I and Q 

mixed waveforms, which, divided by the length of the data points, give the real and 

imaginary DC component. The phase, hence, is calculated by taking the arc tangent of Q 

divided by I. The same IQ mixing procedure is repeated for the reference signal which is 

simultaneously sampled with the main signal. The relative phase difference between the 

signals can be determined by the phase of main signal subtracting from the phase of the 

reference signal. 

 

The digital PSD algorithm was tested and showed a comparable phase noise 

performance results to the FFT based calculation method with the same waveform 

length. This method only allows the phase of one frequency to be calculated at a time. 
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The computation time is measured to be less than 200ms per 16 calculations in the 

default single core processing calculation. 

 

5.3.6 Measurement speed evaluation  

5.3.6.1 Data transfer speed  

The data throughput of the National Instrument PXI system (PXI-1033, PXI-5105 and 

the MXI express controller) allows a theoretical maximum data transfer rate of 110 

MB/s to the PC workstation’s PCI express bus. A 12-bit digitiser requires 2 bytes to 

encode the value of each sampling point. A full MIT measurement frame samples 16 

waveforms simultaneously for each Tx excitation. Each channel is sampled at 60 MS/s 

with 219 points per waveform acquired. The total amount of data bytes needed to be 

transferred can be calculated with the following equation, 

 �I��+$ = ���+%�$ ⋅T8�+%�$� ⋅ TD"�##$�� ⋅TS��
���
�# Equation 5-14 

 

Where DFrame is the number of bytes transferred per frame, DSample is the number of 

bytes per sample, NSamples is the number of sample points acquired, NChannels is the 

number of channels measured during one full frame and NExcitation is the number of 

excitation coils. Applying Equation 5-14 gives 16,777,216 bytes (16 Mbytes) for each 

excitation coil and 224 Mbytes for a full frame with 14 excitation coils.  The minimum 

theoretical data transfer time for the digitiser therefore is approximately equal to 2.04 

seconds, which is equal to a maximum ‘all-channel frame rate’ of 0.49 frames per 

seconds. 

 

For the MKIIa system, the signal source will be multiplexed to 14 Tx channels in 

sequence and 16 simultaneous measurement are performed. For each multiplexed Tx 

channel, the ADC range of the each 16 Rx channels are first configured, the procedure is 

followed by 16 Rx channels measurement and the FFT of the signals will be performed. 
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The 16 channel data transfer time plus the ADC range setup and digitiser initialisation 

time is around 400ms. The time was measured by using a profile tool in LabView that 

allows the speed performance of each function block to be evaluated individually. The 

total data transfer time in a frame (for 14 Tx channels and16 simultaneous Rx channels) 

would equate to 14  14 × 400�y = 5.6s. The actual ‘all-channel frame rate’ is only 

0.17 frames per seconds. 

 

5.3.6.2 Testing of phase measurement algorithm speed 

An experiment was setup using the MIT-VirtualBenchV3.0 software to examine the 

speed of the FFT, the digital PSD and the decimated FFT algorithm based on three 

measurement conditions: 

• Single tone (219 points). 

• Single tone (acquire 219 points twice). 

• Multi-tone (219 points which contain 16 frequencies). 

 

Table 5-5 Total calculation time of the phase measurement algorithms for 16 channel Rx under 

three measurement conditions (in milliseconds) 

Phase measurement 

algorithms at 

9.843750MHz 

Measurement algorithm speed of 16 channel Rx (ms) 

Signal tone  

2
19 

point 

waveform 

Signal tone 

(acquire 2
19 

point 

waveform twice ) 

Multi-tone 

(2
19

point waveform 

that contains 16 

frequencies) 

Default FFT 916 1968 916 

Decimated FFT* 550 1186 550 

Digital PSD 152 295 2276.00 

*with decimation factor of 2, the sampling rate is 60MS/s. 

Table 5-5 shows the time needed to execute the phase measurement algorithms. When 

the MIT system is operating in single frequency mode, the time for data processing was 

reduced by a factor of 1.7 using the decimated FFT and a factor of about 5 using the 

digital PSD algorithm. The digital PSD algorithm is therefore recommended. For multi-
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frequency signal operation, depending on the frequency bandwidth, the decimated FFT 

can be used to increase the measurement speed. The signal processing method applied 

depends on the required frequency component in the MIT system. Although software 

optimisations are applied to reduce measurement time, a large amount of computational 

overhead still exist and the data transfer overhead in the PXI based MIT signal 

measurement hardware will  restricts the frame rates achievable by the system. 

 

5.3.6.3 Overall measurement speed 

For every 16 simultaneous Rx channels, the calculation time of the amplitude and phase 

(14 Rx and 2 reference channels) using the ‘real FFT’ implementation in LabView, is 

approximately 916ms.  This is based on a single processor of a dual-core PC workstation 

(E6750 processor operating at 2.66 GHz and with 3 GB memory).  The total data 

processing time of a frame (for 14 multiplex Tx and16 simultaneous Rx channels) would 

equate to 14 × 916ms = 12.8s. 

 

The total time for a measurement frame, 

 Ac*��+$ = A&��� + A&�% Equation 5-15 

 

where A&���	is total transfer time and A&�% is the total digital signal processing time . 

 

Based Table 5-5 in previous section, the default FFT method with either a single or 

multiple frequency operation will need the total time of 18.4s to complete a 

measurement frame, which equates to a measurement speed of 0.05 frames per seconds.  

The decimated FFT method with either a single or multiple frequency operation will 

need the total time of 13.3s to complete a measurement frame, which gives a 

measurement speed of 0.08 frames per seconds. The digital PSD method with a single 

frequency operation will need the total time of 7.7s to complete a measurement frame, 

which gives a measurement speed of 0.13 frames per seconds.  
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5.4 Overall performance of a full MIT MKIIa system 

5.4.1 Multi-channel phase noise measurement  

In the multi-channel measurement setting of the MIT MKIIa system, 14 receivers are 

measured simultaneously for each Tx excitation position. Each time the Tx is being 

multiplexed to the next position (clockwise), the first Rx channel on the right (top view) 

of Tx becomes Rx channel 1 relative to the position of Tx (Figure 5-12).  

 

Figure 5-12 Demonstrating the ‘relative Rx channel’ definition 

 

A multi-channel characterisation of the MIT system, defined according the relative 

channel, is proposed here. By taking the average of all ‘relative Rx channels’, the overall 

performance of all Rx channel can be easily detected. This might be particularly useful 

for a quick test of the MIT system to see if all channels are behaving properly before any 

experiment is carried out.  

 

The multi-channel average phase noise can be defined by taking the average phase noise 

of 14 ‘relative Rx channels’. The average phase noise of the relative Rx is defined as, 
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K-�$[ V#] =
��.V.		7@	OV U KB��.		�*	c�

c����

[ V#][OV#] Equation 5-16 

 

The average voltage (Vrms) of the relative Rx is defined as, 

 

�-�$[ V#] =
��.V.		7@	OV U �B��.		�*	c�

c����

[ V#][OV#] Equation 5-17 

 

where  V#	is	the relative receiver channel and Txn is the actual transmitter channel. 

Both equations can only be calculated after a full measurement frame is performed. 

 

The average phase noise measurement simplifies the presentation of the phase precision 

measurement of the multi-channel MIT system. It reflects the performance of all Rx 

channels as a whole, as the position is always relative to the Tx channel. The averaging 

will show a close representation of the actual value one would expect without averaging.  

 

The signal amplitude and phase noise of the MKIIa system was measured with the ADC 

range selected automatically between 0.05Vpp, 0.2Vpp, 1Vpp or 6Vpp for every 

channel combination. The automation applied ‘the dynamic range optimisation 

technique’ was described in section 3.6.1 and section 5.2.6 to fully utilise the full scale 

range of the digitiser. Phase measurements are obtained simultaneously for all 14 

receiver channels and the two reference channels.  

 

The average phase noise measurement was carried out using the following steps: 

 

1. For each respective frequency: 0.46875 MHz, 0.937 MHz, 1.875 MHz, 4.6875 

MHz, 9.843750 MHz and 14.0625 MHz (6 steps in total). 

2. With each frequency, the amplitude was increased from 22dBm to 36dBm in 2 

dB increments (7 steps in total) using the TTI-TGA1242 signal generator. The 
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power in dBm is defined by the generator with 50Ω load. The equivalent value in 

term of  input voltage is: 

��+� = u���r�!$������ 	
× �.���" × <���& Equation 5-18 

 

3. Four measurement frames were performed with each respective frequency and 

amplitude setting. The waveform acquisition time constant was set to 8.7 ms 

(with 219 data points and 60 MS/s sampling rate). Averaging was set to four 

times and the equivalent measurement time constant is 35ms. The total 

measurement time needed for an average of four measurements is about 70 

seconds. The software is configured to wait for 10 s after the gain is switched. 

4. The phase noise was calculated by taking the standard deviation of the measured 

phase over the 16 repeated measurement frames.          

                       

The measurement results for 9.843750 MHz are shown in this section. The results of the 

measurement of the other five frequencies are given in the Appendix C. In each data set 

corresponding to a frequency setting, three set of results are plotted. The following three 

results are presented in figures of Appendix C, the results are,   

 

a) Average phase noise vs. relative Rx channel, 

b) Measured RMS voltage vs. relative Rx channel   

c) A scatter plot of average phase values vs. measured RMS voltage 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

(a) Average phase noise

Figure 5-13

 

In Figure 5-13, only 

levels are plotted as an example.

was set above 32dBm; the phase noise increased for the channels near to the excitation 

coils. The reason might due 

the channels which is closest to the excitation coils

might be caused by the coupling between excitation coil and receiver coil.

 

(b) Measured RMS voltage 

Figure 5-14 
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13 Average Phase noise vs. relative Rx channel at 9.843750 MHz

nly four average phase data corresponding to four input 

as an example. It can be observed from the when the excitation power 

above 32dBm; the phase noise increased for the channels near to the excitation 

coils. The reason might due to the distortion caused by clipping in the ADC channels at 

channels which is closest to the excitation coils at 9.84375MHz. Another reason 

the coupling between excitation coil and receiver coil.

Measured RMS voltage vs. relative Rx channel 

 Measured RMS voltage vs. relative Rx channel at 9.843750 MHz
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relative receiver channel

at 9.843750 Mhz
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9.843750 MHz 

to four input amplitude 

It can be observed from the when the excitation power 

above 32dBm; the phase noise increased for the channels near to the excitation 

caused by clipping in the ADC channels at 

4375MHz. Another reason also 

the coupling between excitation coil and receiver coil. 

 
9.843750 MHz 

12 13 14

36dBm

12 13 14
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In Figure 5-14, four measured RMS voltage corresponding to four input amplitude level 

are plotted as an example. The figure demonstrated the dynamic of the system in terms 

of the voltage measurement.  

 

(c) A scatter plot of  average phase noise Vs. measured RMS voltage 

The scatter plot in (c) shows the result of the average phase noise vs. measured voltage 

(at 9.843750MHz for this example) where the values are taken from (a) and (b). The plot 

in (c) shows the relationship between input signal level and the phase noise, which 

follows the predicted pattern of phase noise using the dynamic range extension methods 

as described in section 3.6.1. The effect of switching of ADC range in all measurements 

can be clearly observed from the pattern of the plots. 
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Figure 5-15 The scatter plot of average phase noise vs. measured voltage (at 9.843750MHz for this 

example) 

 

By observing the phase noise results of Figure 5-15 at 9.84375 MHz, the effect of 

driving the power of the input source too high can be seen. The phase measurements at 

the nearby channels of excitation channel are distorted and, hence, the phase noise is 

increased. The effect is most prominent at the highest input power of 36dBm (30Vrms), 
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especially the closest channels to the excitation channel. An appropriate input range 

needs to be considered to excite the input source at the right level. This effect is only 

occurred at high frequencies values (9.84375 MHz and 14.0625MHz) 

 

5.4.2 Estimated signal to noise ratio 

With an estimated signal from a human head within the MIT MKIIa sensor array, the 

estimated dpbs of the MKIIa system based on the mean of the averaged Rx phase noise 

was calculated and is given in Table 5-6. 

 

$T t = ?��7/�� 5 3��+%�$-0.E	7@	K-�$6 Equation 5-19 

 

Table 5-6 Estimated SNR of MIT MKIIa system based on equivalent 35 ms time constant 

Operating 

Frequency 

(MHz)  

Mean of 

Average 

Rx Magnitude 

(mV)  

Mean Average  

Rx Phase 

noise  

(m°)  

Estimated 

Signal from head 

(°)  

Estimated 

SNR (dB) 

0.5  30  0.008  0.05  16  

1  61  0.0043  0.1  27  

2  122  0.0027  0.2  37  

5  284  0.0023  0.5  47  

10  350  0.0011  1  59  

 

5.4.3 Total frontend noise of the MKIIa system 

Figure 5-16 shows the results of the average phase noise vs. input amplitude 

measurements performed in section 5.4.1 (at 0.46875 MHz and 4.6875 MHz) of the 

MKIIa system. An estimated performance of the baseline system at similar setting using 

the ‘phase noise estimation model’ is plotted in the figure as a comparison. By using the 

plots, the calculation of MIT-MKIIa total fronted noise is demonstrated in this section. 
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(a) Using the ‘average phase noise’ plots  

One of the benefits of plotting the phase noise vs. measured voltage scatter plot is that 

the total phase noise can be observed immediately for a given input level and the total 

RMS voltage noise of the system can be calculated. The phase noise model (Equation 

3-3 in section 3.3.1) can be modified into Equation 5-20 by making the assumption that 

the phase noise contributed by the reference channel is negligible at lower input section 

of the log-log plot in Figure 5-16.  

 

    

Figure 5-16 Average phase noise vs. input amplitude of the MKIIa system at 0.46875MHz and 

4.6875MHz. Results from measurements performed in section 5.4.1 
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(b) Method of frontend noise calculation 

To compare the noise contribution of both systems, the following processes are 

suggested to first remove the effect of the processing and other noise contribution. The 

total RMS noise of the MIT system with FFT filtering applied is, 

 

n��$����(*
��$�$&)	 = A.E �K��$ ×
H,��� ×	" × �+$�,�+�			 Equation 5-20 

 

If the length of the FFT is 219 points and the sampling rate is 60 MS/s, then the value is 

measured over a 114.44 Hz noise bandwidth.  

 

Rewriting Equation 3-28 (section 3.3.7), the overall noise bandwidth with at a certain 

sampling rate fs is given by, 

 

n��$����	 = n��$����4*
��$�$&5 ÷ :w = n��$����4*
��$�$&5 × LT**�/? Equation 5-21 

 

The overall noise contributed by the frontend circuitry of the MIT system can therefore 

be calculated by the following equation. 

 

n*��#�	$#& = L	n��$����	� − (n-CD,AB8� + n1
��$�d	� ) Equation 5-22 

 

To calculate the frontend noise, it is observed that the phase noise is about 5mo at an 

input level of 10mV in Figure 5-16. The actual measurement was carried out by using an 

ADC range of 50mV and the jitter was estimated to be 10 ps. The actual measurement is 

based on a time constant of 35ms (4 times 219 points). The 5mo phase noise obtained 

from the MKIIa results in Figure 5-16 is multiply by √4 to become 10mo to adjust the 
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time constant to 8.7ms (219 point). The MIT MKIIa system frontend noise can be 

calculated using the following example: 

 Step 1:  Determine the phase noise from the log-log specification plot 

The phase noise, ϕϕϕϕave, of 0.01o and the input RMS level of 0.01V were obtained from the 

MKIIa results in Figure 5-16 and substituted into Equation 5-20. n��$����(*
��$�$&) = hi� _0.010� ×
uO
@v?
	` × 0.01e	 =	1.7453µV  

 

Step 2: Removing filtering effect 

To remove FFT ‘filtering’ effect, the processing gain, Nfft=219, is substituted into 

Equation 5-21. The noise is corresponding to the measurement noise bandwidth of fs/2. n��$����(*� �⁄ )	 = 1.7453μV	 × Q2@w/2 = 1.7453μV	 × 512=893.61µV 

 

Step 3: Determine total frontend noise 

The total frontend noise can be calculated with  an ADC input referred noise of 30µV,  a 

quantisation noise of 4.98µV at 50mVpp ADC input range and a RMS voltage noise of  

0.29 µV due to a jitter of 10 ps. Equation 5-22 gives, n*��#�	$#&(*� �⁄ ) = Q	�893.61μV�x − �30�e�x − �0.29μe�x = 893.11μV 

 

Step 4: Removing the receiver amplifier noise  

From the simulation carried out in section 4.5.3.2, the noise of the actively compensated 

instrumentation amplifier with a gain of 21 is about 464μV over the noise bandwidth of 

fs/2 (equivalent to an amplifier input referred noise of 4.04nV/√Hz). With Equation 3-5 

rearranged, the noise from cables, distribution circuits, sensors and Tx multiplexer is: 	�y:;z	&	F�G({; �	|:z}	~m:�⁄ )	 = Q�893.11μV�x − 	 �464μV�x = 760.78μV 

 

Step 5: Removing receiver amplifier gain 

The noise value is based on the calculation inclusive of the amplifier gain of 21 and the 

noise bandwidth of 30MHz. Removing the amplifier gain, the RMS voltage noise which 
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was contributed by the MKIIa cables, distribution circuits, sensors and the Tx 

multiplexer is	36.23μV.  	�y:;z	&	F�G({; �⁄ )	 = 760.78μV/21 = 36.23μV , which is equivalent to 6.6142nV/√Hz. 

 

The actual measurement time is actually approximately 70 seconds to obtain an 

equivalent of 35 ms actual waveform length in the measurement and this extra time 

might mean some phase drift is also incorporated into the averaging process.  

 

The instrumentation amplifier noise contribution of 4.64nV/√Hz is almost two third of 

the total frontend noise of the MIT system. The baseline performance with the PXI 

system only, based on the estimated figure, is between 2 to 3nV/√Hz, less than half of 

the total frontend system noise. The frontend component noise and amplifier noise 

combined although is only 2 or 3 times higher than digitiser input referred noise, but it 

will be amplify by the amplifier gain Av and lead to significant degradation in the phase 

noise performance of the MIT system.  

 

5.4.4 Multi-channel phase drift measurement  

The average phase drift is the difference between the maximum and minimum phase of 

the phase measurement averaged across all ‘relative Rx’ channels, with all 14 excitation 

channel activated sequentially over 12 hours. A time constant of 35 ms was used in the 

drift measurement. 

 

The average phase of each relative Rx channel is calculated after 14 Tx channels have 

been multiplexed and only 14 phase measurement results were obtained for each 

measurement frame.  For each Tx excitation position, 14 relative Rx channels were 

measured and the phase value of all relative Rx channel corresponding to each Tx 

position were recorded.  
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The average relative Rx phase measurement can be defined by using the following 

equation, 

3-�$[ V#] =
��.V.		7@	OV U 3B��.		�*	c�

c����

[ V#][OV#] Equation 5-23 

 

where  V# is the relative receiver channel and Txn is the actual transmitter channel. 

 

The average of the relative Rx phase drift is therefore given by, 

 	3&�
*�[ V] = 3-�$(+��)[ V]−3-�$(+
#)[ V] Equation 5-24 

 

where	 V is the relative receiver channel from 1 to 14. 

 

The procedure for the average phase drift measurement of the ‘relative Rx’ channels is: 

1. The frequency was set to 9.84735MHz. 

2. 600 full measurement frames were performed (equivalent to 12 hours). 

3. All 14 excitation channels were activated sequentially over 12 hours. 

4. The average phase change of 14 relative Rx measurements corresponding to 

every individual Tx transmitter is plotted over time. 

 

The average phase drift of the system measured over a period of 12 hours was less than 

10 mo for all Rx channel combination at 9.84735MHz. Figure 5-17 shows the result of 

average drift of Rx2, Rx6, Rx9 and Rx13. The Cardiff MKIIa MIT system provides an 

order of magnitude improvement in phase measurement noise and drift in comparison to 

the previous Cardiff MKI system. It also provides multi-frequency operation between 

0.5MHz and 14MHz. Although the phase noise increases with decreasing frequency by a 

factor of eight over this range, it demonstrates that a very phase stable MIT system can 

be archived by selecting appropriate settings and careful optimisation using the PXI-

5105 digitiser. 
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Figure 5-17 Selected samples of the drift measurements of the MKIIa system on relative Rx channel 

2, 6, 9 and 13  

5.4.5 Conductivity versus perturbed phase change 

A simple measurement was setup to investigate if the phase is directly proportional to 

the conductivity for a relative Rx channel. A cylindrical shaped container (15 cm 

diameter and 15 cm height) was placed in middle of the Cardiff MIT MKIIa system so 

that it had equal distance to each Rx sensor. The tank was then filled with approximately 

2.65 litres of a 0.05S/m, 0.5S/m and 5S/m saline solutions. A two-step absolute 

conductivity measurement was carried out with four repeated sets for each saline sample 

and the mean phase changes were recorded (Figure 5-18).  
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Figure 5-18 Average phase change vs. relative Rx channel obtained with four repeated two-step 

absolute conductivity measurements  
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From the result of Figure 5-18, the average phase value vs. conductivity for channel 3 

and channel 6 were plotted in Figure 5-19 (a). The linear regression line is fitted to each 

plot and showed a strong correlation with a straight line (e.g. R2=0.9999 at channel 6).  

 

Figure 5-19 (b) shows the average standard deviation of the phase change vs. 

conductivity for channel 3 and channel 6.  From the figure, the standard deviation of 

absolute conductivity is observed to be proportional to conductivity and also the total 

phase change.  

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

Figure 5-19 (a) Average phase change vs. conductivity (b) Average standard deviation of the phase 

change vs. Conductivity. Both results were obtained with four repeated two-step absolute 

conductivity measurements (only channel 3 and 6 are shown) 

 

5.4.6 Image reconstruction experiments related to M IT MKIIa  

The Cardiff MIT MKIIa was used to perform image reconstruction using real 

experimental data and to compare them with simulated MIT signals for the very first 

time (Zolgharni 2010). It was reported in the thesis that acceptable time-differential 

images were reconstructed, but absolute imaging was less successful.  
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5.5 Sensitivity evaluation of MIT signals with a head phantom 

5.5.1 Human head phantom 

A head shaped tank using a human anatomical skull model (Skull A20, UK 3B Scientific 

Ltd) with a length of 15.5cm and a width of 13.5cm was setup to evaluate the size of the 

signal in the MIT MKIIa system. The head shaped tank was filled with 800ml saline of 

0.25Sm-1 conductivity to simulate brain tissue (combined gray and white matter) (S. 

Gabriel et al. 1996).  

 

Figure 5-20 An anatomical model of the human skull with a 'haemorrhage model' as measurement 

sample 

 

Simple large peripheral located haemorrhage phantoms were created with agar cylinders 

(radius 2.5cm, height 2.5cm) of a volume of approximately 50cm3 and of conductivity 

0.9Sm-1; a value derived by assuming the lesion consisted of 75% blood (conductivity 

1.1Sm-1) and 25% normal tissue (conductivity of 1.1Sm-1). The sample is similar to the 

simulation carried out by Zolgharni et al. in a sensitivity study for detecting 

haemorrhagic cerebral stroke (M. Zolgharni et al. 2009). In addition to the 50ml sample 

the four different sizes and volumes of the sample shown in Figure 5-21 were included 

in this investigation. 

 
Figure 5-21 Volume of haemorrhage model made from agar cylinders 
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5.5.2 Measurement method and results 

The MIT-benchV3.0 software was used to carry out the measurement. Absolute and 

time difference measurements at 9.84MHz operating frequency were performed.  A head 

shaped tank was placed within the system as shown in Figure 5-22. The sample was 

place with an approximately 45 mm equal distance from the excitation coils Tx4 and 

Tx5.   

 

 

Figure 5-22  A head shaped tank in place in the Cardiff MIT MKIIa system for sensitivity studies 

 

Six channels of the excitation coils, Tx, were excited and all 14 receiver channels were 

measured. A total of 84 measurements of Tx-Rx channel combinations were performed 

for every measurement frame. The signal sampling rate was set to 60MS/s and 219 data 

points were acquired for every measurement (time constant of 8.7ms). Every 

measurement was repeated four times and the mean and standard deviation of the phase 

measurement was obtained. The mean phase value obtained was equivalent to a phase 

measurement with a 35ms time constant. 

 

Three measurement routines were carried out using the agar ‘haemorrhage’ and 

undertaken according to the two-step absolute measurement method described in section 
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4.2.1. The first measurement set was with free space as background and the second 

measurement set was with a homogenous conductivity background made with 0.25Sm-1 

saline. 

 

• Haemorrhage phantom in free space background (50 ml sample) 

Step one: A reference measurement with the tank empty.  

Step two: The 50ml agar sample was placed and a measurement taken.  

Results: The channels opposite to the excitation channels 4 and 5 (which provided 

maximum phase change values) for the ‘haemorrhage in free space background’ 

were 8 ± 1m° and 26 ± 4m°, respectively. 

 

• Haemorrhage phantom in brain background (50 ml sample) 

Step one: A reference measurement with the tank filled with 800 ml of 0.25Sm-1 

saline was taken.  

Step two: One of the five 0.9Sm-1 agar samples (e.g. started with 50ml) was placed in 

position, and the 50ml was saline removed. A measurement was taken. 

Results: The values for the channels opposite to the excitation channels 4 and 5 for 

the more realistic ‘haemorrhage in brain background’ were 15 ± 1m° and 42 ± 4m°, 

respectively. 

 

• Haemorrhage phantom in brain background (with different samples) 

Step one and two of the previous experiment were repeated with the samples shown 

in Figure 5-21, one at time starting from 50ml.  

Results: Figure 5-23 and Figure 5-24 show the results for the ‘different size 

haemorrhage in brain backgrounds’ for excitation coil Tx4 and TX5, respectively. 
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Figure 5-23  Results of the phase change caused by the Haemorrhage phantom in brain background 

with fixed receiver channels when the transmitter Tx5 was excited 

 

 
Figure 5-24 Results of the phase change caused by the Haemorrhage phantom in brain background 

with fixed receiver channels when the transmitter Tx5 was excited 
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5.6  Magnetic Induction Spectroscopy MKII design and 

performance 

5.6.1 Preliminary system design 

The development of the MIT system which employed the direct digitisation or ‘DSP 

based measurement platform’ was targeted specifically for an imaging application. In 

this section, the MIT system is modified and reconfigured into a 2-channel Cardiff MIS 

MKII system for conductivity spectra measurements.  

 

5.6.2 Simultaneous multi-frequency measurement setu p 

The Cardiff MIS MKII system setup is similar to the MIT MKIIa hardware 

configuration apart from a new 14-Bit, 100 MS/s arbitrary signal generator (National 

Instruments, PXI-5412) which is installed instead of the TTi TGA1242. The benefit of a 

PXI based signal generator is the clock synchronisation. Instead of having a clock 

synchronisation or phase locked loop circuitry to lock the signal generator through an 

external cable, the PXI system can be configured using a dedicated backplane clock. 

Two channels of the PXI-5105 are connected to the main and reference channel of the 

MIS system, respectively. 

 

A multi-tone waveform is formed using eight frequencies spaced over two decades and 

generated using the wave generation software  from NI (National Instrument, NI Analog 

waveform editor). This is similar in calculation to Equation 5-8 provided in section 

5.2.3.2. The amplitude of the waveform is weighted to give equal magnitude for all 

frequency.   

 

The design of the MIS MKII system is shown in Figure 5-25. The new system employs a 

much simpler setup than the one described in section 2.5.5, with a DSP based 

measurement platform and no complicated calibration procedure needed to measure the 

conductivity as only phase information is used. 
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14.5cm

8.5cm

Excitation coil

8-turn 4.5cm dia.

Receiver

Coil 2-turn 4.5cm dia.

Container 

placement

 
Figure 5-25 MIS MKII system with simultaneous frequency measurement capability   

 

The average phase noise measurement of the MIS system was carried out by taking 16 

repeated measurements and is calculated using the following equation.  

 

K-�$[w] =
�-c

U KB��.		�*	+�

+��

[w][-] Equation 5-25 

 

Where	w is the frequency index,  � is the number of the measurement index, � is the 

phase noise obtained with 16 repeated measurements (with TC=35 ms) and �i is the 

total number of averaging. 

 

To measure the phase drift, the repeated phase measurements were carried out over a 

period of 1 hour. Four sets of 1 hour measurements were acquired and the average phase 

drift of each frequency component was defined as the difference between the maximum 

and the minimum values of the measured phase over the 1 hour period and averaged 

over the four measurements. The average phase drift calculation is given by Equation 

5-26. 
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3&�
*�[w] =
�-c

U 3+��(w)(-)−3+
#[w][-]

B��.		�*	+�

+��

 Equation 5-26 

 

A plastic container with the dimension of approximately 40mm × 40mm × 65mm was filled 

with 100 ml of 1 S/m saline for measurement (Figure 5-26). 

 

 
Figure 5-26  Container to store measurement sample (100 ml volume)  

 

Table 5-7 shows the phase noise and phase drift at each frequency of the MIS MKII 

system. 

Table 5-7 The phase noise and drift performance of MIS MKII with corresponded frequency and 

signal’s magnitude 

Frequency  

(MHz) 

Ref. Magnitude  

(mVrms) 

Sig. Magnitude  

(mVrms) 

Phase Noise (m°°°°) Phase Drift (m°°°°) 

0.205 37 62 0.43 0.17 

0.405 37 60 0.44 0.27 

0.805 32 51 0.5 0.62 

1.605 31 51 0.53 0.73 

3.205 30 50 0.56 2.98 

6.405 30 49 0.58 3.46 

12.800 26 48 0.7 3.53 

20.100 26 54 0.83 7.43 
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5.6.3 Measurement of biological tissues spectra 

A measurement was carried out on four different biological tissue samples and 1S/m 

saline sample. Four conductivity measurements of fruit and vegetable samples were 

collected with 10 repeated two-step measurements.  Seven frequencies were set between 

0.025 MHz and 12.8 MHz with equal amplitude. The standard deviations of the 10 

measurements set were collected. 

 

 
Figure 5-27 Measurements of biological tissue using Cardiff MIS MKII system 

 

To obtain the plot in Figure 5-27, the value of the phase change versus frequency for 

each respective sample is first normalised by the value obtained at 12.8MHz.  Since the 

magnitude of the phase changes is proportional to the frequency, all phase values versus 

frequency for each sample are the weighted frequency ratio to the normalised reference 

at 12.8MHz. This will cause a flat frequency spectrum for homogenous conductivity 
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medium such as saline. For the biological tissues, ‘a higher pass filter’ response is 

expected according to the four element cell model described in section 2.2.5. 

 

A simple test was carried out to test the phase change of ‘freshness’ of a banana over 

three days (Figure 5-28). The results show a rather complex characteristic of the 

conductivity spectra which might be due to the breakdown of cell structure in the 

banana. 

 

 
Figure 5-28 Normalised conductivity curve for ‘banana freshness test’ 

 

5.7 Discussion and conclusion 

The development of the high precision Cardiff MIT MKIIa system, MIT measurement 

instrument control software MIT-BenchV3.0, and the digital phase measurement 

algorithms have resulted in a new high precision MIT system which can be used for 

practical measurements. The system performance evaluation shows that the MIT MKIIs 

system can achieve a phase noise of 1mo with the appropriate system settings.  Although 

the system is capable of maintaining high precision at 10MHz, it needs a much longer 
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averaging time when it is operating at lower frequencies because of the smaller 

excitation signals due to the characteristics of the excitation coil. 

 

In addition to the problem of low signal level at low frequencies, the additional frontend 

components, such as signal distribution circuitry in the Cardiff MKIIa system, increases 

the total frontend voltage noise to about 34.23µV with 30MHz noise bandwidth, which 

is about 3 times higher than the baseline performance (50mV ADC setting, RMS noise 

of 19µV). However, when the frontend component noise is combined with the amplifier 

input referred noise, and with further amplification, the total frontend noise will become 

significantly larger than the digitiser voltage noise density. This will basically dominated 

the phase noise in the MIT system.   

 

The only way to further reduce the phase noise is to apply more processing gain using 

more samples averaging and also to limit the noise bandwidth. One of the ways to 

reduce the effective noise bandwidth is to use FFT methods follow by an averaging 

process. The problem with averaging is that for 16 simultaneous channel measurements, 

which require 16 times 219 samples, requires 400 ms to transfer the data in the current 

PXI setup.  

 

Although a measurement frame will only produce 196 phase measurement results, a total 

of 224 signals are actually being measured because two channels out of the 16 channels 

of the signal measurement hardware are used as a phase reference. The total 224 signal 

measurements will requires data transfer time of 5.6s. The overall time with the default 

FFT based phase measurement method, however, will require 18.4s, and using the faster 

single frequency digital PSD algorithm requires only 7.7s.   

 

It is desirable to perform simultaneous multi-frequency measurements in the MIT 

system especially if multi-frequency excitation is employed for spectroscopy and/or 

channel frequency encoding (Scharfetter et al. 2007). The problem with the default FFT 

method is that it requires more than 900 ms calculation time per 16 channels. Although 
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speed can be increased by approximately a factor of two using decimation methods, the 

calculation time is still relatively long. 

 

Using decimation with additional averaging, will ideally lower the noise by √2 every 

time the decimation factor increase by a factor of two while the same processing speed 

can be maintained. However, the overall speed will be much longer when the PXI based 

system is employed as the same amount of data is transferred for every averaging 

process. The decimation process can only be carried out after the transfer of the data to 

the PC. This bottleneck of the data transfer speed between the digitiser and the PC in the 

PXI system causes the decimation and averaging process to slow down and makes the 

system basically impractical for using averaging to improve the measurement precision. 

A faster measurement is needed to speed up the measurement process if averaging is to 

be used to increase the overall MIT phase precision. Measurement speed optimisation 

methods will be investigated in the next chapter to further improve the MIT system. 

 

In conclusion, a multi-channel, multi-frequency MIT system was built and fully 

characterised. A new measurement software and DSP algorithm evaluation software was 

developed and tested. A comprehensive multi-channel, multi-frequency characterisation 

of phase noise and phase drift specification for annular array MIT system was recorded 

and presented.  

 

The MIT specification on the optimum setting produces the phase noise between less 

than 1mo to 5mo at the nearest and furthest receiver to the transmitter coil (at 

9.843750MHz with TC of 35ms). The drift was tested to be less than 10mo for all 

channels over 12 hours. For testing the signal in practical measurements of the MIT 

system, an investigation was carried out on a head phantom. It showed a ‘small 

haemorrhage phantom (5ml) in brain background’ is detectable at 10MHz.   

 

Furthermore, a preliminary design for a 2-channel Cardiff MIS MKII system for 

conductivity spectra measurement was developed. The performance were characterised 
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to have 0.4mo to 0.8mo phase noise between 200kHz and 20MHz. The drift of the 

system ranged from 0.17mo to 7.43mo in the same frequency range. A range of 

conductivity spectra of vegetable and fruit samples were measured using the newly 

developed MIS system to demonstrate its feasibility to perform high precision 

spectroscopic measurements on the samples. 
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Chapter 6 Measurement speed 
optimisation in MIT systems with 
multi-core processors platforms 
 

6.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, two digital signal processing platforms are investigated in terms of their 

speed performance. The first DSP platform investigated is based on a low cost parallel 

hardware implementation on a PC workstation using the multi-core processor CPU and 

the Graphics Processing Unit (GPU). The second DSP platform is based on a dedicated 

processor platform for which an Analog Device Blackfin BF561 fixed-point DSP was 

used. The focus of the investigation will be on the FFT based phase measurement 

algorithms since its calculation is one of the major factors that limit the overall 

measurement speed alongside with the data transfer speed limit. Higher speeds are 

needed to perform the FFT operation for applications such as spectroscopy 

measurements, where simultaneous multi-frequency measurements of conductivity are 

needed.  
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The first DSP platform requires the digitised data to be transferred first to a PC 

workstation before DSP processing. A ‘parallel co-processing’ technique is used to 

decrease the calculation time of the FFT algorithm by utilising the multi-core PC 

processor or the multi-core GPU processor. Although the ‘parallel co-processing’ 

technique will still be limited by the slow data transfer rate to the PC, it will provide an 

immediate solution to speed up the FFT algorithm as the multi-core CPU and GPU are 

relatively cheap to upgrade and do not require another major hardware development. 

 

To utilise multi-core CPU processing, the FFT algorithm developed in LabView is 

modified to split the FFT calculation for each receiver channel into separate groups with 

each group dedicated to one of the multi-core CPUs in the PC workstations. It utilises 

the ‘data re-entrance’ method in LabView by duplicating data in memory and allocating 

it to different multiple cores for parallel processing. For the GPU processor 

implementation, a DLL function written in C is generated using the CUDA library to 

perform a multi-channel FFT on an Nvidia GPU. The CUDA technology is a relatively 

new technology that enables the programming of the commercially available graphic 

cards from Nvidia to perform various mathematical operations.  

 

The improvement of the FFT calculations will be investigated on both, the multi-core 

CPU and the GPU co-processor, as an immediate solution to speed up the total 

measurement time. The algorithms for both are tested on the MIT-VirtualBenchV3.0. 

The coding of the CUDA-FFT code in C was written by the author of this thesis in 

collaboration with Maimaitijiang (Maimaitijiang et al. 2010). 

 

The second DSP platform is based on a ‘parallel dedicated processor’ technique (Wee et 

al. 2010). The technique uses a dedicated processor for each ADC channel and utilises a 

high-speed data transfer bus between the ADC and the dedicated processor for low 

latency data transfer. A preliminary design of MIT signal measurement module based on 

a dual-core, fixed-point DSP device (Analog Devices Blackfin BF-561) was developed 

and details of the design and preliminary test results will be given in this chapter. The 
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module will be relatively inexpensive which enables the MIT system to have one 

module per detection channel, thus, allowing fully parallel simultaneous digitisation and 

signal processing on each channel.  

 

6.2 Speed optimisation with multi-core CPU and GPU 

processor  

6.2.1 Speed optimization using the multi-core CPU 

6.2.1.1 Multi-core CPU algorithm implementation 

The graphical programming environment in LabView allows the implementation of 

parallel processing by dynamically assigning code to various CPU cores of a PC 

workstation. The process was carried out by cloning each signal processing subroutine 

and setting the signal processing algorithm's configuration to have “re-entrant 

execution”, where data are dynamically allocating a unique instance for each subroutine, 

including separate threads and memory space.  

 

A simple configuration step was carried out to parallelise the FFT algorithm. With the 

current setup, up to four core processors are support by the software. The procedures to 

implement the algorithm for a multi-core CPU are: 

• The VI property of the function block is set to ‘re-entrant execution’; 

• The subroutine is cloned into multiple blocks. 
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Figure 6-1 Parallelised FFT measurement algorithm in a multi-core PC 

 

Figure 6-1 shows the parallelisation of the FFT algorithm. The measurement data sets 

are divided and channelled into 1, 2 or 4 threads depending on the number of available 

processors. An FFT is carried out in parallel on each thread. LabView provides an 

automatic synchronization for gathering results from each thread.   

 

Two multi-core PC workstations were employed as a testing platform, a dual-core with 

an E6750 processor operating at 2.66 GHz and with  3 GB memory (4 MB of L2 cache, 

FSB 1333 MHz) and a quad-core with a Q9300 processor operating at 2.49 GHz (6 MB 

of L2Cache, S775 1333 MHz) with 3 GB memory. MIT-VirtualBenchV3.0 was installed 

on both PCs.   

6.2.1.2 Speed evaluation of multi-core PC optimisation 

For the multi-core workstation measurements, all evaluations of the computation times 

under each condition were measured using the MIT-VirtualBenchV3.0 software. The 

software incorporated the tick count function of LabView for 1 and 2 threads on the 

dual-core workstation and 1, 2 and 4 threads on the quad-core workstation. Data sets 

consisting of batches of 16 sine waves were used.  To benchmark the gain in calculation 

time when different processor is used a speed up factor, SF, is defined as 

$w-' =
O%���$����	-O%���$����	' Equation 6-1 
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Table 6-1 Speed optimisation using the parallelised FFT algorithm on multi-core PCs. Total 

computation time of the FFT on a 2 core and an 4 core workstation for varying number of FFT 

points.  

 

Table 6-1 shows the results obtained with the dual-core and the quad-core workstations. 

The increased numbers of cores reduces the simulation time, but the increase is well 

below the theoretical maximum speed-up. This may be due to synchronisation delays 

among the multiple cores. Interestingly, the dual-core provided lower overall 

computation times than the quad-core, even though the latter could provide twice as 

many threads. This may be due to the smaller L2 cache size available to each processor 

in the quad-core in comparison to the dual core (1.5 MB vs. 2 MB, respectively). The 

efficiency in general dropped with increasing number of cores and this may demonstrate 

limitations, which may be found with the use of multi-core PC’s for high intensity 

computing. Both multi-core PCs failed to run with an FFT size of 220 sample (with a 

batch of 16 signals), with LabView returning a lack of memory error.  

 

 

 

 

FFT 

length 

Time needed for default LabView FFT based phase measurement calculation (in ms) 

 

Intel  core2 duo1 Intel quad-core2 

1 core 2 cores $w@x 1 core 2 cores 4 cores $w@xd  $w@�d  

215 22 13 1.7 26 23 12 1.1 2.2 

216 45 28 1.6 49 35 29 1.4 1.7 

217 106 77 1.4 132 114 89 1.2 1.5 

218 295 222 1.3 370 299 251 1.2 1.5 

219 818 535 1.5 975 686 594 1.4 1.6 

1. E6750 2.66 GHz 4 MB of L2 cache (2 cores) FSB 1333 MHz, 3 GB memory 

2. Q9300 processor operating at 2.49 GHz (6 MB of L2Cache, S775 1333 MHz) with 3 GB 

memory 
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6.2.2 Speed optimization using GPU 

6.2.2.1 GPU algorithm implementation 

Graphic processors units (GPU) on commercially available graphics cards were also 

being investigated to provide an immediate hardware solution to speed up the 

measurement process for the PXI based measurement hardware. Nvidia provides a 

library that allows the development of code for some Nvidia Graphics Cards. The 

Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) consists of both, a hardware and 

software architecture for issuing and managing computations on the GPU as a data-

parallel computing device. The CUDA library provides an extension to the C 

programming language and includes optimised GPU implementations of standard FFT 

libraries. The CUDA library is used to create a Dynamic Link Library (DLL) for the 

FFT processing in GPU, it is termed as the CUDA-FFT DLL function. The DLL 

function forms a part of the LabView phase measurement algorithm in the MIT-

VirtualBenchV3.0 software. 

 

For this study, a 1-D real to complex FFT transformation, included in the CUDA library, 

was used. The algorithms for CUDA’s FFT library were compiled using a Microsoft 

Visual Studio 2008 C-compiler to create a LabView compatible DLL function. The 

function was included in the LabView program in order to exchange the acquired signals 

and the computed results between the PC and the GPU. The FFT algorithm performed 

on the GPU were called within the LabView programming environment on the host PC.   

 

The following steps are carried out in the CUDA-FFT DLL library function to perform 

the FFT based phase measurement algorithm in graphic card using the CUDA library. 

1. cufft-Plan1d function: Create an FFT plan. 

2. cudaMemcpy function: Copy data from the host PC to the GPU. 

3. cufftExecR2C function: Compute the Real to complex FFT on the GPU.  

4. cudaMemcpy function: Copy the results of the FFT from GPU to the host PC 

based on predefined frequency indices. 
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The CUDA-FFT DLL functional block, which provides the interface to the CUDA DLL 

in the LabView environment, is shown in Figure 6-2 and source code for DLL in C is 

given in Appendix D. The CUDA-FFT DLL functional block is incorporated into the 

MIT-VirtualBenchV3.0 to perform the FFT based phased measurement algorithm in 

LabView using the GPU processor. 

 

 

Figure 6-2 Implementation of the CUDA-FFT DLL in LabView function block to perform the FFT 

on GPU 

6.2.2.2 Measurement speed evaluation of GPU optimisation 

A simulation was setup to run 16 FFT in using different graphic card installed on the PC 

workstation (Intel core2 duo E6750 2.66 GHz 3GB memory). Sixteen waveforms are 

simulated and they were fetched into the CUDA-FFT DLL functional block for FFT 

calculation. The Nvidia GeForce 9800 GX2 and the Nvidia GeForce 8400GTX Graphic 

Cards were selected for testing. The specifications of both cards are listed below: 

• High-End Nvidia GeForce 9800 GX2: 256 stream processor, 600 MHz core 

clock, 1000 MHz memory clock, 512 MB memory, 512-bit memory interface, 

128 GB/s memory bandwidth. 

• Low-cost Nvidia GeForce 8400GT: 96 stream processor, 450 MHz core clock, 

400 MHz memory clock, 256 MB memory, 64-bit memory interface, 6.4 GB/s 

memory bandwidth. 
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Table 6-2 Total computation time of the FFT in LabView using the Nvidia GeForce 8400GT and the 

Nvidia GeForce 9800GX2 graphics card for varying number of FFT points (The time includes all 

data transfer of the FFT results back into LabView memory from the GPU memory)  

FFT length Time needed for default FFT based phase 

measurement calculation(ms) 

Speed up 

factor=time of 

8400GT divided 

by time of 

9800GX2 

GeForce 8400GT GeForce 9800GX2 

Time(ms) Time(ms) $wv�??,wv?? 

212 3 0.9 3.3 

213 6 1.5 4.0 

214 15 5.0      3.0 

215 29 10.0 2.9 

216 52 13.0 4.0 

217 105 30 3.5 

218 254 62 4.1 

219 507 103 4.9 

 

Both cards were installed in a dual-core PC (E6750 processor operating at 2.66 GHz and 

3 GB memory). The high-end GPU 9800GX2 calculation time using the FFT function 

(cufftExecR2C) is approximately four times faster than the 8400GT GPU in average, and 

it is about 5 times faster than the LabView FFT calculation time (535ms) using a dual 

core processing on the dual-core PC with E6750 processor. 

6.2.2.3 LabView interface latency on overall calculation time   

The implementation of two different codes is compared on the Nvidia GeForce 9800 

GX2. The purpose of this investigation is to see how the use of the CUDA-FFT DLL 

within the LabView programming environment affects the calculation speed compared 

to the native GPU code written in C language. The following setup was used: 

 

a) For the native C program, the FFT computation which includes the sine wave 

generation on the host, the FFT computation within the GPU and the data 

transfer time to and from the host. The time was measured using the 

cutCreateTimer function in CUDA.  
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b) For the LabView environment, the FFT computation within the GPU and the 

data transfer time to and from the host. The time was measured using the tick 

count function in LabView.  

 

Table 6-3 shows the FFT computation times for the GPU via C compiled code and for 

the GPU via DLL call from LabView. Different data sets, consisting of batches of 1, 4 

and 16 batch FFT, were used. A batch FFT here means multiple FFT are processed. The 

number of data transfers of the GPU memory back into LabView memory is set 

according to the number of FFT batches, the time measured in Table 6-3 will be based 

on such a condition. 

 

Table 6-3 Computation times for different number of FFT sample lengths and batch sizes for (i) the 

FFT computation within the GPU only and (ii) the LabView DLL. The times include the FFT 

computation and the data transfer times.  

Number 

of FFT 

points 

Timing with total of FFT batches calculation (ms)  

 

Time 

difference 

between 

(a) and (b) 

 

(a)  CUDA-FFT DLL via  native C 

program 

 

(b) CUDA-FFT DLL via LabView 

DLL call 

1 FFT 4 FTT 16 

FFT 

1FFT 4 FFT 16 FFT 16FFT 

215 0.6 1.6 5.4 1.5 3 7 1.6 

216 0.8 2.3 8.4 2 4.5 12 3.6 

217 1.5 5.2 19.6 3 8 28 8.4 

218 2.9 11 42.4 5 15 55 12.6 

219 4.2 16 63 8 36 86 23.0 

220 7.8 30 120 16 65 170 50.0 

 

The data transfers times from the DLL to the LabView environment can be determined 

by subtracting the time for the native C routine from the time for the LabView DLL 

method. It can be seen that the total time increases approximately linearly for both 

increasing FFT sample lengths and batch sizes. The data transfer time was also found to 

be approximately linear.  

 



 

 

6.2.3 Comparison between GPU and CPU

Figure 6-3 shows the comparison of the algorithms calculation speed 

number of FFT sample length

dual-core workstation with GPU

workstation with 1 and 2 cores

measurement of the 

demonstrated increasing speed

workstations with one or two cores used

and 6.2 times were achieved over the single 

respectively.  

 

 Figure 6-3 Speed-up factor of the 

 

Comparison between GPU and CPU  

shows the comparison of the algorithms calculation speed 

number of FFT sample length (equal to the data length of acquired waveform)

core workstation with GPU (Intel E6750 with Nvidia 9800GX2)

1 and 2 cores (Intel E6750). The data for the GPU 

 LabView DLL with a 16 batch FFT. The workstation with GPU 

demonstrated increasing speed-up values with an increasing FFT

with one or two cores used. A maximum speed-up of 

were achieved over the single core and the dual

up factor of the GPU over the dual-core workstation with varying

(Maimaitijiang et al. 2010) 
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for the GPU is taken from the 

he workstation with GPU 

FFT length over dual-core 

up of approximately 9.5 

dual core implementation, 

 

with varying  FFT lengths 
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6.3 Preliminary development of a dedicated DSP processor 

platform 

6.3.1 Multi-channel design concepts 

Figure 6-4 shows a newly proposed implementation of a dedicated DSP based platform 

for the MIT system. It consists of multiple dedicated DSP modules, each consisting of 

dual monolithically matched ADC connected to a dual core DSP. Unlike the PXI 

system, the module can be attached directly to the MIT sensor array chassis. One 

channel of the DSP modules is dedicated to the main signal, the other is connected to the 

reference. The reference is measured at the excitation coil using a reference coil. The 

reference signals are combined into a single reference signal, using a passive power 

combiner, and then distributed to the second channel of each of the DSP modules. The 

signal sources and all DSP modules are phase locked.  

 

 

Figure 6-4 Proposed multi-channel configuration of the dedicated DSP signal measurement modules 
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Since each of the modules has two channels, in principle, they can be configured in a 

way such that only 8 modules can be used to measure 15 detector channels and one 

reference channel, with the phase relationship between each module defined by the 

common clock supplied and a single common synchronization signal. For simultaneous 

multi-channel measurements, highly stable channel phase skews between channels can 

be difficult to achieve if the high speed ADCs are not designed to be in the same 

enclosure with a highly stable backplane clock signal distribution.  

 

The idea of the proposed architecture is to bring the ADC with the DSP processing 

module very close to the MIT sensor to enhance portability and reduce the phase error 

cause by any movement of cables.  This will trade off the benefit of having the multiple 

ADC in a single enclosure. The individual module will be attached to the sensors at 

different locations.  

6.3.2 The Blackfin processor 

6.3.2.1 The selection of the processor type 

Digital signal processing can be separated into two categories – fixed-point and floating-

point. The algorithms developed previously on the multi-core PC and GPU are based on 

floating-point calculations. For this evaluation, a dual core fixed-point processor 

(Analog Devices Blackfin BF561, 600MHz) was chosen due to the intended dual-

channel 'main and reference signal' architecture described previously (section 6.3.1). The 

processor has a standard built-in ‘‘microcontroller functionality’ and a high-speed 

communication port. One of the main features are the two Parallel Peripheral Interface 

ports (PPI). The PPI can operate up to the maximum of 65 MS/s, about half the rate of 

the BF561's 133 MHz SDRAM clock frequency. It provides a glue-less connection to 

the parallel port of the ADC. A dual-channel ADC with 14-bit resolution and a 

maximum sampling rate of 80 MS/s (Analog devices, AD9640) was selected to provide 

high performance signal digitisation for the dual core processor.  
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The fixed-point algorithm development is much more time consuming because of the 

limited dynamic range in the fixed-point format. With fixed-point notation, the gap 

between adjacent numbers is always fixed. A proper scaling of the data must be 

performed in each stage of the calculation to ensure the number range is not overflowing 

and at the same time to have the minimum quantisation error. The algorithm in a 

floating-point processor would be much easier to program because a number is 

represented in a mantissa and an exponent number format where gaps between adjacent 

numbers are not uniformly spaced – with large gaps between large numbers and small 

gaps between small numbers (Moler 2004). 

 

Apart from the dynamic range and precision, the selection of a dedicated DSP processor 

will also be based on the cost, added functionality, ease of development, speed 

performance. However, ultimately it is the data characteristic in the MIT system that 

determines whether fixed-point or floating-point processing is suitable. One could argue 

why a floating-point solution was not chosen. An example would be the dual core 

floating-point TigerSharc TS-201 DSP processor (Analog Devices), which has similar 

features as the BF561 processor. Although the floating-point processor would be a better 

solution and the use of a TigerSharc processor would definitely ease the algorithm 

development because of the  higher dynamic range of the floating-point format. 

 

The reason against the TigerSharc is its cost. The processor is 10 times more expensive 

than its fixed-point counterpart (see Table 6-4). The Blackfin processor coded in a 16-bit 

with a proper scaling should be sufficient to accommodate the needed of dynamic range 

and precision to accommodate the 12-bit ADC, and also performed the FFT operation or 

other more efficient algorithms at reasonable speed.  

 

For high resolution ADC (16-bit), a 32-bit fixed-point operation is more appropriate for 

the needed precision. A study using a fixed-point processing platform was also being 

reported in the measurement of signals for Optical Coherence Tomography Systems (Ali 

et al. 2009). Although the study is not explicitly designed for phase measurement, it 
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showed that a 32-bit internal precision would be needed to ensure the precision of FFT 

calculation. 

 

Table 6-4 Analog Devices Embedded DSP processors comparison 

Processor Price 

USD 

Parallel 

Interface 

Raw performance 

Fixed-point  

Blackfin BF561 $33.89 Dual 16-bit 

Parallel Port 

65 MHz 

1.2 Billion MACs/second 
per core (dual core) 

Floating-point  

TigerSharc 

TS-201 

$314.42 Dual 16-bit 

Parallel Port 

65 MHz 

1.2 Billion MACs/second 
3.6 Billion Floating-Point 
Ops (GFLOPS) 

 

In terms of fixed-point processor raw performance, a quick overview of the up-to-date 

speed performance benchmark from mainstream DSP processor manufacturers, such as 

Analog Devices, Texas Instrument, Freescale, Microchip and others can be found on the 

following website (BDTI 2010). In terms of functionality, the Blackfin BF561 processor 

provides a built in many microprocessors functionally It also provides a dual high speed 

parallel port for ADC up to 65MS/s, which is not available from other DSP processor 

manufacturer. 

 

In terms of speed requirement for biomedical MIT applications, the low signal 

perturbation from the biological tissue will always be the factor that limits the signal to 

noise ratio of the system. Hence, the MIT systems will always need a long averaging 

time for a high measurement precision. The measurement precision can be improved 

with oversampling technique using the high speed ADC and ‘averaged decimated’ 

method can be performed to reduce the overall noise. The precision is the main concern, 

while the real-time requirement to process data is only secondary. Biomedical MIT can 

therefore operate in an offline processing mode where data are stored in a buffer 

memory for post processing. 
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6.3.2.2 Blackfin BF561 Processor Specification 

The Blackfin processor ADSP-BF561 consists of two 16-bit fixed-point processor cores 

which are based on the Micro Signal Architecture (MSA) (Gan and Kuo 2007). The 

MSA architecture combines a 32-bit RISC-like instruction set and a dual 16-bit multiply 

and accumulate (MAC) signal processing functionality with the ease-of-use attributes 

found in general-purpose microcontrollers. The computational units process 8-bit, 16-

bit, or 32-bit data from the register files. This combination of processing attributes 

enables Blackfin processors to perform equally well in both signal processing and 

control processing applications. The detailed description of the processor can be 

obtained from the user manual (AnalogDevices 2009a). The processor’s block diagrams 

of the overall architecture, the core ALU unit and he memory architecture are given in 

the appendix (chapter Appendix F). The BF561 consists of two symmetric 600 MHz 

high performance Blackfin cores with 328KBytes of on-chip memory. Each Blackfin 

core includes: 

 

(i) Processor and ALU 

• Two 16-bit MACs, two 40-bit ALUs, four 8-bit video ALUs, 40-bit shifter. 

RISC-like register and instruction model for ease of programming and compiler-

friendly support.  

• Advanced debug, trace, and performance monitoring Wide range of operating 

voltages. 

(ii) Memory and DMA controller 

• 16KBytes of instruction SRAM/cache, 16KBytes of instruction SRAM, 

32KBytes of data SRAM/cache, 32KBytes of data SRAM, 4KBytes of 

scratchpad SRAM, 128KBytes of low latency on-chip L2 SRAM, Four-channel 

internal memory DMA controller 

• External memory controller with glue-less support for SDRAM, mobile 

SDRAM, SRAM, and flash. 
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(iii) Memory and DMA controller 

• Dual 12-channel DMA controllers (supporting 24 peripheral DMAs). 

• 2 memory-to-memory DMAs, 2 internal memory-to-memory DMAs and 1 

internal memory DMA controller. 

• 12 general-purpose 32-bit timers/counters with PWM capability. 

• SPI-compatible port. 

• UART with support for IrDA. 

• Dual watchdog timers and Dual 32-bit core timers. 

• 48 programmable I/O (GPIO). 

• On-chip phase-locked loop capable of 0.5× to 64× frequency multiplication. 

• 2 parallel input/output peripheral interface units supporting  ITU-R 656 video 

and glue-less interface to analogue front-end ADCs. 

• 2 dual channel, full duplex synchronous serial ports supporting eight stereo I2S 

channels. 

6.3.3 Dedicated DSP module prototype 

A dual-channel high-speed ADC system evaluation module was selected for 

development prototype. It consists of an AD9640 with two internal 14-bit ADC 

(80MSps). An evaluation kit (BlueTechnix, EVAL-BFxx) and a dual-core DSP 

processor board with 64 MB on-board memory (BlueTechnix, CM-BF561) was used to 

evaluate the dedicated DSP processor approach.   
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Figure 6-5 Evaluation module for DSP based MIT system 

 

The connection pins and interface between are given in Appendix E, The ports are 

connected with an extension board with wires for initially testing.  An Analog Devices 

JTAG emulator is used to provide control and debugging information for the DSP kit. 

 

The design of the module is intended to perform the following functions: 

• Acquire and store data of lengths up to 1M Sample in the on-board RAM, on 

both channels simultaneously, at a rate of  >30MS/s.  

• Process the stored data with an FFT. The amplitude and phase of the signals, one 

channel relative to the other, at selected frequency indices will be computed. 

• Transfer the results to the host PC via the UART on the CM-BF561 board. 

• Control and configure the ADC via the host PC via the SPI and GPIO port.  
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Figure 6-6 Picture of the evaluation board for dedicated DSP processor module for the MIT system 

 

In terms of the overall cost, the BF-561 and the AD9640 devices are approximately US$ 

36 and US$ 38 (April 2010). It is expected that the total cost of components and 

fabrication of these modules should thus be less than US$ 200. The power consumption 

of the BF-561 and the AD9640 devices are estimated to be 1W and 452mW, 

respectively, and the DSP modules should therefore have very modest power 

requirements.  

 

6.3.4 Development and testing tools 

The DSP modules embedded algorithm will be developed using the Analog Devices 

integrated debugging and development environment (VisualDSP++ V5.0). 

VisualDSP++ allows programmers to edit, compile, assemble, debug and link the code 

to generate executable code for the Blackfin processor. The code is written in C together 

with assembly language using the VisualDSP++ C library for Blackfin process and the 

extended C library (BlueTechnix, Blacksheep). The development package includes a 

Visual DSP++ kernel (VDK) that allows the user to performance task scheduling and 

resource allocation to address memory and timing constraints.  
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6.3.5 Speed performance of the DSP module 

The DSP module was tested using 16-bit fixed point operations. The AD9640 14-bit 

ADC with a +/-1 V voltage range will have the precision of 0.122mV, the 14-bit data 

can be fitted into the (1.15) fixed-point to minimise rounding off error. This preliminary 

test only caters for the testing of the speed performance of a 16-bit FFT function running 

on the BF-561. The fixed-point real to complex FFT was tested using the FFT function 

rfft_fr16() from the VisualDSP++ C library, which is a Radix-2 FFT and includes 

scaling features. The preliminary study compared multiplications and FFT calculations 

on, 

(i) An Intel Core 2 Duo E6750 2.66 GHz workstation. 

(ii)  A dual core BF561 600 MHz Blackfin DSP processor.  

 

For the tests on the workstation, the multiplication test involved the timing of the scalar 

multiplication of two vectors of length 219 each of 16-bit precision. The FFT test 

involved the real to complex FFT of a vector of length 219 with 16-bit precision. In both 

cases the computation and timing was carried out using Matlab. The Matlab FFT 

function employed for the FFT test.  

 

The same calculations were performed the DSP module, but the FFT was carried out on 

a vector with a length 210 samples and this was repeated 512 times (29). The FFT could 

not be carried out with a data length of 219 due to memory restrictions within the DSP 

device and an approximation, assuming a linear relationship between data length and 

FFT time, was achieved by repeating the FFT operation on the smaller vector. The 

algorithms for the FFT performance benchmark are given in Appendix G.1. 
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Table 6-5 Calculation time of multiplication and FFT algorithm using a floating-point and fixed-

point processor (with 219 sample point equivalent) 

 Time for processing (ms)  

 Dual core CPU Fixed point DSP Speed up factor 

Algorithm 219  16 x 219 219 

equivalent 

16 x 219 

equivalent 

�����,��� 

1 batch 

�����,���

�

16 batch 

Multiplication 2.26  36.16  17.5 17.5  0.13 2.06 

Real to 

complex FFT 

35  560  128  128  0.27 4.37 

CPU: Intel core 2 Duo E6750 2.66 GHz (32-bit floating-point calculation) 

Fixed DSP: Dual core BF561 600 MHz Blackfin (16-bit fixed-point calculation) 

 

Table 6-5 shows the results of the preliminary test measurements. For the speed up table, 

it can be observed that the calculation time of multiplication and FFT the workstation 

was 7.8 and 3.7 times faster than the DSP module for a 219 data length calculation. 

respectively. If, however, the total computation time for 16 detector channels in the MIT 

system is considered, then the values for the workstation will increase linearly since the 

operations are performed sequentially. The values for the DSP module will however 

remain fixed since it is operating fully in parallel (one module per channel).  

 

The MIT systems employing DSP modules should thus be over 4 times faster than the 

single processor workstation. This figure does not include data transfer times, which 

would be expected to be significantly greater for an MIT system employing a PXI-

workstation interface. Specifically, the PXI based system with the FFT calculation on 

the PC requires 2.04 seconds for the transfer of the full frame (section 5.3.6.1). This is 

the same if a single or a multi-tone is used.  

 

The DSP based approach, on the other hand, requires the transfer of four 16-bit numbers 

per module and per frequency index. This assumes that the real and imaginary 

components of the FFT output for the main and the reference signal is transferred and 
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that the calculation of the phase and the phase shift is performed on the PC. Key to this 

is that the DSP module knows the frequency index or indices. The total data transfer for 

a single tone full frame is 1568 bytes (8 bytes/channel, 14 channels, 14 excitations). The 

absolute time for the data transfer depends the data bus used. Even on the slow RS232 

connection (115.2kbit/s) the transfer takes only 124.4ms.   

 

6.3.6 The embedded software for the DSP module 

6.3.6.1 Configuration for multi-channel system setup 

The proposed multi-channel configuration will use a digital output to trigger the 

execution of the individual DSP modules. Each of the modules is configured to 

simultaneous sample a main and a reference signal and is independent of the other 

modules. The DSP modules do not need backplane clock synchronisation to obtain 

accurate phase measurement for all channels as each module acquires the reference 

signal. The accuracy will depend on the quality of the internal clock for the simultaneous 

measurement (inter-channel variation) and the quality of the reference signal which has 

been fed into the module.   

 

A digital trigger will activate a control code for each individual module, which then set a 

predefined setting to configure the ADC9640 via the SPI interface. Once the ADC is 

configured, a measurement trigger will start a simultaneous measurement via the PPI 

register and initiate a data transfer to the internal memory location. The DSP processing 

can be carried out within the internal L1 and L2 memory for point by point algorithm or 

stored in external SDRAM to perform offline processing. The whole data frame 

processing is also needed for algorithms like the FFT where the full frame of data is 

required before the calculation can be performed. The result of the calculation will be 

fetched back into the PC workstation via a UART port.  
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Figure 6-7 Peripheral control and data communication block diagram of BF561 evaluation module. 

The diagram shows two channels system with one DSP module each. 

 

 The initialise design of the coding for evaluation will be carried out using the Visual 

DSP++ V5.0, to establish communication between PC workstation, the BF561 and 

AD9640. The embedded code is given in Appendix G.2 and G.3 

 

6.3.6.2 SPI and PPI port control in DSP module 

The connection between the BF561 and the ADC9460 is shown in Figure 6-8.  
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Figure 6-8 High-speed parallel PPI data bus and SPI control line connection 

 

The Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) port provides an I/O interface to a wide variety of 

SPI compatible peripheral devices. The SPI port is used to control the function within 

the AD9640. The memory maps of AD9640 and the control register are given in 

appendix G.4 and G.5. The SPI port configuration is setup to operate in the following 

mode:  

• Mode of operation: Master Out Slave In (MOSI) mode. 

• Functions: Configure the sampling rate of ADC and other features. 

• The embedded code in C program is given and commented in Appendix G.2 and 

G.3. 

 

The Parallel Peripheral Interface (PPI) is a half-duplex, bidirectional port 

accommodating up to 16 bits of data in parallel. It has a dedicated clock pin, three 

multiplexed frame sync pins, and four dedicated data pins. The PPI port is used to 

provide a fast parallel data connection between the BF561 and the AD9640. The PPI 

port can be configured via its control register for different modes of data transfer to 

initiate a data transfer when the data is available (e.g. by detecting the rising edge of the 

PPI clock). The timing diagram of AD 9640 output and the control register of the PPI 
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port will be given in appendix G.6 and G.7. The PPI port is configured to operate in the 

following mode: 

 

• Mode of operation: General purpose PPI mode with no frame syncs. 

• Functions: Configure the Dynamic Memory Access (DMA) and trigger a data 

transfer from ADC output port to the BF561 internal memory. 

• The embedded code in C program will also be given and commented in 

Appendix G.2 and G.3. 

 

6.3.6.3 The preliminary test of DSP module 

The initial testing of the embedded code was performed through a Joint Test Action 

Group (JTAG) emulator (Analog Devices, ADZS-HPUSB-ICE). The compiled 

embedded code was downloaded into the BF-561 core memory for direct execution. The 

measurement data obtained from the ADC are stored in the DSP core memory. 

VisualDSP++ 5.0 allows the data to be saved directly from the processor core memory 

location to the PC via the emulator. The embedded code and the system configuration 

were tested using a signal source from a 170 MHz, 4-Channel DDS Signal Generator 

(Novatech, DDS9m). Two channels were set to output a 10 MHz, 1 Vpp sine wave. 

Another channel of the DDS was used to clock the ADC with a 50 MHz signal. The two 

10 MHz waveform were fed into two of the AD9640 ADC channel and they were 

sampled at 50MS/s for a data length of 210 points and the results are shown in Figure 

6-9.   
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Figure 6-9 Output retrieved from core A and Core B of the Blackfin DF561 L1 cache memory after 

two 10MHz signals were sampled by the AD9640 at 50MS/s 

 

The system, however, experienced some random missing code error, which might be 

caused by the interference in the PPI port interconnection. Due to the time limitation - 

the evaluation of the dedicated DSP will be concluded here and a future work for further 

algorithm and system development will be recommended.  

 

6.4 Discussion and conclusion 

The use of multi-core workstations for parallel implementations of the FFT appears to 

offer limited performance gains based on the results obtained in this study. Efficiency 

dropped significantly as the number of core increases. The lowest computation times 

achieved for the largest data set with which the different parallel FFT implementations 

were compared – a batch of 16 signals each of 219 sample length and with single 

precision – were for the single, dual and quad processor implementations, without the 

use of a GPU, 818ms, 535ms and 594ms, respectively. The corresponding figure 

obtained using the GPU was 86ms. Consequently, the use of a GPU for parallel 

implementation of the FFT appears to provide an effective acceleration. The method is 
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cost-effective since GPU’s are produced for mass consumer markets and the cost of 

suitable devices is therefore, relatively modest (£100 - £500, 2010). 

 

The potential advantage of using dedicated DSP signal measurement modules was 

demonstrated. The parallel architecture of the dedicated DSP module will not suffer 

from the same speed limitation found in recently developed MIT systems employing 

PXI digitisers and workstations for FFT-based signal processing where the computation 

time increased linearly with increasing number of measurements. In a 16-channel 

detector system, preliminary test of the DSP module will potentially be 4 times faster 

than the PXI/workstation. The speed of the signal measurement algorithm in a dedicated 

DSP module is at present lower than that achievable in a dual-core workstation using 

Matlab. This is partly due to the higher clock speed and the memory interface speed 

available on the workstation CPU’s.  

 

Improved speed however is expected from the DSP module since no optimization of the 

FFT algorithm employed has yet been attempted. Algorithms other than the FFT, such as 

the Goertzel algorithm, may provide a ‘better fit’ to the DSP module architecture need to 

be further investigated. The hardware development which was carried out in section 

6.3.6.3 was nonetheless evaluated and sampled two 10MHz signals at 50MS/s. 

 

In conclusion, the FFT based phase measurement algorithm was parallelised for the PXI 

based MIT system. Both GPU and CPU manage to speed up the FFT by a factor of 9.5 

and 6.2 respectively, compared to the default FFT on a single processor. A new low cost, 

high performance, multi-channel, multi-frequency DSP based measurement module with 

the added benefits of being portable, low power consumption and also a very flexible 

design for multiple channel system architecture, was suggested in this chapter. For 

multiple channel measurement, a speed increase is expected when multiple channels are 

used because of the parallel architecture. 
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Chapter 7 Conclusion & Future 
works 
 

7.1 Overall Conclusion 

The study was setup to investigate a DSP based measurement platform for biomedical 

MIT and MIS systems where signals are directly digitised. Multi-channel and multi-

frequency signal measurement hardware is designed by using a generic PXI based high-

speed digitiser where the DSP calculations are carried out on a PC workstation.  

 

The analysis on the noise behaviour of the digitiser coupled with the FFT based phase 

algorithm resulted in an empirical phase noise model’s formulation. This also led to 

methods to optimise the digitiser settings and measurement algorithms to suit the signal 

behaviour of the annular array MIT system.  

 

The use of the optimised PXI based hardware with high phase precision allows a further 

investigation on two novel methods to reduce the phase drift on a newly developed 5-
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channel MIT system prototype, namely the ‘active-passive reference method’ and the 

‘actively compensated instrumentation amplifier’. The latter method was proven to be 

effective and allowed a longer measurement averaging time to archive a sub millidegree 

phase noise performance with an excellent phase drift specification.  

 

As a result, a further development of a fully functional 14-channel MIT system, the 

Cardiff MIT MKIIa, and a single channel MIS MKII system was conducted. Both 

systems demonstrated high phase precision (less than 1mo) and excellent thermal phase 

stability (less than 10mo over 12 hours). Two software packages, the MIT BenchMKII 

V3.0 and the MIT VirtualBenchMKII V3.0, were also developed for the MIT system’s 

measurement automation together with the DSP algorithm development in the LabView 

Programming environment.  

 

The measurement automation software allows a newly suggested multi-channel phase 

noise and phase drift characterisation method to be performed on Cardiff MIT MKIIa. 

The multi-channel phase noise and drift measurement results obtained are the most 

comprehensive to date (August 2010) and it is one of the most precise and phase stable 

MIT system available.  

 

The measurement on the head phantom showed a ‘small haemorrhage phantom (5ml)’ is 

detectable at 10MHz. A conductivity spectrum of a range of fruit and vegetable samples 

were measured using the newly developed MIS system to demonstrate its feasibility to 

perform high precision simultaneous multi-frequency measurement on the biological 

sample. 

 

The FFT algorithm calculation and the data transfer limitation of the ‘offline’ PC based 

processing were identified to be the two main factors that limit the speed of the 

measurement. A FFT based phase measurement algorithm was parallelised in the 

LabView environment and in C programming with the CUDA library enabling efficient 

calculation of the FFT on multi-core CPUs and GPUs.  Finally, to overcome the data 
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transfer limitation, a preliminary development of a dedicated DSP module with a dual 

channel ADC and a dual fixed-point Blackfin processor was carried out. It is aimed to 

develop a high performance, low cost and portable dedicated DSP platform. 

 

With the research outcomes and achievements that have been published in this thesis, it 

can be concluded that the direct digitisation method in an optimised configuration, 

coupled with a parallelised FFT based phase measurement algorithms, and the use of an 

actively compensated instrumentation amplifier design, is capable of producing a very 

high precision, thermally phase stable biomedical MIT and MIS system design. It also 

provides a very effective and a flexible measurement platform for any future hardware 

upgrade. 

 

7.2 Summary of contribution to knowledge 

Based on the research findings, the aspects of the original contribution to knowledge are 

listed in this section. The contribution is divided into four parts. (The ‘*’ indicates that 

the original contribution was shared by another research collaborator, details are given 

section 1.4)  

7.2.1 Direct digitisation methods for phase measure ments 

• Formulation of an empirical phase noise estimation model based on the 

calculation of total system voltage noise in direct digitisation measurement. 

Detailed analysis and verification of phase noise estimation model were carried 

out. 

• Optimisation of signal source and the PXI-5105 high speed digitizer hardware 

configuration for the use with a new FFT based phase measurement algorithm to 

obtain a very high phase measurement precision. 

• Characterisation of the PXI based signal measurement hardware in terms of the 

amplitude related phase noise behaviour and the phase drift of the hardware. 
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• A phase noise reduction optimisation method was suggested using ‘dynamic 

range extension procedure’ estimated to produce 0.5 m° phase noise in the 

voltage range of 3mVrms to 2Vrms (TC=8.7ms). The method was implemented 

in the Cardiff MIT MKIIa system.   

7.2.2 Novel phase drift reduction in practical MIT measurement 

• Analysis of practical MIT measurement procedures and potential drift in the MIT 

receiver signal path. 

• Novel concept and evaluation for active-passive reference methods.* 

• Novel concept and evaluation for actively compensated instrumentation 

amplifier design achieving 1m°/°C phase drift.* 

7.2.3 A high precision MIT and MIS system 

• Development of a new 14-channel MIT and MIS system based on the newly 

developed methodology.* 

• Development of a multi-channel, multi-frequency measurement software and 

DSP algorithm evaluation tool for the Cardiff MIT MKIIa system. 

• New multi-channel, multi-frequency phase noise characterisation methods were 

suggested and the full performance characterisation of the Cardiff MIT MKIIa 

system was carried out. 

• Development of a single channel simultaneous multi-frequency MIT system 

(MIS MKII)*. 

7.2.4 Speed optimisation for MIT signal measurement  hardware 

• Optimisation of FFT based phase measurement algorithm  on mainstream multi-

core CPU and GPU. 

• Preliminary development of a dedicated multi-core DSP module for a portable, 

low cost and high performance MIT system.  

• A new multi-channel MIT system based on dedicated DSP module was 

proposed.  
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7.3 Future work  

7.3.1 High performance FPGA based Compact FlexRio m odule 

The MIT MKIIa system performed remarkably well in terms of phase noise and drift 

specification, and a reasonable speed was achieved by optimising the algorithm for 

multi-core CPUs and GPUs. The data transfer time between the digitiser and the PC 

workstation, however, still poses the main limit to the overall measurement time. This 

causes a long delay between each data acquisition frame, especially when more 

averaging is needed to improve the noise performance. 

 

The data transfer can be resolved using a recently available FPGA based NI FlexRio 

module for the PXI system. This will provide a rapid development solution to upgrade 

the digitiser hardware to solve the data transfer limit of the MKIIa design. Using a new 

off-the-shelf solution (National Instrument, FlexRio) can provide a high performed 

generic platform add-on to the current PXI based system.  

 

The NI FlexRio instrument consists of an FPGA module that can be programmed with 

the NI LabView FPGA module toolbox. Adapter modules, which provide high-

performance analogue and digital I/O, are inter-changeable and define the I/O available 

in the LabView FPGA programming environment. In combination with the 32-channel 

ADC FlexRio add-on card, the FlexRio would provide a suitable addition for the PXI 

based measurement platform.   

 

The FlexRio system allows to develop a pre-processing unit inside the FPGA to reduce 

the data, and therefore the data transfer time, by calculating the phase of each signal 

before transferring it to the PC. The FlexRio system can be directly used to upgrade in 

the PXI based measurement system. Since the original measurement software was 

developed in LabView it would be treated as a functional block.  
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7.3.2 A Low cost, portable and high performance ded icated DSP 

module 

A further development of the dedicated DSP module is needed to continue the 

development in section 6.3, mainly to focus on using a low cost multi-function dedicated 

DSP processor for a portable, high performance MIT system. The work which was 

carried out in section 6.3 is only a preliminary evaluation due to the available time-scale 

for system development. The fixed-point phase algorithms need to be investigated in 

terms of the needed precision for MIT phase measurement. Further evaluation and 

development of the fixed-point algorithm and the hardware design is also required.   

 

For a better dynamic range measurement performance and ease of algorithm 

development, an Analog Devices TigerSharc TS201 dual core floating-point DSP 

processor is suggested. Although it was ruled out because of its cost compared to the 

Blackfin BF-561, it is still relatively cheap compare to the PXI system with the FlexRio 

add-on. With new commercially available 16-bit high-speed ADCs, the TigerSharc is 

potentially a better option.   

 

Another direction would be the investigation of a low cost FPGA based solution for 

single tone and potentially multi-tone MIT systems. FPGAs are inherently parallel and a 

multi-channel MIT system implementation should be investigated. The NI FlexRio 

system can serve as a prototyping platform to develop and verify the algorithms in the 

LabView environment before embarking on a custom solution. 

7.3.3 Investigation on using the high precision MIT  and MIS system 

for potential biomedical application 

The imaging results of the MIT MKIIa system, although this has not been mentioned in 

this thesis, were carried out by Zolgharni et al. using data measured by the MIT-MKIIa 

system described in this thesis. The study by Zolgharni et al. presented the first practical 

MIT imaging using the MKIIa system and the image reconstruction algorithms (Zolgharni 

2010).  Although the MKIIa system has a good phase precision and section 5.5.1 showed 
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it is capable of producing a detectable signal level when a Haemorrhage phantom (5ml) 

was measured in a ‘brain’ background. The MKIIa still has its limitation to work as a 

practical cerebral stroke imaging application due the inherently small signal size produce 

by the ‘stroke’. Therefore, a new head shape sensors array is currently being developed 

by the South-Wales MIT research group to optimise the signal to noise ratio of the 

system by bringing the sensor nearer to the head. The signal measurement hardware 

therefore needs to be re-investigated for an optimum configuration for the best phase 

noise performance.  

 

The MIS MKII demonstrated a significant improvement in terms of its phase noise and 

drift performance compare to the MIS MKI system. The preliminary results show some 

interesting spectroscopic measurement data of fruit and vegetable samples. Further 

investigations are needed to utilise the MIS hardware for potential biomedical 

applications. 
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Appendix A Summary of MIT system design and specifi cation 1999-2010 
Table A-1 Summary hardware development & specification MIT system prototype 

Year/MIT system / 

added features 

 

Operating 

Frequency 

Sensors type 

a. Arrangement 

b. Total Excitation  

c. Total Receiver 

Features 

a. Measurement hardware 

b. Measurement methods 

c. Total Independent  meas. per 

frame 

d. Target Application  

Meas. Time 

constant  

per channel 

& frame per 

second 

Phase 

noise (m
o

) 

or Voltage 

noise  

  

Phase 

drift (m
o

) 

 

Signal to 

Noise ratio 

(dB) 

 

2000(Korjenevsky 

et al. 2000) 

 

 

20MHz 

(down 

covert to 

20kHz) 

a. Annular array, Ø35cm 

b. 16 Tx, Air coil, 5cmØ,  

2 turns 

c. 16 Rx, Air coil 

5cmØ,  4 turns 

a. RISC processor, multiplex Rx 

b. Down-conversion, Zero crossing 

c. 240 measurements per frame 

d. Human Head Imaging 

TC= 3.2 ms 

 

1 frame per 

seconds 

290m
o

 Poor (Not 

Avail.) 

35dB 

( based on 

17
o

 phase 

Shift) 

2002 South Wales  

MIT  MKI (Watson 

et al. 2002) & 

(Watson et al. 

2008) 

10MHz 

(down 

covert to 

10kHz) 

a. Annular array, 35cmØ 

b. 16Tx, Air coil, 5cmØ,  2 

turns 

c. 16 Rx, Air coil 5cmØ,  2 

turns 

a. DSP Lock-in amplifier, multiplex Rx 

b. Down-conversion, Zero crossing 

c. 244 measurements per frame 

d. Human Head Imaging 

TC= 470 ms 

 

0.011 frame 

per seconds 

17m
o 

(Aver) 

 

0.03% 

 

Poor 

~700m
o

 

over 

48mins 

(Not Avail.) 

2003 Lancaster 

body scanner(Goss 

et al. 2003a) 

&(Ktistis 2007) 

1MHz a. Annular array, 75cmØ, 

moveable vertical 

plane  

b. 8 Tx, 2 square coil in 

parallel, 15turns 

c. 8 Rx, 2 square coil in 

series, 15turns 

a. 12 bit, 8MS/s ADC card with on 

board FPGA (Zenix DAQ), 

multiplex individual Rx channel 

b. Direct-conversion, PSD 

c. 48 measurements per frame 

d. Whole body composition 

TC= 150ms 

 

(Not Avail.) 

 

 

9m
o 

(DAQ only) 

 

0.005% 

(DAQ only) 

Poor 

103m° 

per 

Celsius 

(Not Avail.) 

2005 South Wales 

Planar array MIT 

system  

(Igney et al. 2005) 

1MHz- 

8MHz 

a. Planar array, 

16 step rotation. 

b. 4 Tx, Printed coil, 4 

turns 

c. 8 Rx, surface mount 

inductor sensor 

a. DSP Lock-in amplifier, multiplex Rx 

b. Down-conversion, PSD 

c. 32  measurements per frame 

d. Respiratory system  monitoring 

TC= 470 ms 

 

(Not Avail.) 

 

(Not Avail.) 

 

(Not 

Avail.) 

 

30–50 dB 

Based on 

0.3 Sm−1 20 

mm× 

20mm × 10 

mm 

sample 

P
ag

e | 25
3
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Table A-2 Summary hardware development & specification MIT system prototype 

Year/MIT system  

 

Operating 

Frequency 

Sensors type 

a. Arrangement 

b. Total Detector  

c. Total Receiver 

Features 

a. Measurement hardware & 

Measurement methods 

b. Total Independent  meas. Per frame 

c. Measurement frame rate  

d. Target Application  

Meas. Time 

constant  

per channel 

& frame per 

second 

Phase 

noise (m
o

) 

or Voltage 

noise  

  

Phase 

drift (m
o

) 

 

Signal to 

Noise ratio 

(dB) 

 

2006 Graz MIT  

Mk1 system(Rosell-

Ferrer et al. 2006)  

& 

(Scharfetter et al. 

2003) 

50kHz to 

1MHz 

a. Annular array, 

16 step rotation. 

b. 1 Tx Air coil, 

9.5cmØ,  with 1 

reference coil 

c. 14 Rx, planar 

gradiometer sensor 

a. 12 bit,10MS/s ADC card (NI 6115)  & 

PC , multiplex 8 simultaneous Rx 

channel 

b. Direct-conversion, FFT 

c. 224 measurements per frame 

d. Human Head Imaging 

TC= 20ms 

 

<0.07 frame 

per seconds 

10nV-35nV (Not 

Avail.) 

(Not Avail.) 

2007 Graz MIT MKII 

system 

(Scharfetter et al. 

2008) 

50kHz to 

1.5MHz 

a. Two level Annular 

array, Parallel Tx 

excitation 

b. 16 Tx, Air coil, 

10cmØ, 10turns 

c. 14 Rx, planar 

gradiometer sensor 

2x 40 spiral winding 

a. 12 bit  60MS/s ADC card (PXI5105) & 

PC , 16 Simultaneous Rx channel 

b. Direct-conversion, FFT 

c. Depending on setting 

d. Human Head Imaging 

TC= 20ms 

 

(Not Avail.) 

 

10nV (Not 

Avail.) 

(Not Av 

ail.) 

2007 16 channel 

Philip system  

(Hamsch et al. 

2007) 

 

10MHz 

(down 

covert to 

10kHz) 

a. Annular 

array,35cmØ 

b. 16 Tx, Air coil, 

5cmØ, 2turns 

c. 16 Rx, Air coil, 

5cmØ, 2turns 

a. 24b bit  192kS/s ADC card (Motu HD 

192) & PC , 12 Simultaneous Rx 

channel (up to 48 channels) 

b. Direct-conversion, FFT 

c. 256 measurements 

d. Human Head Imaging 

TC= 100ms 

 

(Not Avail.) 

 

~80m° 

average 

500m° 

per 

Celsius 

(Not Avail.) 

2008 14 channel 

Philip system  

(Steffen and 

Leonhardt 2007) 

 

10MHz a. Planar array 

b. 6 Tx, Air coil, 6cmØ,  

4 turns 

c. 14ch, Air coil 2cmØ,  

26 turns 

 

a. DSP hardware, multiplex Rx 

b. Down-conversion, FFT 

c. 32  measurements per frame 

d. Respiratory system  monitoring 

(Not Avail.) 

 

12 frames 

per second 

(Not Avail.) 

 

(Not 

Avail.) 

 

(Not Avail.) 

 

P
age | 2

5
4  
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Table A-3 Summary hardware development & specification MIT system prototype 

Year/MIT system  

 

Operating 

Frequency 

Sensors type 

a. Arrangement 

b. Total Detector  

c. Total Receiver 

Features 

a. Measurement hardware & 

Measurement methods 

b. Total Independent  meas. per 

frame 

c. Measurement frame rate  

d. Target Application  

Meas. Time 

constant  per 

channel & 

frame per 

second 

Phase 

noise (m
o

) 

or Voltage 

noise 

  

Phase 

drift (m
o

) 

 

Signal to 

Noise ratio 

(dB) 

 

2009 China MIT 

system 

(Ruigang et al. 

2008)  &  (Ye et al. 

2009) 

1-10MHz 

(tested at 

5.8MHz) 

a. Annular array, 22cmØ 

16 steps rotation. 

b. 1 Tx, Air coil, 6cmØ,  4 

turns 

c. 14ch, Air coil 2cmØ,  26 

turns 

a. 12bit ADC 5MS/s & PC , Fully 

synchronous , 16 

Simultaneous Rx channel 

b. Down-conversion, PSD 

c. 240  measurements 

Human Head Imaging 

TC=0.8ms 

 

<10m
o 

8 m
o

 

(DAQ 

only) 

 

(Not Avail.) 

 

2008/9 South 

Wales 5 channels 

MIT system 

(H. C. Wee et al. 

2009)  

500kHz  to 

14.5MHz 

a. Annular array, 35cmØ, 

dual frequency phase 

reduction system 

b. 1 Tx, Air coil, 5cmØ,  2 

turns 

c. 5ch, Air coil 5cmØ,  4 

turns 

a. 12 bit  60M/s ADC card 

(PXI5105) & PC , 16 

Simultaneous Rx channel 

b. Direct-conversion, FFT 

c. 5 measurements 

d. Human Head Imaging 

Default TC= 

17ms 

(Not Avail.) 

 

<1m
o

 <20m
o

 

over 12 

hours 

>60dB 

beyond 

1MHz at 

TC=1s 

(head size 

sample) 

2008/9  Cardiff MIT  

MKIIa 

(h.c.  Wee et al. 

2009, S.  Watson et 

al. 2009) 

1-10MHz a. Annular array, 35cmØ 

b. 14 Tx, Air coil, 4cmØ,  2 

turns 

c. 14 Rx, Air coil 4cmØ,  4 

turns 

a. 12 bit  60M/s ADC card 

(PXI5105) & PC , 16 

Simultaneous Rx channel 

b. Down-conversion, FFT 

c. 244 measurements 

d. Human Head Imaging 

Default TC= 

35ms 

0.1 frames per 

second 

1m
o

 to 4 

m
o

 at 

10MHz  

<10m
o 

over 12 

hours 

16dB-59dB 

at 0.5MHz 

to 10MHz 

(TC=35ms) 

(head size 

sample) 

Most recent  system : 2009-2010  Philip helmet MIT system ,  2009-2010  South Wales  MIT MKIIb 

 

P
ag

e | 25
5
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Appendix B Phase noise model calculation: Matlab 
*************************************************** ***************** 

% System phase noise model calculation for PXI5105 system in Matlab 

By H.C.Wee Modification is need to perform various evaluation. 

*************************************************** ***************** 

% initialise  

clear all; 

% setting ADC parameter  

Nfft=2^19; %FFT point 

%Nfft=2.^(10:20); %FFT point 

Gfactor=(Nfft.^0.5)/(2^0.5); %processing gain 

Vfs=[6,1,0.2, 0.05]; % pxi5105 Fscale voltage 

Vfs_RMS=Vfs/2/2^0.5; % pxi5105 Fscale voltage in rms 

Ebit=(63.2-1.76)/6.02; % when enob is used, it gives the same value as PXI5105 spec 

Nbit=2^Ebit; % Nbit based on ENOB of pxi5105 

qadc=(Vfs)/(Nbit); % quantisation level 

qnoise=qadc/12^0.5; % quantisation noise  

qlevel=(Vfs_RMS)/(Nbit); %quantisation level in RMS 

innoise=[0.7e-3, 126e-6, 25e-6, 6e-6]; % ADC input referred noise(pxi5105) 

%innoise=[0,0,0,0]; %if input referred noise is ignored 

%jinoise=2*pi*1/2/2^0.5*10e6*10e-12 %jitter is second 

 %qnoise==[0,0,0,0]; 

ampnoise=0;% clock jitter <10ps for pxi5105 

%T_jitter=0 %if input referred noise is ignored 

S_fre=0.46875e6; % signal frequency 

Fs=60e6;% sampling frequency 

T_jitter=10e-12 %jitter in second 

  

% +++++++++For single noise only++++++++++++  

LvX=10e-3,ind=4;jinoiseX=2*pi*LvX*S_fre*T_jitter; noiseX=2.468e-6; 

ampnoise=((noiseX/Gfactor)^2-qnoise(ind).^2-innoise(ind).^2.-(jinoiseX.^2)).^0.5 

%noiseX=(ampnoise.^2+qnoise(ind).^2+innoise(ind).^2.+(jinoiseX.^2)).^0.5./Gfactor 

 

% +++++++++For sweep amplitude noise calculation++++++++++++  

% calculation according noise model 6v 

ind=1; 

Lv6=qlevel(ind):qlevel(ind):Vfs_RMS(ind); 

% Lv6=40e-3; % for single value testing 

jinoise6=2*pi*Lv6*S_fre*T_jitter; %calculate jitter noise with sweep amplitude 

Lv6_noise=(ampnoise.^2+qnoise(ind).^2+innoise(ind).^2.+(jinoise6.^2)).^0.5./Gfactor; 

Lv6_phase=atan(Lv6_noise./Lv6)*180/pi; %Lv6_phase=Lv6_phase'; 
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% calculation according noise model 1v 

ind=2; 

Lv1=qlevel(ind):qlevel(ind):Vfs_RMS(ind); 

%Lv1=testvolt';%Lv1=40e-3;%Lv1=mea_vol; %for verifying real measurement 

jinoise1=2*pi*Lv1*S_fre*T_jitter;%calculate jitter noise with sweep amplitude 

Lv1_noise=((ampnoise.^2+qnoise(ind)^2+innoise(ind)^2.+(jinoise1.^2)).^0.5./Gfactor); 

Lv1_phase=atan(Lv1_noise./Lv1)*180/pi; 

%Lv1_phase=Lv1_phase'; 

  

% calculation according noise model 0.2v 

ind=3; 

Lv0200=qlevel(ind):qlevel(ind):Vfs_RMS(ind); 

%Lv0200=40e-3;% for single value testing 

jinoise0200=2*pi*Lv0200*S_fre*T_jitter;%calculate jitter noise with sweep amplitude 

Lv0200_noise=(ampnoise.^2+qnoise(ind)^2+innoise(ind)^2.+(jinoise0200.^2)).^0.5./Gfactor; 

Lv0200_phase=atan(Lv0200_noise./Lv0200)*180/pi; 

%Lv0200_phase=Lv0200_phase'; 

  

% calculation according noise model 0.05v 

ind=4; 

Lv050=qlevel(ind):qlevel(ind):Vfs_RMS(ind); 

%Lv050=40e-3;% for single value testing 

jinoise050=2*pi*Lv050*S_fre*T_jitter;%calculate jitter noise with sweep amplitude 

Lv050_noise=(ampnoise.^2+qnoise(ind)^2+innoise(ind)^2.+(jinoise050.^2)).^0.5./Gfactor; 

Lv050_phase=atan(Lv050_noise./Lv050)*180/pi; 

%Lv050_phase=Lv050_phase'; 

  

%++++++++++reference noise added based on any ADC range*************** 

ind=2; % select adc range (ind selection 0=6Vpp,1=1Vpp,2=0.2Vpp,3=0.05Vpp) 

LvREF=zeros(1,length(Lv1)); 

LvREF=LvREF+0.3; %fixed reference voltage(e.g 0.3 is the input level of reference in RMS, 

change it accordingly) 

jinoiseREF=2*pi*LvREF*S_fre*T_jitter;%calculate jitter noise with fixed amplitude 

LvREF_noise=(qnoise(ind)^2+innoise(ind)^2.+(jinoiseREF.^2)).^0.5./Gfactor;%calculate 

reference voltage noise 

LvREF_phase=atan(LvREF_noise./LvREF)*180/pi; %calculate reference voltage noise 

%LvREF_phase=LvREF_phase'; 

Lvcomb_phase=((Lv050_phase.^2)+(LvREF_phase.^2)).^0.5; %calculate reference voltage noise, 

substitute ‘LV050_phase’ according to ADC range( e.g.LV6_phase, LV1_phase or LV0200_phase) 
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 Cardiff MIT MKIIa specification
Figure C-1 Average phase noise of Cardiff MKIIa at 0.46875MHz
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Figure C-3 Average phase noise of Cardiff MKIIa at 1.875MHz
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noise of Cardiff MKIIa at 1.875MHz 
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Figure C-4 Average phase noise of Cardiff MKIIa at 4.6875MHz
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oise of Cardiff MKIIa at 4.6875MHz 
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Figure C-5 Average phase noise of Cardiff MKIIa at 14.0625MHz
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Appendix D Generating DLL function of CUDA FFT  

D.1 CUDA DLL main code: main.c 

// includes nvidia CUDA and C library  
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <windows.h> 
#include <cuda_runtime.h> 
#include <cufft.h> 
#include <cutil.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <cutil_inline.h> 
 
//#define Gflops         // Enable to measure timin g in Gflops  
// Disable to measure timing in millisecond 
#define  PINNED     // Always enable to have better timing 
//define variable if the code is compiled as window  executable 
#define  START_No     4096 
#define  END_No       4096  // 2^value 
#define  START_BATCH  1 
#define  END_BATCH    1        // Choose 1, 4, 16, 64 
#define  fsam   ( float )60000000 
#define  fsig   ( float )(fsam/4096*5) 
#define  deltaT ( float )(1/fsam) 
#define  Pi     ( float )3.14159265358979 
#define N      524288*10 
#define  M      2 
#define  phase  1 
#define  amp    6 
#define  noise  0   
 
 
Code: wave.c 
//test signal if the code is compiled as window exe cutable 
#include "main.h"    
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <string.h> 
 
#define  x  ( float )(2 * Pi * fsig / fsam) 
 
extern "C"  void __declspec(dllexport) SinWav( float*, int, in t); 
 
void  __declspec ( dllexport ) SinWav( float * element, int  N, int  Batch){ 
 int  n; 
 
 for  ( int  b = 0; b < Batch; b++) 
  for ( int  i=0; i < N; i++){ 
   n = i + b * N; 
       
// --------------------------generate Noise ------- --------------//
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   //  noise[i] = 0.00003 * (float)rand(); 
    
// --------------------------Generate Signal ------ ---------------// 
   element[n] = amp * sin( x * ( float )i + 
phase*Pi/( float )180); 
 
// --------------------------Blackman-Harris Window  ----------// 
   element[n] *= 0.35875 - 0.48829 * cos(2 * Pi * 
i*deltaT /(N-1)) + 0.14128 * cos(4 * Pi * i*deltaT/ (N-1)) - 0.01168 * 
cos(6 * Pi * i*deltaT/(N-1)); 
  } 
}; 
 

D.2 CUDA FFT function: cufft.cu 

// ------------  CUDA FFT FOR MKIIa -------------//  
// Generates DLL function of Batch Real to Complex FFT for LabView // 
// OR modification can be made to run the in native  executable //                                  
// co-authors : H C Wee and Maimatijiang           // 
// University of Glamorgan, February - 2009       / / 
// ----------------------------------------------//  
 
 
#include  "main.h"            /// include definition of all variables 
extern "C"  void __declspec(dllexport) SinWav(float*, int, int ); 
extern "C"  void __declspec(dllexport) FFTmain(int argc, char **argv); 
BOOL APIENTRY DllMain( HANDLE hModule,  
                       DWORD  ul_reason_for_call,  
                       LPVOID lpReserved      ) 
{ 
    return  TRUE; 
} 
 
 // ------------  FFT  Main   --------------------/ / 
void __declspec(dllexport) FFTmain(int argc, char * *argv){ 
 
 // ------------  Display GPU details  ------------ --------// 
 int  deviceCount; 
  float  AMP[10]; 
 CUDA_SAFE_CALL(cudaGetDeviceCount(&deviceCount)); 
 for  ( int  i = 0; i < deviceCount; ++i) 
 { 
  cudaDeviceProp deviceProp; 
  CUDA_SAFE_CALL(cudaGetDeviceProperties(&devicePro p, i)); 
     printf( "\nDevice: %s, %.0f MHz clock, %.0f MB memory.\n" , 
deviceProp.name, deviceProp.clockRate/1000.f, 
deviceProp.totalGlobalMem/1024.f/1024.f ); 
  printf( "Compiled with CUDA %d.\n" , CUDART_VERSION ); 
 } 
 
 //------------ Initialize host array ------------- -------// 
 int  hostArraySize = END_No * END_BATCH; 
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#ifdef  PINNED 
 float2 *Host_A; 
 cudaMallocHost(( void  **) &Host_A,hostArraySize* sizeof (float2)); 
 float2 *Host_B; 
 cudaMallocHost(( void  **) &Host_B,hostArraySize* sizeof (float2)); 
#else 
 float2 *Host_A = (float2 *)calloc(hostArraySize, s izeof(float2)); 
 float2 *Host_B = (float2 *)calloc(hostArraySize, s izeof(float2)); 
#endif 
 
 float  *element = ( float  *)Host_A; 
 float  *MAX_Element = ( float  *)(Host_A+hostArraySize); 
 
 //------------ Fill in the host array with random data -------// 
 //while (element < MAX_Element) 
 // *element++ = (float) rand(); 
 
 // ------------ Print the results as a table ----- -------// 
 printf( "\n" ); 
 
 printf("--------+--------");  
 for  ( int  batch=START_BATCH+1; batch<END_BATCH+1; batch*=4) 
printf( "---------" , batch); printf( "\n" ); 
 printf(" No     | batch\n"); printf("        ");  
 for  ( int  batch=START_BATCH; batch<END_BATCH+1; batch*=4) 
printf( "+--------" , batch); printf( "\n" ); 
 printf( "        " );  
 for  ( int  batch=START_BATCH; batch<END_BATCH+1; batch*=4) 
printf( "|%8i" , batch); printf( "\n" ); 
 printf( "--------" );  
 for  ( int  batch=START_BATCH; batch<END_BATCH+1; batch*=4) 
printf( "+--------" , batch); printf( "\n" ); 
  
 // ------ Run FFT with incremental array lengths - ---------// 
 for  ( int  No = START_No; No < END_No+1; No*=2) 
 { 
  printf( "%8i" , No); 
   
  // ------  Measure timings for a variety of batch  sizes ---// 
  for  ( int  batch=START_BATCH; batch<END_BATCH+1; batch*=4) 
  { 
   SinWav(element, No, batch); 
 
   if (batch > END_BATCH) batch = END_BATCH; 
    
   // ------------  generate CUFFT plan  ---------- -// 
   cufftHandle plan; 
   CUFFT_SAFE_CALL(cufftPlan1d(&plan, No, CUFFT_R2C , batch)); 
    
   // ------------  Allocate an array on GPU  ----- ------// 
   size_t arraySize = sizeof (float2) * No * batch; 
   float2 *Dev_A; 
   CUDA_SAFE_CALL(cudaMalloc(( void **)&Dev_A, arraySize)); 
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   // ------------  Create and start timer -------- ------// 
   unsigned  int  timer_d = 0; 
   cutilCheckError(cutCreateTimer(&timer_d)); 
   cutilCheckError(cutStartTimer(timer_d)); 
 
   CUDA_SAFE_CALL(cudaMemcpy(Dev_A, Host_A, arraySi ze, 
cudaMemcpyHostToDevice));    
 
   CUFFT_SAFE_CALL(cufftExecR2C(plan, (cufftReal*)D ev_A, 
Dev_A)); 
 
 
#ifdef  Inverse_FFT 
#endif 
  // CUDA_SAFE_CALL(cudaMemcpy(Host_B, (cufftReal*) Dev_A, 
arraySize, cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost));  
    CUDA_SAFE_CALL(cudaMemcpy(&Host_B[0], &Dev_A[0] , 
sizeof (float2)*10, cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost)); 
 
   // ------------   stop timer_d ----------------- ---// 
   cutilCheckError(cutStopTimer(timer_d)); 
 
#ifdef  Gflops 
   float Gflop = 5e-9f * No * logf((float)No) / log f(2) * 
batch; 
   printf("|%8.2f", 
1000*Gflop/((float)cutGetTimerValue(timer_d))); 
#else 
   printf( "|%8.2f" , cutGetTimerValue(timer_d)); 
   cutilCheckError(cutDeleteTimer(timer_d)); 
#endif  
 
   CUFFT_SAFE_CALL(cufftDestroy(plan)); 
   CUDA_SAFE_CALL(cudaFree(Dev_A)); 
  } 
  printf( "\n" ); 
 } 
 
 printf( "--------+--------" ); for  ( int  batch=START_BATCH+1; 
batch<END_BATCH+1; batch*=4) printf( "+--------" , batch); 
printf( "\n\n\n" ); 
 
/* 
 for(int i = 0; i < 10; i++){  
 printf("%.6f \t", Host_B[i].x); 
 printf("%.6f \t", Host_B[i].y);  
 AMP[i]= sqrt(Host_B[i].x * Host_B[i].x + Host_B[i] .y * Host_B[i].y); 
 printf("%.6f \t", AMP[i]); 
 printf("\n"); 
 } 
 
*/ 
  printf( "\n\n\n" ); 
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#ifdef  PINNED  
 cudaFreeHost(Host_A); 
 cudaFreeHost(Host_B); 
#else 
 free(Host_A); 
 free(Host_B); 
#endif 
 
 fflush( stdout); 
 fflush( stderr); 
 #ifdef  Gflops 
//printf("FFT timing measurement in Gflop/s \n"); 
 #else 
// printf("FFT timing measurement in millisecond \n "); 
#endif 
 
 printf( "\n\n" ); 
 system( "pause" ); 
 exit(EXIT_SUCCESS); 
} 



 

 

Appendix E  

E.1 Pin mapping 

Table E-1Pins t

ADC 9640 

Pin defination

 D C B 

10 x FD3A x 

9 x FD2A x 

8 x FD0A x 

7 x D12A x 

6 x D10A x 

5 x D8A x 

4 x D6A x 

3 x D4A x 

2 x D2A x 

1 x D0A x 

 

    

 D C B 

10 x D13B x 

9 x D12B x 

8 x D10B x 

7 x D8B x 

6 x D6B x 

5 x D4B x 

4 x D2B x 

3 x D0B x 

  System prototype interface

Pin mapping of ADC 9640 evaluation board 

Pins to match the Tyco 40 way high-speed connector 6469028

ADC 9640 evaluation board 

Pin defination 

 

 

 

 Interface board

 

A D C 

x x  

FD1A x  

D13A x  

D11A x PPI1D12

D9A x PPI1D10

D7A x PPI1D8

D5A x PPI1D6

D3A x PPI1D4

D1A x PPI1D2

DC0A x PPI1D0

 

   

A D C 

DCOB x PPI2D13

D11B x PPI2D12

D9B x PPI2D10

D7B x PPI2D8

D5B x PPI2D6

D3B x PPI2D4

D1B x PPI2D2

FD3B x PPI2D0
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System prototype interface  connection 

evaluation board  

connector 6469028-1  

board pin definition (Top) 

 

 
 

B A 

x  

x  

x PPI1D13 

PPI1D12 x PPI1D11 

PPI1D10 x PPI1D9 

PPI1D8 x PPI1D7 

PPI1D6 x PPI1D5 

PPI1D4 x PPI1D3 

PPI1D2 x PPI1D1 

PPI1D0 x  

  

B A 

PPI2D13 x  

PPI2D12 x PPI2D11 

PPI2D10 x PPI2D9 

PPI2D8 x PPI2D7 

PPI2D6 x PPI2D5 

PPI2D4 x PPI2D3 

PPI2D2 x PPI2D1 

PPI2D0 x  
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2 x FD2B x FD1B x  x x 

1 x FD0B OUT6 

BVC N 

OUT6 

(VC0)  

P 

x    

  

         

 D C B A D C B A 

10 x x SDFS_OUT 

oSMI-SDFS 

(ADC) 

SCLK_OUT 

oSMI –SCLK 

(ADC) 

    

9 x x SDO_OUT 

oSMI-SD0 

(ADC) 

TP22     

8 x x TP23 TP24     

7 x x POWER_SDO oSYNC 

(ADC) 

    

6 x x SCLK 

SCLK[DFS] 

( for ADC & VDO) 

CSB 

(ADC) 

    

5 x x SDI CSB_2 

(VCO) 

    

4 x x SDO(VCO)/ 

SDIO(ADC)[DCF] 

x     

3 x x VS 

Connected to 

resistor and Gnd 

x     

2 x x *RESETB (VCO) x     

1 x x TP21 PWR_SDO 

connected to ground 
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E.2 Pin mapping EVAL-BF561 evaluation board 

Table E-2Pins to match Tyco 60 way 0.8MM, 8MM high-speed connector 5179031-2  

EVAL-BF561 evaluation board 

 

 

Connector one on EVAL-BF561 Connector two on EVAL-BF561 

  X7    X8  

61 1 ABE3/SDQM3 A2 60 120 1 RSCLK0 RFS0 60 

62 2 A3 A4 59 119 2 DR0PRI DR0SEC 59 

63 3 A5 A6 58 118 3 TSCLK0 TFS0 58 

64 4 A7 A8 57 117 4 DT0PRI DT0SEC 57 

65 5 A9 A10 56 116 5 PF11 (clk-out) PF10 56 

66 6 A11 A12 55 115 6 PF9 PF8 55 

67 7 A13 A14 54 114 7 SPISEL7/TMR7 SPISEL6/TMR6 54 

68 8 A15 PPI2Clk 53 113 8 SPISEL5/TMR5 SPISEL4/TMR4 53 

69 9 PPI2Sy1 PPI2Sy3 52 112 9 Vin 3v3 GND 52 

70 10 PPI2Sy2 PPI2D0 51 111 10 Vin 3v3 GND 51 

71 11 PPI2D1 PPI2D2 50 110 11 PPI1D0 PPI1D1 50 

72 12 PPI2D3 PPI2D4 49 109 12 PPI1D2 PPI1D3 49 

73 13 PPI2D5 PPI2D6 48 108 13 PPI1D4 PPI1D5 48 

74 14 PPI2D7 PPI2D8 47 107 14 PPI1D6 PPI1D7 47 

75 15 PPI2D9 PPI2D10 46 106 15 PPI1D8 PPI1D9 46 

76 16 PPI2D11 PPI2D12 45 105 16 PPI1D10 PPI1D11 45 

77 17 PPI2D13 PPI2D14 44 104 17 PPI1D12 PPI1D13 44 
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78 18 PPI2D15 N.C. 43 103 18 PPI1D14 PPI1D15 43 

79 19 GND *AMS2 42 102 19 PPI1Sy3 PPI1Sy2 42 

80 20 *AMS1 *ARE 41 101 20 PPI1Sy1 PPI1Clk 41 

81 21 *AWE *AOE 40 100 21 SPISEL3/TMR3 SPISEL2/TMR2 40 

82 22 NMI 0 *RESET 39 99 22 SPISEL1/TMR1 *SPISS/TMR0 39 

83 23 D0 D1 38 98 23 RX TX 38 

84 24 D2 D3 37 97 24 MOSI MISO 37 

85 25 D4 D5 36 96 25 SCK *ABE0/SDQM0 36 

86 26 D6 D7 35 95 26 *ABE2/SDQM2 *ABE1/SDQM1 35 

87 27 D8 D9 34 94 27 ARDY *AMS3 34 

88 28 D10 D11 33 93 28 TCK TD0 33 

89 29 D12 D13 32 92 29 TDI TMS 32 

90 30 D14 D15 31 91 30 *TRST *EMU 31 

 

Tyco 60 way 0.8MM, 8MM high-speed connector 5179031-2  

(highlighted in blue connection to the interface board0 

 

 



 

 

Appendix F  

F.1 Overall architecture

Figure F-1

 

 Blackfin BF561 processor block

Overall architecture 

1 Block diagram of a Blackfin BF561 dual core DSP processor 
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block  diagram 

 

Block diagram of a Blackfin BF561 dual core DSP processor  



 

 

F.2 Processor core and ALU unitProcessor core and ALU unit 

Figure F-2 Blackfin BF561 processor core  
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F.3 Memory architecture 

 

Figure F-3 Memory map of Blackfin BF561  
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Appendix G Blackfin embedded software 
development 

G.1 Benchmark Code for Blackfin real to complex FFT 

/************************************************** ******************** 
File Name       : RealFFT.c, RealFFT.h  
Description     : BenchMark Fixed point FFT(equaval ent to 2^19 samples) 
                  Single frequency Test for 1024 po int FFT  by H C.Wee  
*************************************************** ******************/ 
 
#include  "Realfft.h" 
extern  void  twidfftrad2_fr16(complex_fract16  twiddle_table[], int   
fft_size); 
extern  void  rfft_fr16( const  fract16 input[], complex_fract16 
temp[],complex_fract16 output[], const  complex_fract16  
twiddle_table[], int  twiddle_stride, int   fft_size, int   
block_exponent, int   scale_method);  
 
     double  secs;              
 
void  main( void ) 
{ 
    
//timing 
    clock_t clock_start;  
    clock_t clock_stop;  
   
    double  stop_time; 
    double  start_time; 
    double  data1=1.234; 
     
    int  i, n; 
 
   //FFT twindle fator 
   clock_start = clock();   
        n = FFTSIZE; 
     twidfftrad2_fr16(twitable,n); 
         for (i=0; i<n; i++) 
      { 
         in[i] = data1; 
      } 
   clock_stop = clock(); 
   secs = (( double ) (clock_stop  - clock_start))/600e6*512*1000; 
   printf( "Twindle factor calculation time=%f msecs\n" ,secs);  
    
    
    //real FFT 
    clock_start = clock();  
    rfft_fr16(in,temp,out,twitable,1,n,0,0); 
    clock_stop = clock(); 
    secs = (( double ) (clock_stop  - clock_start))/600e6*512*1000; 
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    printf( "Equivalent 2^19 FFT calculation time=%f msecs\n" ,secs);  
    
    
   //multiplication 
    clock_start = clock();  
   for (i=0; i<n; i++) 
   { 
       //printf("twiddle factor[%d]=%d\n",i,twitable[i]); 
       //printf("output[%d]=%e\n",i,out[i].im); 
       i=i*i; 
   } 
       clock_stop = clock(); 
   secs = (( double ) (clock_stop  - clock_start))/600e6*512*1000; 
   printf( "Equivalent 2^19 MUL calculation time=%f msecs\n" ,secs);  
    
} 
 
/**RealFFT.h ************************************** *******************/ 
#include  <stdio.h> 
#include  <filter.h>   
#include  <stdlib.h> 
#include  <math.h> 
#include  <time.h> 
 
#define  FFTSIZE 1024 
/*typedef short fract16; 
typedef struct { 
 fract16 re, im; 
} complex_fract16;*/ 
 
//segment ("mydata1")  
//segment ("mydata2")  
//segment ("mydata3")  
//segment ("mydata4")  
 
 
complex_fract16 twitable[512]; 
 
fract16 in[2048]; 
complex_fract16 temp[1024]; 
complex_fract16 out[1024]; 
 
double  PI = 3.14159265358979; 
 
fract16 zero_in = 0; 

/************************************************** ******************/ 
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G.2 Embedded code for dedicated DSP (CORE A) 

/************************************************** ******************** 
 * Core A 
*************************************************** *******************/ 
 
#include  <ccblkfn.h> 
//#define _USE_VDK_ 
#include  <C:\DSP_hardware\src\environment.h> 
#include  <C:\DSP_hardware\src\services.h> 
#include  <C:\DSP_hardware\src\adi_dev.h> 
#include  <C:\DSP_hardware\src\cycle_count_bf.h> 
 
#include  <C:\DSP_hardware\src\ccblkfn.h> 
#include  <C:\DSP_hardware\src\stdio.h> 
#include  <C:\DSP_hardware\src\string.h> 
#include  <C:\DSP_hardware\src\debug.h> 
 
// modified header code 
#include  <C:\DSP_hardware\src\sleep.h> 
#include  <C:\DSP_hardware\src\clockquery.h> 
#include  <C:\DSP_hardware\src\SPIsimpleio.h> 
#include  <C:\DSP_hardware\src\PPIconfig.h> 
#include  <C:\DSP_hardware\src\UARTconfig.h> 
#include  <C:\DSP_hardware\src\environment.h> 
#include  <C:\DSP_hardware\src\GPIOconfig.h> 
#include  <C:\DSP_hardware\src\ppi_global.h> 
#include  <C:\DSP_hardware\src\gpio_global.h> 
#include  <C:\DSP_hardware\src\xmodemUART-buf.h> 
 
 
unsigned  char  test1[]= "Stop measurement\xd\xa" ; 
unsigned  char  *string1=0; 
int  tot_char; 
int  i=0; unsigned  char  read_char[10]; 
T_SPI_HANDLE SPI01; 
T_UART_HANDLE UART01; 
T_ERROR_CODE *errorcode; 
 
 
//PPI define 
#define  X_SIZE 4096 
#define  Y_SIZE 1 
// define flag to signal end of of transfer 
bool  bCapturingFinished = false ; 
 
// Flag handler for PPI transfer 
void  PPIHandler( void  *pa_pClientArg) { 
// set flag to signal end of data transfer 
bCapturingFinished = true ; 
} 
 
#pragma  align(4) 
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static  unsigned  char  intmgr_storage[(ADI_INT_SECONDARY_MEMORY * 8)]; 
#pragma  symbolic_ref 
const  char  __argv_string[] = "-abc -xyz" ; 
 
 
int  main( int  argc, char  *argv[] ) 
 
{   
//allocating memory for the  ppi buffer 
//unsigned long coreclk= getCoreClockFrequency (); 
//printf("clock frequency %i \n",coreclk); 
//unsigned long sysclk=getSystemClockFrequency(); 
//printf("system frequency %i \n",sysclk); 
 
    char  *erCode = 0; 
    char  sMessage[255]; 
    unsigned  long  cclk, sclk, vco; 
   // initialize the adi interrupt manager 
 unsigned  long  critical_reg; 
 unsigned  long  response_count; 
 
unsigned  short  nXsize = X_SIZE; 
unsigned  short  nYsize = Y_SIZE; 
char  *PPIbufferA = ( char  *)malloc (nXsize * nYsize * 2);  // 2 bytes per 
data 
char  *PPIbufferB = ( char  *)malloc (nXsize * nYsize * 2); 
 
  
 
//SPI CONTROL (ADC9640 configuration) 

//************* CONFIG SPI CONTROL: ADC CONTROL**** ***** 
//@@CONTROL UPTO SEVEN DEVICE VIA SPI 
// clear spi port 
 spi_cleanup();  
  
//@@setup spi port 
/*unsigned char pa_cMaSl,    //0:Slave, otherwise m aster 
unsigned long pa_nBaudrate,   //[Hz] 
unsigned short pa_nTransferSize, //8 or 16 bit tran sfer. 
unsigned short pa_nClockPolarity, //Sampling on ris ing or falling 
edge//0x0800 to enable active low SCK  
unsigned short pa_nMsbLsbFirst,  //Sending Msb or L sb first 
unsigned short pa_nMasterErrorFlag, //SPISS/ as err or flag in master 
mode activate or deactivate.       
unsigned long pa_nSystemClk   //[Hz] */ 
  
spi_setup(2, 12500000, 0x0000, 0x0800, 0x0000, 0x00 00, 120000000);
     
 //@@create device handle for SPI port 
     
  /* unsigned short pa_nSlaveNumber,  
  unsigned short pa_nRxBufferSize, 
  unsigned short pa_nTxBufferSize, 
  T_SPI_DATA_CALLBACK pa_fnDataCallback) */ 
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 SPI01=spi_open(1,0x00,0x00,0); // SPI slave select in LOW enable 
(1-7 slave) 
    
   
 //@@send command though MOSI 8 bit, connect ADC SDI O to blackfin MOSI 
  spi_selectSlave(SPI01);  
  spi_writeData(SPI01, 0x00); //write to address & transfer 1 bytes 
  spi_writeData(SPI01, 0x05); //define addr register (chan index) 
      spi_writeData(SPI01, 0x03); //data register ( write to chan A & B) 
     
      spi_writeData(SPI01, 0x00); //write to address & transfer 1 bytes 
  spi_writeData(SPI01, 0x0B); //define addr register (shadowed) 
      spi_writeData(SPI01, 0x00); //data register (divided 80MHz by 2) 
     
      spi_writeData(SPI01, 0x00); // write to address & transfer 1 bytes 
      spi_writeData(SPI01, 0xFF); //master shift register to slave 
  spi_writeData(SPI01, 0x01); //data register (transfer)   
   
      spi_deselectSlave(SPI01); 
   
 //@@close spi port 
  spi_close(SPI01);spi_cleanup(); 
  bs_sleep (5); 
  
 
//PPI CONTROL Channel A (initiate data acquisition using DSP core A) 

//*************CONFIG PPI CONTROL: CMOS PPI OUTPUT* ********** 
//CONTROL DATA THROUGH PPI VIA DMA 
// prototype declarations 
/** 
 @param pa_nPPIindex   index of the PPI (0 for PPI1  
1 for PPI2) 0 
 @param pa_nStartAddress  startaddress of dma trans fer 
?0x44332211 0x88776655 
 @param pa_nPPIcontrol  content of ppi_control regi ster 
 @param pa_nPPIframe   content of ppi_frame registe r 
 @param pa_nPPIcount   content of ppi_count registe r 
 @param pa_nPPIdelay   content of ppi_delay registe r 
 @param pa_nDMAconfig  content of dma_config regist er 
 @param pa_nXcount   content of dma_x_count registe r 
 @param pa_nXmodify   content of dma_x_modify 
register 
 @param pa_nYcount   content of dma_y_count registe r 
 @param pa_nYmodify   content of dma_y_modify 
register 
 @param T_PPI_CALLBACK pa_fnCallback  callback func tion for 
completition of dma transfer 
 @return on success #ERR_NONE, appropriate errorcod e otherwise 
  
 sets up the PPI in general purpose mode, all regis ters can be 
written by the parameter 
 values 
  
 BINARY FOR 561 :  11101001  11001101 pa_nPPIcontro l 
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 BINARY FOR 561 :  11101001  11111101 pa_nPPIframe 
  
*/   
 
    
     
//*************DATA COLLECTION MEASUREMENTS: ON PPI ********* 
 
  //+++++++initialize uart 
 UARTs_init(); // initialise uart 
 UART01=uart_open(0, 120000000, 1024, 1024, 0); //set uart handle 
    uart_setMode(UART01,  115200, UART_NONE, 8, 1); // configure uart 
port 
     
    uart_writeString (UART01, "Start Channel A measurement....\xd\xa" ); 
 
// under evaluation 
//+++++++GPIO CONTROL: ADC CONTROL //insert before GP PPI or after? 
/* 
//gpio_becomeOutput (_PF42);  // configure PF42 as an output 
gpio_becomeOutput (_PF9);  // configure PF42 as an output 
//get input from uart 
unsigned char Flg_from_pc = 0; //get this value fro m uART 
  if (Flg_from_pc == 0) 
            { 
   gpio_set(_PF9); 
  } 
  else 
  { 
   gpio_clear(_PF9); 
  } 
*/ 
 
printf( " Acquiring Channel A \n" ) ;  
   
 //@@ setup PPI channel A 
 //************************************************* ****** 
  ppi_setup_gp ( 
  0,  //pa_nPPIindex  
     ( unsigned  long ) PPIbufferA, //&PPIbuffer2[0],pa_nStartAddress  
  0x283c, //pa_nPPIcontrol,no frame sync (0x293c) 
  nYsize, //nYsizepa_nPPIframe 
  nXsize - 1, //nXsize-1 pa_nPPIcount  
  0x0000, //pa_nPPIdelay 
  0x00a6, //pa_nDMAconfig 
  nXsize, //pa_nXcount 
  0x0002, //pa_nXmodify 
  nYsize, //pa_nYcount 
  0x0002, //pa_nYmodify 
  0x0000, // 
  (T_PPI_CALLBACK)PPIHandler); //callback assertion  
   
    //+++++++Enable PPI tranfer and allocate to memory 
        unsigned  long  nTimeout = 2000; 
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        // clear flag that signals end of data transfer 
  bCapturingFinished = false ; 
  // enable the ppi dma transfer 
   ppi_enable(0); 
  // wait for flag that signals end of data transfer 
  while  (!bCapturingFinished && nTimeout) { 
   bs_sleep (1); 
   nTimeout-- ;    // wait for 1 ms 
  } 
  // disable the ppi dma transfer 
  ppi_disable(0); 
  
  if  (!nTimeout) { 
   // a timeout occurs 
  uart_writeString (UART01, "failed. Timeout error.\xd\xa" ); 
  printf( "Channel A failed \n" )  ; 
   
   // free the PPI data buffer 
   free (PPIbufferA); 
  } else  { 
   // everthing is fine, process the image 
   uart_writeString (UART01, "successfully 
done.\xd\xa" ); 
  printf( "Channel A acquired \n\n" )  ; 
   }  
   
   
//+++++++Write to uart 
 
 string1=test1;  
     tot_char = uart_writeString (UART01,string1); // sent string to 
uart port 
     printf( "Check Uart charater %i \n" ,tot_char); 
     printf( "Finish measurement \n" );   
      
     uart_close(UART01); 
    adi_core_b_enable(); 
 return  0; 
} 
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G.3 Embedded code for dedicated DSP (CORE B) 

/************************************************** ******************** 
 * Core B 
 ************************************************** *******************/ 
  
//#define _USE_VDK_ 
#include  <C:\DSP_hardware\src\environment.h> 
//#include <C:\DSP_hardware\src\conio.h> 
#include  <C:\DSP_hardware\src\services.h> 
#include  <C:\DSP_hardware\src\adi_dev.h> 
#include  <C:\DSP_hardware\src\cycle_count_bf.h> 
//#include <C:\DSP_hardware\src\stdlib.h> 
#include  <C:\DSP_hardware\src\ccblkfn.h> 
#include  <C:\DSP_hardware\src\stdio.h> 
#include  <C:\DSP_hardware\src\string.h> 
#include  <C:\DSP_hardware\src\debug.h> 
// brian's code 
#include  <C:\DSP_hardware\src\sleep.h> 
#include  <C:\DSP_hardware\src\clockquery.h> 
#include  <C:\DSP_hardware\src\SPIsimpleio.h> 
#include  <C:\DSP_hardware\src\PPIconfig.h> 
#include  <C:\DSP_hardware\src\UARTconfig.h> 
#include  <C:\DSP_hardware\src\environment.h> 
#include  <C:\DSP_hardware\src\GPIOconfig.h> 
#include  <C:\DSP_hardware\src\ppi_global.h> 
#include  <C:\DSP_hardware\src\gpio_global.h> 
#include  <C:\DSP_hardware\src\xmodemUART-buf.h> 
T_ERROR_CODE *errorcode; 
 
//PPI define 
#define  X_SIZE2 4096 
#define  Y_SIZE2 1 
// define flag to signal end of of transfer 
bool  bCapturingFinished2 = false ; 
// Flag handler for PPI transfer 
 
void  PPIHandler2( void  *pa_pClientArg2) { 
 // set flag to signal end of data transfer 
 bCapturingFinished2 = true ; 
} 
 
//#pragma align(4) 
//static unsigned char intmgr_storage[(ADI_INT_SECO NDARY_MEMORY * 8)]; 
  
 //PPI control Channel B (initiate data acquisition using DSP core B) 

int  main( void  ) 
{ 
//@@ setup PPI channel B 
//************************************************* ****** 
unsigned  short  nXsize = X_SIZE2; 
unsigned  short  nYsize = Y_SIZE2; 
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char  *PPIbufferA = ( char  *)malloc (nXsize * nYsize * 2);  // 2 
bytes per data  
char  *PPIbufferB = ( char  *)malloc (nXsize * nYsize * 2); 
   //uart_writeString (UART01, "acquiring channel B\xd \xa"); 
     printf( "acquiring channel B \n" ); 
  ppi_setup_gp ( 
  1,  //pa_nPPIindex  
     ( unsigned  long )  
            PPIbufferB, //&PPIbuffer2[0], //pa_nStartAddress  
       0x283c, //pa_nPPIcontrol,no frame sync (0x293c) 
  nYsize, //nYsizepa_nPPIframe 
  nXsize - 1, //nXsize-1 pa_nPPIcount  
  0x0000, //pa_nPPIdelay 
  0x00a6, //pa_nDMAconfig 
  nXsize, //pa_nXcount 
  0x0002, //pa_nXmodify 
  nYsize, //pa_nYcount 
  0x0002, //pa_nYmodify 
  0x0000, // 
  (T_PPI_CALLBACK)PPIHandler2); //callback assertion  
  
    //+++++++Enable PPI tranfer and allocate to memory 
        unsigned  long  nTimeout2 = 2000; 
   
        // clear flag that signals end of data transfer 
  bCapturingFinished2 = false ; 
  // enable the ppi dma transfer 
   ppi_enable(1); 
  // wait for flag that signals end of data transfer 
  while  (!bCapturingFinished2 && nTimeout2) { 
   bs_sleep (1); 
   nTimeout2--;     // wait for 
1 ms 
  } 
  // disable the ppi dma transfer 
  
   ppi_disable(1); 
  
  if  (!nTimeout2) { 
   // a timeout occurs 
 //  uart_writeString (UART02, "failed. Timeout 
error.\xd\xa"); 
  printf( "channel B failed \n" ); 
   // free the PPI data buffer 
   free (PPIbufferB); 
  } else  { 
   // everthing is fine, process the image 
//   uart_writeString (UART02, "successfully 
done.\xd\xa"); 
printf( "channel B acquired \n" ); 
  }  
   
 return  0; //end main   
} 
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G.4 SPI timing diagram and chip function register (ADC 9640) 

 

 

 
Figure G-1 SPI timing diagram 
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G.5 SPI control register (BF561) 

 
Figure G-2 SPI control register 
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G.6 PPI timing diagram (ADC 9640) 

 

 

 
Figure G-3 PPI timing diagram and requirement 
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G.7 PPI control register (BF561) 

 

 
Figure G-4 Main control register to program PPI port
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